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1. Abstract 
There is hardly an industry which does not employ gravity 
flON bins for the storage of butk solids.Conseauently there 
has been considerable activity and research to provide the 
engineer with information that will enable him to design bulk 
solid storage facilities for unobstructed and predictable 
flow.There also has been an increasing tendency in industry 
to handle finer materials which has led to considerable 
difficulties especially in cases where the actual flow rate 
was considerably less than plant capacities.Such misfortunes 
have prompted a number of investigations in this field in an 
endeavour to understand the flow of fine materials and to 
make suitable modifications to gravity flow bins to improve 
the flow situation. 
This thesis is concerned with the prediction of the flow 
rates of fine bulk solids from mass fLow bins and hoppers.In 
this initiaL treatment the two-phase nature of the fLow wiLL 
become apparent.The analysis requires the simultaneous 
consideration of the continuity of the buLk soLid and the 
interstitiaL fLuid,and the incLusion of the effects of the 
interstitiaL gas pressure gradients in the equation of motion 
of the fLowing buLk soLid. 
This anaLysis wiLL be appLied ihitiaLLy to an incrementaL 
eLement of buLk soLid,the fLow through which is described by 
a number of partiaL differentiaL equations whose soLution 
requires considerabLe numericaL effort.An approximate 
anaLysis is then be deveLoped by considering the fLow through 
an assumed eLement . Three non-Linear totaL differentiaL 
equdtions resuLt which aLso require numericaL techniques for 
-1 1 
t h e i r s o L u t i o n . 
By making suitabLe assumptions for the forni of the flow 
stress fieLd ,anaLyticaL soLutions for the fLow rate,the 
interstitiaL gas pressure distribution and the fLow stress 
fieLd are obtained for channeLs with or without 
surcharge.Pesults for coarse buLk soLids are then derived by 
negLecting the effects of interstitial fLiud pressure 
graaients. 
The predicted fLow rates compare favourabLy with observed 
fLow rates from an experimental pLane fLow bin. 
It must be stressed that this is onLy an initiaL treatment, 
extensive work stiLL is required to compLeteLy understand and 
predict the fLow of generaL buLk soLids from bins. 
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1 . Nomenc L at ure 
a - exponent used to reLate permeabiLity coefficient to 
consolidation stress,eqn.(3.19) 
A - area of fLow channeL 
A ,A ,A - variabLes defined by eqns . (6 . 27),(6.28),(6.29) 
•X i. o 
respect i ve Ly 
A ,A ,A - variables defined by eqns . (6 . 44),(6.45),(6.46) 
4 5 6 
respect i ve Ly 
A ,A ,A - variabLes defined by eqns . (7 . 23),(7.24),(7.25) 
7 8 9 
respect i ve Ly 
b - exponent used to reLate buLk density to 
consoLidation stress , eqn.(3.18) 
bj^^b^ - body forces used in eqns.(4.30) and (4.31) 
B - width or diameter of outLet of fLow channeL 
c - permeabiLity coefficient of buLk soLid,eqn.(3.19) 
C Q - permeability coefficient of buLk soLid when '^ - ^o 
C - constant reLating mean stress at hopper outLet to 
dynamic head at outLet,eqn.(5,111) 
C. - constant of integration used in e q n . ( 6 . 1 8 ) , 
defined in eqn.(A5.18) 
C_ - constant of integration used in e q n . ( 7 . 9 ) , 
defined in eqn.(7.17) 
C^ - constant of integration used in eqn.(7.10) 
C - constant of integration used in e q n . ( 8 . 1 6 ) , 
o 
defined in eqn.(8.2 ) . 
C - constant of integration used in eqn.(8.17) 
-x x i 
^1*^ 2 ~ •f'-^i^ drag force,used in eqns,(4,30) and (4.31) 
ff - fLow factor for a converging channeL 
ffg - 'actuaL' fLow factor for a fLow situation 
F - unconfined yieLd strength of a buLk soLid 
FF - fLow function of a buLk soLid 
g - acceLeration due to gravity 
^1**^2*^3* constants defined in eqns . ( 6 .11) , ( 7 .7) & (8.15) 
respec t i ve Ly 
H - moisture content 
I - integrand defined by eqn.(5.7) or by (5.14) 
respectively 
k - coeffici ent 
k = +1 for the major principal stress 
k=-1 for the minor principaL stress 
k=0 for the mean stress 
L - Length of a pLane fLow hopper outLet 
m - coefficient 
m=0 for pLane fLow (end effects negLected) 
m=1 for axisymmetric fLow 
m - suspended mass in experimentaL bin 
e 
M - buLk sqLid mass fLow rate 
M" - verticaL momentum component 
"»n.tn„ - exponents used in the anaLytical expressions for 
1 2 
the flow stress fieLd 
N - number of divisions over which approximate gas 
pressure distribution is evaLuated 
-X x i i 
p - i n t e r s t i t i a L gas p r e s s u r e 
p ( R ) - i n t e r s t i t i a L gas p r e s s u r e at d i s t a n c e R from hopper 
ve rt e X 
p ( r ) - f u n c t i o n d e f i n e d by e q n . ( A 5 . 3 ) 
Q - b u L k s o L i d m a s s fLow rate , e q n . ( 6 . 3 4 ) 
Q - d i m e n s i o n L e s s fLow r a t e , u s e d in e q n . ( 6 . 5 1 ) 
Q ( r ) - f u n c t i o n d e f i n e d by e q n , ( A 5 , 4 ) 
r - r a d i a L d i s t a n c e from the v e r t e x of the fLow channel 
r - r a d i a L d i s t a n c e to h o p p e r o u t L e t , e q n , ( 6 , 3 0 ) 
o 
r* - the d i s t a n c e from the v e r t e x of the c h a n n e L to 
w h e r e the s t r e s s is a s s u m e d to be zero , F i g . ( 1 , 5 ) 
R - r a d i a L d i s t a n c e from the vertex to the t r a n s i t i o n 
of a h o p p e r 
s - s t r e s s f u n c t i o n , u s e d in e q n s . (6 . 1 ) , ( 7 . 1 ) , ( 8 . 8 ) 
r e s p e c t i v e L y 
t - t i me 
T - t e m p e r a t u r e 
T - t e n s i L e f o r c e i n Load c e L L i n e x p e r i m e n t a L 
e 
i n s t a L L a t i o n , e q n . ( 9 , 1 ) 
T ,T ,T - v a r i a b l e s d e f i n e d by e q n s , ( 6 . 1 3 ) , ( 6 . 1 9 ) , ( 6 . 2 0 ) 
1 2 o 
r e s p e c t i v e L y 
T ,T ,T - v a r i a b l e s d e f i n e d by e q n s . ( 6 . 2 1 ) , ( 7 . 3 ) , ( 8 . 1 0 ) 
4 5 6 
r e s p e c t i v e L y 
u - i n t e r s t i t i a L fLuid v e L o c i t y 
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V - buLk soLid veLocity 
V^ - representative velocity in experimentaL instaLLation 
V Q - buLk soLid veLocity at the outLet of a channeL 
VI - major consoLidation Load 
W^ - variabLe defined by eqn,(6.17) 
X - variabLe used in Enstad theory,defined in eqn,(5,103) 
Y - variabLe used in Enstad theory , defined in eqn,(5,104) 
YY - variabLe defined in eqn,(5.82) 
z - component direction 
distance aLonc a pLane fLow hopper,Fig.3.2 
meridionaL direction in axisymmetry,Fig.3.3 
Z^ - variabLe defined by eqn.(6.14) 
Z^tZgtZj^- variables defined in eqns . (8 .26 ) , (8 .27) , (8 . 28 ) 
respectiveLy 
a - hopper haLf angLe 
3 - angLe between major principaL stress and normaL to 
hopper waLL for fLow conditions,defined in eqn,(3.16) 
r - porosity of a buLk soLid,defined in eqn.(3.20) 
6 - effective angLe of internaL friction of a buLk soLid 
6 - anguLar co-ordinate in pLane radiaL co-ordinates and 
in the meridionaL pLane i n a x i a L symmetry 
^ - integration variabLe 
- XXIV 
p - buLk density of a buLk soLid,eqn.(3.18) 
p - buLk density when o = a 
o o 
p^ - density of the interstitiaL fLuid 
p - density of the interstitiaL gas 
p - density of soLid particles 
o - mean stress 
o - mean stress at outLet of fLow channeL 
o 
a - normaL stress aLona the waLL 
w 
a ( R ) - vaLue of the mean stress at the transition 
major and minor consoLidation stresses 
consoLidation stresses in the r and 6 direction 
respec t i ve Ly 
(J) - kinematic angLe of friction between a buLk soLid 
and a b in wa L L 
T - shear stress 
T - shear stress along the waLL 
shear stress component defined in Fig. 3.6 
angLe between the co-ordinate ray and principaL 
stress direction,defined in Fig. 3,6 
\i)* ~ angLe defined in Fig, A2,1 
0) - angLe reLated to 6 and ^ ,defined in Fig. 3.6 
w 
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1. Introduction 
PossibLy the simpLest way to introduce the reader to the 
appLication of this research,is to expLain briefLy the 
function and operation of a bin.The probLems associated with 
the design and operation of bins wiLL suggest to the reader 
why this and other investigations of the fLow of buLk soLids 
have been or are being conducted.(It must be stressed that 
many researchers are active in this fieLd,and in this regard 
any such research is not isolated. Therefore the anaLysis 
presented here is onLy one particuLar approach to the 
probLem).The reader wiLL aLso become aware that a 
considerabLe amount of investigation is stiLL required to 
compLeteLy understand the fLow of buLk soLids. 
FirstLy,bins are used to store buLk soLids and,if properLy 
designed ,discharge the materiaL under the action of 
gravity.UsuaLLy bins are comprised of two sections,a hopper 
or converging section beneath a 'cyLindricaL' or verticaL 
section.The joint between the two sections is the transition 
of the bin.The shape of bins varies considerabLy,but they may 
be cLassified into two generaL types, axisymmetric fLow or 
pLane fLow bins as shown in Figs. 1.1 and 1.2, It wiLL be 
noted that this cLassification pertains to the geometry of 
the hopper section, 
The retention of buLk soLids in bins requires that the bin 
be fiLLed with the outLet being cLosed.The increasing head of 
materiaL in the bin causes consoLidation of the stored buLk 
soLid, with a consequent increase in density and,usuaLLy a 
gain in strength.ln this initiaL or fiLLing situation the 
material in the bin is shear consoLidating under the action 
l ( - ) 
Fig. 1.1 Axisymmetric Flow Bin 
Fig. 1.2 Plane Flow Bin 
2 ( - ) 
Cent ra l Channel 
Tendency to Pipe 
F i g . 1.3 Funnel Flow Bin C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s 
Uniform Flow 
No Dead Regions 
in Bin 
F i g . 1.4 Mass Flow Bin C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s 
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oí a stress fieLd where the major principaL stresses are 
cLose to verticaL . This stress fieLd is referred to as an 
active or peaked stress fieLd,Fig. 1.6. 
Since the buLk solid is being contained by a structure it is 
necessary to know the Loads acting on the waLLs of the 
structure. These loads are a function of the geometry of the 
channeL,the frictionaL characteristics between the buLk soLid 
and the waLLs, the materiaLs effective angLe of internaL 
friction and buLk density. These properties must be measured 
by appropriate tests. 
The next probLem encountered is whether gravity fLow wiLL 
occur when the outLet is opened.If the hopper outLet 
dimensions are too smaLL an arch may form at the outLet.These 
arches are common fLow obstructions in incorrectLy designed 
bins.A hopper design procedure for cohesive buLk soLids 
resuLts by considering the forces which act in these arches 
[53.This design procedure requires the comparison of the 
fLowabiLity of the buLk soLid to the fLowibiLity of the 
channeL. This comparison invoLves the determination of 
appropriate properties of the buLk soLid. GeneraLLy this 
design procedure requires a graphicaL iterative procedure,but 
by use of suitabLe empiricaL expressions this design 
procedure has been computerized [2,33. 
For a buLk soLid to fLow in a converging channeL the soLid 
must be yieLding,requiring that the stresses must decrease 
towards the outLet of the channeL as depicted in Fig. 
1.5.Therefore,on opening the bin outLet,the stress state 
changes from an active stress state to a passive state,Fig. 
1.6 and 1.7. For a static state (the state at the 
commencement of fLow or just as an obstruction to fLow is 
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about to occur) the maqnitude of the passive stress fieLd 
assumes the form of a radiaL static consoLidation stress 
distribution [1,59,603. 
This chanoe from active to passive stress state causes Large 
switch stresses on the waLls of the hopper,which have in some 
cases,caused bin faiLures and bin catastrophies to occur.It 
took investigators considerabLe time to predict the presence 
of these Large switch stresses and to predict their magnitude 
[43. 
If fLow does occur it may be one of two types,the first is 
referred to as core or funneL fLow as depicted in Fig. 
1.3,but the preferred type of fLow,mass fLow is depicted in 
Fig . 1.4. 
For a mass fLow bin it is desirabLe to predict the fLow 
stresses and the rate at which materiaL wiLL fLow from the 
bin before pLant detaiLs are finaLized. These vaLues can 
onLy be predicted confidentLy from a modeL which predicts the 
compLete fLow situation and which has been experimentaLLy 
justified.In bin fLow,a greater understanding of the fLow 
situation is affected by accurateLy predicting the fLow rate 
of the materiaL fLowing from the bins. 
InitialLy,prediction of the fLow rate was considered of 
secondary importance since in most cases geometric 
requirements to attain mass fLow of a cohesive buLk soLid 
yieLd fLow rates considerabLe in excess of pLant 
requirments.In such case a feeder may be used to reguLate the 
fLow.But this is not the case with the fLow of fine powoers 
where the actuaL rate may be orders of magnitude Less than 
that expected for a coarse buLk soLid.This discrepancy has,on 
a number of occasions , resuLted in situations where the actual 
'+(-) 
Approximate 
Flow Stress 
Field 
Reduction in stresses 
due to flow 
Static Radial Stress 
Field 
Fig. 1.5 Hopper Stress Fields 
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fLow rate is insufficient for process requirements 
[35,36,373. 
The prediction of the fLow rate requires the consideration 
of the dynamic equiLibrium of the fLowing buLk soLid.For this 
anaLysis the the stress and veLocity fieLds must be 
coupLed,demanding simuLtaneous consideration of both the 
equation of motion and the continuity of the fLowing buLk 
soLid.The incLusion of the momentum term into the equation of 
motion has the effect of reducing the stresses towards zero 
at the outLet,Fig I.S.This causes a greater diLation of the 
fLowing buLk soLid than that due to the static consoLidation 
stress fieLd. 
In the fLow of coarse buLk soLids (which represent a speciaL 
case of the continuum of buLk soLids) the effects of this 
diLation is negLigibLe , consistent with the assumption used by 
a number of investigators who derived expressions for the 
fLow rate of coarse incompressibLe buLk soLids [6,19,27-343. 
In industry there has been a growing tendency to handLe 
finer bulk soLids.The experience gained from handLing these 
buLk soLids ,indicates that their fLow rate is orders of 
magnitude Less than that predicted from formuLae pertaining 
to the flow of coarse buLk soLids 
[35-3 73.InitiaLLy,quaLitative reasons for these discrepancies 
were sought,however,the increasing desire of engineers to 
modeL the complete spectrum of buLk solids has prompted a 
number of investigators to examine the flow of fine powders 
in more detaiL [6,15,38,39,45,48,49,51,523. It is convenient 
to define a fine buLk solid as one where the body forces 
inducing fLow are of the same order of magnitude as the body 
forces caused by interstitiaL fLuid gradients opposing or 
5 ( - ) 
Direc t ion of Major 
P r i n c i p a l S t r e s s 
F i g . 1.6 Act ive S t r e s s S t a t e 
Direc t ion of Major 
P r i n c i p a l S t r e s s 
F i g . 1.7 Pas s ive S t r e s s S t a t e 
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assisting fLow.It shouLd aLso be noted that the interstitiaL 
fLuid in most situations is air. 
During the fLow of buLk soLids,fLuid pressure gradients 
occur due to severaL inf luences . FLuid pressure gradients may 
be forced,for exampLe when a bin is subjected to different 
top and bottom pressures or when fLuid injection techniques 
are used.In these case the gradients may be made to either 
assist or retard flow [15,42,373. 
FLuid pressure may aLso form due to the fLuid drag of 
individuaL particLes [63.The incLusion of drag forces appears 
appLicabLe to the fLow of fine particuLate soLids with 
neqLigibLe inter-particLe forces. The magnitude of these 
drag forces therefore wouLd onLy be significant if the 
materiaL couLd be assumed to be unconfined, such as in the 
study of settLing veLocities and terminaL veLocities of 
particuLate streams. 
During the fLow of fine buLk soLids,fLuid pressure gradients 
arise due to the void pressures in the diLating materiaL 
becoming negative.To neutraLize these negative void 
pressures,fLuid fLows are induced. If the bin has 
impermeabLe waLLs,this fLuid flow can enter through the top 
surface of the materiaL or enter through the outLet of the 
bin.The maqnitude of these fLows wiLL depend on the magnitude 
of the resistance opposing the fLow.For a hopper with 
surcha'rge,the extent of consoLidated buLk soLid in the 
cylinder presents considerabLe resistance to fLuid 
fLow.Therefore,the majority of the the air enters through the 
outLet.This counter fLow of air is associated with an 
adverse interstitiaL fluid pressure gradient, ( Fig . 1 .8 ) , which 
generate forces which oppose gravity.For a fine buLk soLid 
. ( - ) 
Steady flow in 
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Ijensi i_y 
F i g . 1.8 Bin V a r i a b l e s During Steady S t a t e Flow 
Raln Surface 
F i g . 1.9 Rain Surface 
the magnitude of the adverse pressure gradients are 
significant causing greatLy reduced fLow rates.When the 
adverse fLuid pressure gradient at the outLet is Large a 
criticaL flow rate is experienced and a phenomena described 
as raining occurs, Fig. 1.9.For a coarse buLk soLid,LittLe 
resistance to fLuid fLow occurs indicating that the adverse 
pressure gradients have LittLe infLuence on the fLow rate of 
such materials. 
The above expLanation of the adverse interstitiaL fLuid 
pressure suggests that the fLow rate of fine buLk soLids may 
be improved by canceLLinq or reducing the magnitude of the 
adverse interstitiaL pressure gradients with the injection of 
interstitiaL fLuid into the fLow channeL at appropriate 
Locations.To avoid fLooding the quantity and pressure of the 
injected fLuid must be predicted. 
It can be seen that the fLow of fine buLk soLids in a 
converging channeL is an exampLe of two phase fLow,the 
modeLLing of which requires the simuLtaneous consideration of 
the equation of motion of the two phase state, incorporating 
both momentum effects and the effects of interstitiaL fLuid 
gradients,and the continuity of both phases.The soLution of 
the modeL,consistent with the phase property variations 
occurring must satisfy the boundary conditions applying. 
It wiLL be shown that a compLete and convincing prediction 
of the fLow rate of fine powders can onLy be made at the cost 
of seeking numericaL rather than anaLyticaL soLutions.Such 
numericaL soLutions demand Large computing faciLities,and are 
of LittLe practicaL use to engineers . For engineering purposes 
convenient anaLyticaL soLutions are required,in which no 
significant Loss of accuracy occurs.Such soLutions are 
7(-) 
Steady Flow in 
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Fig. 1.10 Steady State Flow 
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possibLe by making suitabLe simpLifying assumptions 
consistent with the fLow situation. These initiaL soLutions 
provide convenient comparisons for more detaiLed and vigorous 
anaLysis techniques and solution procedures. 
It is the aim of this work to deveLop initiaL anaLyticaL 
solutions to the flow of fine buLk soLids from mass-fLow 
channeLs. The anaLysis presented here is far from compLete 
and simpLy records the investigation undertaken as a PhD 
research student,firstLy for two years as a fuLL time student 
and for the remaining three years as a part-time 
student.During this investigation initiaL anaLyticaL 
solutions for the fLow stress fieLd,the flow rate and the 
interstitiaL fLuid pressure distribution occurring during 
fLow of fine simpLe buLk soLids from hoppers with and without 
surcharge were derived. 
The validity of this initial anaLysis is indicated by the 
favourabLe comparison of predicted fLow rates with vaLues 
observed from an experimentaL variabLe geometry pLane fLow 
bin. 
To obtain an appreciation of the variables to be incLuded in 
the model for the fLow rates of buLk soLids and to examine 
and deveLope the soLution techniques,an initiaL anaLysis was 
conducted for coarse buLk soLids.The soLutions obtained from 
this initiaL anaLysis compared favourabLy with expressions 
advanced by other authors [27,31 ,333 . An attempt was then made 
to modeL the fLow of coarse compressibLe buLk solids by 
extending the anaLysis used for coarse incompressibLe buLk 
soLids.but on reLaxing the assumption of incompressibiLity 
the two phase nature of the fLow situation became 
apparent,due to the requirement to satisfy simuLtaneousLy 
f: ( - ) 
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both buLk soLid and fluid continuity during fLow.This 
indicated that expressions for the fLow rate of coarse buLk 
solids may be obtained by modelling the flow of fine buLk 
soLids and then aLlowing the effects of the interstitiaL 
fLuid pressure gradients to become neg l igibLe.Therefore the 
anaLysis of the fLow of fine buLk soLids which foLLows,made 
obseLete the initiaL investigation into the fLow of coarse 
buLk soLids.ALthough some attention and resuLts for coarse 
buLk soLids wiLL be presented for comparative purposes,the 
initiaL work on modeLLing the fLow of coarse compressible 
buLk wiLL be omitted from this presentation for brevity. 
At this point it is advantageous to pause to consider the 
possibLe operation modes of bins.Up to this point,and for the 
majority of this thesis the bin has being assumed to be in 
steady state operation. This requires that materiaL must be 
added to the top surface at the same rate as it is discharged 
from the bin,Fig. I.IO.It can be qualitatively argued that 
the consolidation pressures and interstitiaL fLuid pressure 
are as shown in Fig. 1.8,provided that the retention time in 
the bin is sufficient to compLeteLy deaerate the buLk soLid. 
In practice one of two non-steady operating modes usuaLLy 
obtains. Either the in-fLow into the bin may be greater than 
the bin discharge causing the bin top surface to rise or the 
bin in-fLow may be inadequate to maintain a constant bin 
LeveL and the bin leveL faLLs. During these situations the 
fLow variabLes can be qualitativeLy expLained in terms of 
Fig. 1.8,with minor variations.A speciaL case of the second 
fLow situation is were there is no in-fLow into the bin.In 
this situation the materiaL in the cyLindricaL section of the 
bin is subjected to decreasing consoLidation pressure and may 
9(-) 
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be diLating sLightLy suggesting that the interstitiaL fLuid 
pressure wouLd be negative throughout the bin,Fig. I.II.This 
further suqgests that variations in the extent of surcharge 
may cause considerabLe variations in the fLow rate due to the 
changes in the resistance to fluid fLow in through the top 
surface. 
Consider now the case of a hopper without surcharge,and 
assume the hopper to be sufficicientLy Large to compLeteLy 
deaerate the buLk soLid.For the case of equaL infLow and 
outfLow it may be ouaLitativeLy argued that the fLow 
variabLes wouLd vary as shown in Fig. 1.12,whereas for the 
case of discharge without in-fLow the the fLow variabLes 
wouLd most LikeLy vary as shown in Fig. 1.13. Again it is 
evident,for the case of fine buLk soLids,that considerabLe 
changes in the fLow rate may occur due to variations in the 
head of materiaL in the hopper. 
As expected it wouLd be extremeLy difficuLt to maintain 
steady state fLow situations,yet most investigators wiLL 
assume this to be so for their theoreticaL modeLs.Steady 
state conditions are even more difficuLt to maintain in 
experimentaL investigations . This difficuLty arises in part 
due to the fact that experimentaL investigations are usuaLLy 
restricted to piLot scaLe bins operated in batch mode .In 
experimentaL instaLlations incorporating continuous in-fLow 
and discharge facilities,accurate reguLation of the infLow is 
required to maintain steady state operation.In these 
instaLLations the bin must be sufficientLy Large to ensure 
that the materiaL is compLeteLy deaerated in the verticaL 
section of the bin. 
FortunateLy,steady state fLow situations are found to be 
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approximated during a short period at a sufficientLy Large 
period of time after a bin has commenced fLowing.This period 
approximates steady state conditions,since aLL the transients 
have dissipated and only minor variations of materiaL LeveL 
in the bin are occurring, For bins with discrepancies 
between in-fLow and discharge the variation in head of 
materiaL in the bin couLd be modeLLed using step wise steady 
state conditions , however , it was considered that the 
aqditionaL compLexity of this procedure was not warranted in 
this initieL anaLysis. 
It is therefore evident that work in this fieLd is far from 
compLete with areas in which this investigation is deficient 
aLready becoming apparent to the reader.These areas wiLl be 
emphasized and suggestions for further work made in Chapter 
10. However,it shouLd be emphasized here that more accurate 
solutions wiLL onLy be possibLe by seeking numericaL rather 
than anaLyticaL solutions. 
To appreciate further the investigations into the field of 
buLk fLow the work of investigators active in this fieLd must 
be recognized and appreciated.To avoid confusion in 
nomencLature and to assist brevity,the Literature survey will 
consider only the principles advanced and the assumptions 
used by the various researchers,omitting,in some cases,more 
detaiLed anaLysis by the author of some of the works 
published.For more detailed anaLysis of these works,the 
reader is referred to the originaL sources. 
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2. Literature Survey 
The initiaL investigations into the flow rate of buLk soLids 
were divided by MiLes [73 and simiLiarly by Schwedes [83 
into three basic types of treatment,those being,empiricaL 
equations, those derived from dimensionaL anaLysis,and those 
derived from theoreticaL anaLysis based on anaLogies with 
f L i uds. 
The initiaL empiricaL equations deveLoped by such authors as 
FrankLin and Johanson [93,FowLer and GLastonbury 
[203,BeverLoo et aL. [11i,Newton et aL.[123 and Rose [133 are 
aLL extremeLy Limited in appLication . WhiLe such correLations 
are vitaLLy important to the engineer faced with the probLem 
of predicting fLow rates,they do not,in themseLves,Lead 
directLy to a physicaL understanding of the nature of the 
fLow phenomena. 
These initiaL empiricaL equations were Later modified to 
semi-empiricaL reLations using the fLuid anaLogy by such 
authors as McDougaLL [14,15,163,Jones [173 and Harmens [183. 
PossibLy the first significant theoreticaL anaLysis of the 
fLow rate of free fLowing buLk solids was that of Brown and 
Richards [193,who used a minimum energy theorem to predict 
the fLow rate of coarse incompressibLe buLk soLids.To obtain 
better correLations with observed fLow rates Brown and 
Richards introduced the concept of a statisticaLly empty 
space to reduce the predicted vaLues of fLow rates.Brown and 
Richards consider this factor to be a reduction of the 
aperture size.They point out that the vaLue of the reduction 
factor depends on the properties of the powder,in 
particular,the size of the particLes and aLso on the sLope of 
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the waLls and was constant for both slotted outLets and 
circuLar apertures.However,no theoreticaL basis for this 
reduction factor was given.Another deficiency of the work of 
Brown and Richards was that they chose to ignore the effect 
of the frictional properties of the materiaL and the effect 
o f w a L L f r i c t i o n . 
At about the same time,Jenike and Johanson [1,20,21,223 
were appLying the principLes of soiL mechanics to the fLow of 
cohesive buik soLids from converging channeLs.This 
investigation was primariLy seeking to deveLope a theory for 
the fLow -no-fLow of cohesive buLk solids from converging 
channeLs. This fLow-no-fLow criterion was based on static 
consoLidation stress fields which were derived by uncoupLing 
the stress and veLocity fieLds.This uncoupling corresponds to 
the state of the buLk solid just as an obstruction to fLow is 
about to form. It was in this investigation that the concept 
of an cohesive arch was introduced, the fLow of which demands 
that the major principal stress in the arch must be equal to 
the unconfined yieLd strength of the materiaL.These concepts 
aLLowed the hopper geometry to be determined using a 
graphicaL iterative procedure . This procedure invoLves the 
comparison of the fLowibiLity of the channeL(as determined by 
its fLow factor) to the fLowibiLity of the buLk soLid 
determined by the fLow properties of the buLk soLid which are 
measured in a number of tests that were deveLoped and 
standardized by the same authors [13. 
AnciLLary to this work was the anaLysis of the bin waLL 
Loads [4,23,24,25,263.These anaLyses indicated the existence 
of fLow stresses considerabLy Larger than the static or 
fiLLing stresses. The existence of switch pressures is 
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emphasized and accounted for in terms of the waLl support 
given to the voLume of buLk soLid in a transition state from 
the active stress fieLd to the passive stress fieLd. 
Johanson [273 then applied the equation of motion incLuding 
the effects of inertia to a cohesive arch eLement of uniform 
thickness Fig. 2.1,with the sLope of the abutment of the 
arch chosen to maximize the Lift from the waLLs. The work of 
Johanson is possibLy the most relevant for predicting the 
fLow rate of coarse cohesive buLk soLids. From this basic 
approach Johanson derives an expression for the steady state 
discharge flow rate for both axisymmetric and pLane fLow 
channeLs.Johanson further deveLopes his theory to predict the 
transient variation in fLow rate,presenting an expression for 
the average discharge fLow rate incLuding the transient 
effects. 
It shouLd be noted that the equations derived by Johanson 
incLude a term invoLving the ratio of the fLow factor 
appLicabLe to the hopper negLecting dynamic effects to that 
evaLuated incLuding dynamic effects.This actuaL fLow factor 
is determined by a point on the materiai's fLow function.This 
point can be determined by the assumption that for the 
cohesive materiaL to fLow the stresses in the arch must be 
equaL to the unconfined yieLd strength of the materiaL and 
that these stresses can be determined. 
E periments carried out by Johanson using a severaL 
different materiaLs in both Laboratory and fieLds tests 
supported his theory.Johanson noted that experimentaL 
discrepanies were Largest for finer materiaLs,indicating that 
further work was required in this area . However , whiLe 
Johanson's method qives oood resuLts in many cases ,it 
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invoLves the determination of the materiaLs fLow function and 
other frictionaL properties,and requires the repetitive use 
of charts to determine the parameters invoLved.His method 
does not Lend itseLf readily to computerisation where 
anaLyticaL procedures are desired. This prompted a number of 
other investigators who were active in the fieLd of buLk 
soLids to deveLop anaLyticaL expressions for the fLow rate 
of coarse incompressibLe buLk soLids.A smaLL number of such 
anaLyses wiLL now be considered. 
By incLuding a term due to the momentum change,Davidson and 
Nedderman [283 derived an expression for the fLow rate from 
both pLane fLow and axisymmetric fLow hoppers.They observed 
that the predicted fLow rate was approximateLy doubLe the 
observed fLow rate attributing the difference to the effect 
of waLL friction.They further observed that the flow rate and 
stress distribution were insensitive to the extent of 
surcharge at the top of the hopper.This theory was primariLy 
concerned with cohesionLess materiaL fLowing from a channeL 
with smaLL incLuded angLe and with smooth waLLs,but an 
anaLysis for materiaL having a finite cohesion was aLso 
pre sented. 
An interesting feature of their work is that for materiaLs 
with Low vaLues of internaL friction the resuLts for ir.viscid 
fLow are obtained the resuLts of which shouLri be reLevant to 
the behaviour of partLy fLuidized powders.Another important 
observation of this work was the fact that the fLow rate is 
determined aLmost entireLy by conditions in the vicinity of 
the orifice. 
Savage [293 aLso provides an approximate analysis of steady 
aravity fLow of a cohesionLess buLk soLid in a verticaL 
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converging channeL. In his initiaL treatment Savage derives 
an anaLytical expression for the fLow by coupLing the 
veLocity and stress fieLds,which enforces a unique soLution 
for the fLow rate.This anaLysis predicted the experimentaL 
fact that the flow rate is essentiaLLy independent of the 
head. 
Savage [303 Later extended his anaLysis to incLude the 
effects of smaLl waLL friction.The solution for this modeL 
obtained by a perturbation procedure resuLting in a infinite 
series ,of which onLy the first two terms were 
evaLuated.WilLiams [313 states that the soLution obtained by 
this method does not correctLy predict the effect of the 
hopper angLe on the discharge rate and in some cases predicts 
negative fLow rates. 
Another anaLyticaL anaLysis pertaining to coarse 
incompressibLe buLk soLids was that of Morrison [323,who used 
a streamLine anaLysis, incLuding a term due to inertia 
effects,to obtain an expression for the fLow 
rate.InitiaLLy,the streamLine equation was soLved for flow 
from a hopper with frictionLess waLLs subject to the boundary 
conditions that the force across the surface of the 
transition is balanced and that the surface at the outLet is 
stress free.Morrison then modified the streamLine equation to 
include a term due to CouLomb wall friction.The soLution for 
this latter modeL in integraL form,reduces to a boundary 
vaLue probLem.Morrison commented that his theoreticaL 
predictions compare favourabLy with the predictions of Brown 
and Richards £193. 
WiLLiams C313 expressed concern that no satisfactory method 
had been proposed for predicting the flow rate of coarse 
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granuLar materiaL from a conicaL hopper which took into 
account both the frictionaL properties of the materiaL and 
the effect of waLL friction.ConsequentLy , he presented a 
theoretical treatment of the probLem which accounted for both 
of these effects. 
Starting from the equation of motion for a incrementaL 
eLement of buLk soLid in a conicaL hopper,WiLLiams appLied 
some reLations gained from a consideration of Mohr's circLe, 
Fig. 2.2 to reduce his eouations to expressions invoLving 
onLy the mean stress o ,and the angLe between the major 
principaL stress and the radiaL direction ^ .He assumes,for 
boundary conditions,that the mean stress is zero at the upper 
surface in the hopper and at the outLet of the hopper where a 
free arch forms.Other boundary conditions foLLow from the 
conditions acting at the centre Line of the fLow channeL and 
at the waLL of the fLow channeL. 
WiLLiams points out that whiLe his equations cannot be 
soLved analyticaLLy,sufficient information can be obtained by 
deriving anaLyticaL soLutions to the equations aLong the 
centre Line and the boundary waLL,since these soLutions 
provide upper and Lower Limits to the veLocity of the 
materiaL in the hopper. 
A comparison with some other theoreticaL predictions shows 
that the upper bound from WiLLiams theory modified by puttino 
the angLe of internaL friction of the materiaL equaL to 90 
qives the same resuLt of that of Brown and Richards [193.ALso 
the vaLues predicted by Davidson and Nedderman [283 conform 
very cLoseLy to those obtained by WiLLiam's upper Limit. 
WiLLiams indicates the vaLidity of his anaLysis by noting 
that his theory predicts positive fLow rates for aLL vaLues 
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of waLL friction, whereas the anaLysis of Savage [303 predicts 
negative íLow rates for steep rough waLled conicai hoppers. 
However,disappointingLy,WiLLiam's theory stiLL does not give 
accurate predictions for a wide range of materiaLs.WiLLiams 
contends that this is f o r t w o reasons.FirstLy,he acknowLedges 
the existence of a fLuid drag force in very fine 
materiaLs,which considerably reduce the fLow rate for fine 
materiaLs.SecondLy ,he agrees that whiLe his theory predicts 
that the rate of discharge shouLd be proportionaL to the 
diameter of the hopper orifice raised to the 5/2 power the 
experimentaL evidence shows that this was incorrect. In his 
experimentaL correLation WiLLiam's , uses the Brown and 
Richards [193 effective diameter correction factor which 
effectiveLy reduces the fLow rate due to the existence of an 
annuLar "statistical tree space" at the outLet. This reduction 
factor incorporates a parameter , for which WiLLiams admits 
there is no LogicaL expLanation to account for the variation 
in its vaLue, aLthough he states that its vaLue seems to 
depend appreciabLy on the shape of the particLes. The 
anaLysis by WilLiams was extended by Rennie [333 to incLude 
the case of fiow from pLane fLow channeLs. 
It therefore was becoming obvious to investigators that the 
predominant infLuence on the fLow rate of an actuaL buLk 
solid are the magnitudes of the cohesive forces present and 
the retarding forces generated by the two phase nature of the 
fLow situation. 
The initiaL attempts to include of effects of the 
interstitiaL fLuid on the fLow rate was made by considering 
the drag force acting on individuaL particLes.The first 
investigator to successfuLLy incLude the effect of individuaL 
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drag forces was CarLeton [63. For fine particLes where the 
fLiud drag forces are comparabLe to the gravitationaL 
forces,CarLeton evaLuates the fLuid drag force from that 
section of the drag coefficient versus Reynolds number curve 
where the ReynoLds number lies between 2 and 200.The soLution 
to the equation of motion incorporating the fLuid drag term 
was presented in nomograph form [63. 
Experiments conducted by CarLeton indicated that his 
approach is more accurate than that of Brown and Richards 
C193 for fine materiaLs and Large orifices,However,for smaLL 
orifices the predictions are not so accurate which CarLeton 
attributes to his faiLure to incLude waLL friction forces, 
CarLeton concLuded that the most successfuL approach for 
predicting fLow rates from hoppers wouLd be one in which aLL 
the forces acting on the particLes are considered initiaLLy 
and an examination made to see under what condition certain 
of these forces may be negLected. CarLeton aLso commented 
that the magnitude of these forces shouLd be evaLuated at the 
outLet region of the hopper. 
The appreciation that the fLow rate was controLLed by the 
two phase nature of the fLow situation was initiaLLy 
quaLitative ,aLthough the muLti-phase nature of the fLow was 
regarded by a number of authors as the significant reason for 
the discrepancy between theoreticaL fLow rates and actuaL 
flow rates [313.One of the earLiest suggestions that this may 
in fact be the case,is evident in the discussions to the 
paper by Brown [343,in which various experiments were 
conducted to observe the effect of hindering the air fLow 
rate at the top of the fLow channeL,and the comment was made 
that "presumabLy the fLow of granuLes through an orifice is a 
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Limiting case ot two-phase fLow where there are two materiaLs 
which are vastLy different in density". 
With the growing awareness of the two phase nature of the 
fLow, severaL authors suggested fLow improvement devices 
based on the observation that during fLow of fine materiaL 
adverse interstitiaL fLuid pressure gradients occur (Fig, 
(1,11)) which considerably reduce the fLow rate.These authors 
suggested that improvements to the fLow were possibLe by air 
injection techniques [35,36,37,383, 
InitiaL quantitative investigations of the muLti-phase 
nature of the fLow concerned the fLow of fLuidized or partLy 
fLuidized materiaLs discharging through apertures in both 
gravity and nongravity fLow situations [15,17,393, The first 
initiaL quantitative anaLysis of the two phase fLow of fine 
powders in bin situations was that conducted by Johanson 
[40,413 when he deveLoped a prediction for the settLement of 
fine powders in siLos, 
Other investigations deaLing with free fLowing soLids 
modeLLed the fLow situation using the famiaiiar BernouLLi 
equation;with the anaLyses,in some cases being semi-empiricaL 
[17,42,433. In the paper by McDougaLL it was noted that the 
particLe-air interaction wouLd be most significant for fine 
or low specific gravity particLes. SimiLarLy,Papazoglou [443 
modeLLed the fLow of air assisted particLes using the 
concepts of an inviscid continuum,deveLoping a BernouLLi type 
equation for the particulate phase with added air 
flow.PapazogLou noted that when fine,Low specific gravity 
particLes are discharginq through orifices , smaLL reLative 
veLocities between the particLe and fLuid phase give rise to 
appreciabLe drag forces on the particLes.PapazogLou further 
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predicted a variation of the interstitiaL gas pressure in the 
hopper. Although his investigation was restricted to free 
fLowing particulate soLids,he noted that quite smaLL 
additions of interstitiaL gas in the channeL gave marked 
increases in the fLow rate and aLtered the stress 
distribution throughout the whoLe phase. 
Apart from Davidson and Nedderman's anaLysis [283 of partLy 
fLuidized buLk soLids,the first significant two phase 
anaLysis was that of HoLLand et aL. [453,in which an equation 
of motion for a mixture of granuLes and fLuid was derived by 
considering the equiLibrium of forces acting upon a eLement 
of mixture,as depicted in Fig. 2.3.Although HoLLand and his 
co-workers did not derive a generaL soLution of the 
equation,a number of experimentaL observations were expLained 
by their anaLysis. In the HoLLand anaLysis the effect of the 
fLuid drag force was expressed in the form of the gradient of 
the interstitiaL fLuid pressure, with the gradient being 
determined by the relative veLocity between the fLuid and 
granuLes,the particLe diameter,the porosity of the system and 
the viscosity and density of the fliud.Although HoLland 
assumed,for simpLicity, constant porosity,he commented that 
smaLL changes in porosity can produce substantiaL 
interstitiaL fLuid pressure gradients.lt shouLd be noted that 
HoLLand used Oarcy's Law to reLate the interstitiaL fLuid 
gradient to the reLative veLocity,but to obtain an initiaL 
quaLitative soLution an approach based upon the settLing of 
granuLes in fLuids was used.This approach prevented HoLLand 
from obtaining a generaL equation for the fLow rate. 
Shook et aL. [463 in his study of the discharge of particLes 
from conicaL channeLs under water,expLained their resuLts by 
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postuLating the existence of a non-uniform voidage 
distribution occurring in the hopper region during fLow.This 
voidage distribution was thought to give rise to interstitial 
fLuid pressure gradients Large enough to retard the motion of 
smaLL particLes . The soLution of this two phase fLow situation 
required the simuLtaneous soLution of the equation of 
continuity for the fLuid and soLid phase and the momentum 
equation for the soLid phase,as suggested by WaLLis [473.The 
body force terms for incLusion in this equation of motion 
were aLso evaLuated using WaLLis' method, Assuming that the 
porosity of the buLk soLid was eauaL to that of a bed of 
particLes in a container of Large diameter,Shook empLoyed an 
iterative method incorporating a fourth order Runge-Kutta 
technique in which the parameters were changed to yieLd 
favourabLe comparison with experimentaLLy observed discharge 
t i mes, 
In a recent paper by Crewdson,0rmond and Nedderman [483 an 
anaLysis was presented for the effect of seLf-generated 
interstitiaL pressure gradients on the fLow of granuLar 
materiaLs from a hopper,ExperimentaL measurements of pressure 
distributions and fLow rates from a steep waLLed conicaL 
Laboratory scaLe hopper suggested the concepts on which the 
theory was based were generaLLy correct,This anaLysis 
utiLized an individuaL particLe approach in which it was 
assumed that pressure gradient is given by the Carman-Kozeny 
equation,provided the ReynoLds number was smaLL,Crewdson 
further assumed a Logarithmic reLationship between pressure 
and voidage and,to obtain an initiaL soLutior,he assumed the 
soLids stresses in the hopper were represented by a radiaL 
distribution [13,He noted that the use of the radiaL stress 
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fieLd was inconsistent with the boundary conditions imoosed 
on the fLow stress in the vicinity of the outLet,where 
conditions are criticaL,Crewdson noted that an extra term was 
required to bring the radiaL stress to zero at the 
outLet,and,since this term is reLated to the kinetic energy 
of the particLe it was aopreciabLe only near the orifice,He 
further commented that the radiaL stress distribution 
over-predicts the stresses near the orifice,where they are of 
very smaLL magnitude,However , the expression used for voidage 
over-estimates the voidage,and hence on combination,the 
errors compensate each other to some extent, In this paoer 
Crewsden derived an interstitiaL gas pressure distribution 
for a hopper with a singLe turning point and a 
semi-anaLyticaL expression for the fLow rate . Crewdson noted 
signficant experimental deviation which he attributed to the 
unsatisfactory voidage distribution assumed. 
In a recent paper by Spink and Nedderman [493,an 
experimentaL and theoreticaL study of the fLow of fine 
particLes from a two-dimensionaL hopper was undertaken.This 
work presents a more extensive quantitative study than that 
undertaken by Crewdson et aL, C483,Here Spink was 
endeavouring to obtain a reLationship between particLe size 
and fLow rate to expLain the observations of FowLer and 
GLastonbury C103 that the fLow rate of fine particLes 
decrease as the particLe size decreases,Spink reported that 
SchofieLd et aL. C453 attributed the reduction in fLow rate 
for fine particLes to the retarding infLuence of the 
interstitiaL fLuid and attempted a simpLified theoreticaL 
anaLysis of the problem. The work of Shook C463 prompted 
Spink and Nedderman [493 to measure voidage and interstitiaL 
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fluid pressure distributions existing within a bed of fine 
particLes discharging under gravity from a hopper of simpLe 
geometry.The experimentaL set up was of Laboratory scaLe,with 
the converging channeL having a incLuded angle of onLy 12°and 
an inside thickness of onLy 12.7mm.For such a geometry the 
end waLL effects may have considerabLe. Spink and Nedderman 
than progressed to a theoreticaL modeL by appLying a force 
momentum baLance to a horizontaL eLement incLuding terms due 
to the effects of particLe motion and interstitiaL air 
pressure gradients for a eLement far and near the hopper 
outLet.ALthogh Spink supported the cLaim that at Low stress 
LeveLs the LocaL buLk density is a function of the isotropic 
normaL particLe stress,the voidage distribution used was 
extremeLy awkward requiring a triaL and error process untiL 
the predicted voidage distribution possessed a mean equaL to 
the measured vaLue.An expression for the pressure 
distribution is derived using the Carman-Kozeny modeL to 
relate the pressure gradient to the air-particLe friction.The 
soLution required an iterative numericaL procedure to 
evaLuate the gas fLow rate and satisfy the boundary 
conditions imposeo on the gas distribution. 
It was found that the interstitiaL air pressure gradients 
affects the stress distribution significantLy onLy in the 
Lower haLf of the hopper.The principaL affect of the air 
pressure gradients was to modify the vaLue of the theoretical 
fLow rate. Spink's theoreticaL gas pressure distribution 
agreed satisfactoriLy to the experimentaL gas pressure 
distribution in respect to the minima and its 
position.This , Spink cLaims , suggests the vaLidity of his 
approach,in consideration of the fact that the air pressure 
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gradient at the orifice is large and infLuences greatLy the 
oarticLe flow rate. The most favourabLe comparison between 
exoerimentaL and theoreticaL vaLues was found to occur when 
the theoreticaL curve was based on a combination 
active-passive faiLure criteria, Spink aLso noted that in 
the uppermost part of the bed the caLcuLated curves 
invariabLy exhibit a maximum with the gauge pressure rising 
to smaLL positive vaLues before faLLing to zero at the top 
surface,This is caused by the expuLsion of the interstitiaL 
gas due to compression of the buLk soLid as it moves into a 
reqion of higher stress.This trend was also occasionaLly 
observed experimentaLLy. 
ALthough Spink was abLe to predict the decrease in fLow rate 
for fine particLes,his predicted vaLues were approximateLy 
doubLe the observed fLow rates. 
The compLex nature of the fLow of powders from bins is 
emphasized in a paoer by Carson [503,who suggests that it may 
be necessary aLso to consider,in some cases,both mass and 
thermaL transport,and chemicaL reactions during fLow.It wouLd 
appear that the present state of deveLopment of the theory of 
the fLow of fine buLk soLids from bins by Carson and his 
coLLeagues at Jenike and Johanson Inc incorporates the effect 
of variations in surcharge head on the flow rate of fine buLk 
soLids from bins,and aLLows the prediction of the variabLes 
of air injection techniques,however , the detaiLs are being 
kept secret [36,37,533. 
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3. The Analysis Of T h e F l o w O f BuLk SoLids 
3,1. Int roduct i on 
In gravity fLow of buLk soLids,it is convenient to assume 
compression and compressive strain rates as positive and 
tension and expansive strain rates as negative.In regard to 
interstitiaL fLuid pressures, gauge pressures above 
atmospheric wiLL be taken as positive and those below 
atmospheric wiLL be taken as negative. These conventions are 
adopted throughout this work. 
The solids which are concerned in this work are rigid 
pLastic.In the pLastic regions,the soLids are assumed to be 
isotropic, frictionaL,cohesive,compressibLe and permeabLe.In 
this work a yieLd surface proposed by Jenike and Shield C533 
i s used. 
During fLow the time intervaL of consolidation is zero,whiLe 
the temperature and moisture content are assumed 
constant.Density and permeabiLity are assumed to be point 
functions of the major principaL stress aLong a streamLine. 
In axiaL symmetry the principles of isotropy and pLastic 
potentiaL enforce the Kaar and Von Karman hypothesis for the 
adopted yieLd function where,the Kaar and Von Karman 
hypothesis states that in axiaL symmetry the circumferentiaL 
stress is equaL to either the major or the minor principai 
stress of the meridionaL pLane. 
^b(-) 
Fig. 3.2 Cylindrical Coordinate (r,e,z) System 
Fig. 3.3 Spherical Coordinate (r,e,z) System 
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3.2. BuLk SoLid Properties 
The concept of the fLow function was introduced by Jenike 
[13 as a measure of the fLowabiLity of soLids.The fLow 
function of a buLk s o L i d d e s c r i b e s the variation in the 
soLid's unconfined yieLd force with major consoLidation 
force.That is,the unconfined yieLd force of the buLk soLid is 
a function of the major consoLidation force 
F=f(Vl) (t=0,H=constant,T=constant) 
This reLation is referred to as the instantaneous fLow 
function of a soLid. 
Three typicaL fLow functions are shown in Fig. 3.1 by the 
curves FF^ tFF^ and FF^.The curve FF3 denotes a buLk soLid 
with substantiaL cohesive strength,such a materiaL wouLd have 
the greatest tendency to support obstructions to fLow.In bin 
design these materiaLs have a criticaL outLet size beLow 
which the material wiLL arch. ConverseLy,a free fLowing 
materiaL (FF^) deveLops no unconfined yieLd strength and 
hence its fLow function coincides with the major 
consoLidation axis, 
A Large number of buLk soLids have a fLow function which 
passes through the origin (FF^^^such materiaLs are termed 
simple buLk soLids. Both free fLowing and simpLe buLk soLids 
have no criticaL outLet size ,aLthough the geometry of the 
outLet must be designed so that no mechanicaL bridging may 
occ ur [123. 
In this anaLysis simpLe buLk soLids wiLL be assumed. 
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3.3. The Coordinate System 
In order to handLe probLems of pLane fLow and of 
axisymmetric fLow with one set of equations,combined 
co-ordinates are introduced with a coefficient m to 
distinguish between the two systems.The coefficient has the 
va L ue s 
m=Q for pL ane f Low 
m=l for axisymmetric fLow 
T o a n a l y z e the fLow of buLk soLids from converging 
channeLs,cyLindricai coordinates(r,0,z),Fig. 3.2 ana 
sphericaL coordinates systems ( r , e , 2 ) , Fig. 3.3 wiLL be used 
for pLane fLow and axisymmetric fLow channeLs respectiveLy.In 
the sphericaL coordinate system the z component denotes the 
meridionaL pLane direction. The direction of the major 
principaL stress with respect to the ray r is denot ed 'í' , a s 
depicted in Fig. 3.6. 
For the cyLindricaL section of the fLow channeL the 
co-ordinate system shown in Fig. 3,4 wiLL be adopted. 
3.4. Effective YieLd Loci 
It is assumed that the ratio between the major and the minor 
consoLidation stresses during fLow approaches a constant 
va L ue 
''-1 = ( 1 + sin(6)) (3.1) 
°2 ( 1 - sin(ô)) 
This function is caLLed the effective yield Locus (EYL) with 
6 r e f e r r e d to as the effective angLe of internaL fricticn.In 
generaL, ô is a function of the temperature T and tne 
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moisture content H of the soLid, 
6 = 6(T,H) (3^2) 
but under conditions of fLow,where the time intervaL of 
consoLidation at rest is zero and the temperature and 
moisture content can usuaLLy be assumed constant,d is a 
constant.In the (^,T) coordinates this function is 
represented by two straight Lines,EYL,passing through the 
origin and incLined at the angLe ô to theO -axis,Fig. 3.5. 
These Lines are enveLopes of the Mohr stress circLe 
determining the consoLidation stresses o and o^, 
3.5. Stresses During FLow 
Referring to Fig. 3.6 the component stresses occurring 
during fLow can be expressed in the assumed coordinate system 
by 
o = a(l + sin(6) cos(2i^)) (3.3) 
Og = a( 1 - sin(6) cos(2ii;)) (3.4) 
T^g = o Ein(6) sin(2\;;) Í3.5) 
o^ = a( 1 + sin(6) cos (2w)) ^3.6) 
o = a(l - sin(6) cos (2to) ) (3.7) 
T^^ = o sin(6) sin(2a)) Í3.8) 
xy 
the principaL stresses are 
Oj = o( 1 + sin(6)) (3.9) 
o, = o( 1 - sin(6)) (3.10) 
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and from the Von Karman hypothesis 
o^ = o( 1 + k;sin(6) ) 
where k = + 1 fo>r converging fLow 
k=-1 for diverging fLow. 
In the above equations the mean stress is defined by 
(3.11) 
r tí L Z X y 
(3.12) 
3.6. W a L l Y i e L d Locus 
A side boundary between a region in a pLastic state of 
stress and a rigid ( or eLastic ) stationary region is caLLed 
a waLL.ln generaL ,there is a veLocity discontinuity aLong a 
waLL,the waLL frictionaL strength is therefore fuLLy 
mobiLized and the stresses acting on the waLL Lie on a waLL 
yieLd Locus,which is represented by a Line WYL in the (a,T) 
coordinates,Fig. 3.7. 
Since the soLid is in a pLastic st8te,the stresses at the 
waLi Lie at one of the points of intersection W of the waLl 
yieLd Locus with a Mohr stress circLe tangentiaL to the yieLd 
Locus of the soLid,YL. During fLow,the circLe is tangentiaL 
to the yieLd locus at the points E and is aLso tangentiaL to 
the effective yieLd Locus. 
The position of the waLl yieLd Locus depends on the 
frictionaL conditions at the waLL.These conditions may range 
from perfectLy smooth to the fuLL strength of the fLowing 
soLid.For buLk soLids fLowing from converging channeLs,the 
stresses at the waLLs assume vaLues which Lie on the arc 
E'M'E' ,hence the stresses at a weak waLL are represented 
50(-) 
Fig. 3.9 Linearized Wall Yield Locus for a Straight 
Walled Channel 
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either by point W'or W". 
In this work a Linearized waLL yieLd Locus is assumed as 
this aLLows the position of a waLl yieLd Locus to be defined 
by the magnitude of the angLe of friction ^ between a soLid 
and a wa L L. 
3.7, FLow ChanneL And WaLL Conditions 
In pLane strain the channeL may be asymmetricaL and the 
frictionaL conditions at each waLL may be different as shown 
in Fig, 3,8. For a straight waLLed h o p p e r e - 6 ^ = 0 .The vaLues 
reLating to point of a waLL incLined at angLe to the x-axis 
are shown in Fig, 3,9,in which the Linearized waLL yieLd 
Locus is determined by the angLe of friction cj) ,The reLation 
between the stresses at the waLL are 
T = o tan((í') (3.13) 
w w 
From the geometry of the Mohr circLe it foLLows that for a 
straight walLed channeL 
sxn{2}l) - e - TT ) = sin((}))/sin(6) (3,14) 
and the significant soLution fori|;is 
rp^ = Tr/2 + 3 (3.15) 
w 
wh e re 
6 = (<í) + sin"^(sin(<J))/sin(6)))/2 (3.16) 
In Fig. 3,7,3,8 and 3,9 the superscripts ' and " refer to the 
waLL confitions in the positive and negative 6 directions 
respectively,In this work onLy the soLution for p o s i t i v e O 
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vaLues will be discussed,hence the use of superscripts wiLL 
be dropped. 
For rough waLLs,point W merqes with point E and hence 
^ = -n/A - 4)/2 
w 
(3.17) 
3.8. BuLk SoLid Properties 
Johanson C40,41D found that the variation of the buLk 
density with mean consoLidation Load is weLL represented by 
t he func t i on 
p = p (o/a ) 
o o 
(3.18) 
and the variation of the coefficient of permeabiLity of the 
buLk soLid by the function 
c = c (o /a) o o 
(3.19) 
In eqns.(?.18) and (3.19) the vaLue of 0^is arbitrary as 
Lonq as n and c correspond to the chosen.The procedures to 
Ho O 
determine the empiricaL coefficients are described elsewhere 
C2D. 
The porosity cf the buLk soLid is defined by 
r = 1 - P/P. 
(3.20) 
where p is the density of the individuaL soLid particLes.An 
s 
interesting definition of porosity is that presented by 
Duckworth and used by Dixon C543 in the foLLowing expression 
r = 1 - W/(V Ap^) 
S D 
(3.21) 
/here W is the soLids flow rate,A the area of the fLow 
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channeL and V the veLocity of the soLid particLes,but 
s 
because of the compLexity of the derivatives this expression 
was not pursued. 
Since,in generaL,the mean consolidation stress is a 
function of of both position coordinates r and 6,the above 
property reLations, eqns.(3.18) and (3.19) respectiveLy the 
foLLowing partiaL derivatives 
9p = bp 8a 
9r o 3r 
(3.22) 
86 
bp 8o 
o 86 
(3.23) 
and 
8c = 
3r 
8c = 
86 
- ac 8a 
o 8r 
- ac 8o 
o 86 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
and simiLariLy the derivatives of the porosity of the buLk 
soLid are as foLLows 
II = 
8r 
• 1 bp 8a 
p o 8r 
s 
(3.26) 
and 
8r = - 1 bp 8a 
8e p o 8r 
s 
(3.27) 
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3.9. Assumptions Used J n T h é A n a L y s i s Of BuLk SoLids Flo^ 
One assumption,basic to this analysis,is that of steady 
fLow. This impLies that the describing functions at a point 
are invariant with time,that the boundary conditions acting 
during fLow remain constant and that the bin is continuaLLy 
being fiLLed so that the top surface of the materiaL bin 
remains constant.The assumptions of steady fLow may be 
approximated by the flow conditions acting at a sufficientLy 
Long period after fLow has commenced and aLL transient 
conditions have dissipated. 
To simp.ifly the anaiysis further,the conditions aLong the 
hopper in the pLane fLow case and in the meridionaL direction 
for axisymmetric fLow,are assumed constant. Further no 
movement of buLk soLid aLong the hopper in pLane fLow and in 
the meridionaL direction in axisymmetric fLow is assumed. 
The buLk soLid fLowing from the converging channeL wiLL be 
treated as a continuum impLying that no discontinuities occur 
in the region of the anaLysis,other than the veLocity 
discontinuity at the walL of the channeL in the case of mass 
fLow bins.At this point it shouLd be emphasized that the 
anaLysis presented here assumes that mass fLow is occurring. 
During fLow the momentum change of the interstitiaL gas wiLL 
be negLected,the gas fLow is assumed to be isothermaL with 
the gas density assumed to be constant over the smaLL range 
of interstitiaL gas pressures occurring. 
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4. The GeneraL Equations Describing The FLow Of 
Fine Bulk SoLids in Converging ChanneLs 
4.1. The GeneraL Conservation Equations In Two Phase FLoi 
4.1.1. Int roduct i on 
The generaL form of the conservation equations pertaining to 
two phase fLow are weLL known C47,553. The appLication and 
soLution of these qeneraL equations,or of suitabLe 
approximations to these equations for the fLow of buLk soLids 
wiLL constitute the major part of the anaLysis which 
foLLows.The form of these equations wiLL be generalized by 
the use of vector aLgebra,with the operators used having 
their usuaL meaning for one dimensionaL,two dimensionaL and 
three dimensionaL fLow situations.For the case of three 
dimensional fLow the vector operators pertaining to the 
coordinate systems previousLy described wiLL appLy . ALthough 
the derivations are presented for one dimensionaL fLow they 
appLy to both two and three dimensional fLow situations since 
generaL vector operators are used. 
The equations uiLL be presented in the form suggested by 
WaLLis [473. For more famiaLiar forms of the equations 
appLying the reader is referred to the work of Bird et aL. 
C563 ,which appLy for one component fLow.It shouLd be noted 
that the equations presented by Bird for the separate cases 
of cyLindricaL and sphericaL coordinates systems may be 
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generaLized by use of the variabLe m. 
4.1.2. Mass Conservation 
For separated fLow in which the phases flowing are treated 
seoarateLy,the continuity equation of the soLid phase may be 
expressed as 
8 (p (1-r)) + div.(p (l-D V ) = 0 
'6 6 6 
8t 
or,by use of eqn,(3.19),by the expression 
(4.1) 
8 ( p ) + div.(p V ) = 0 
s 
8t 
which reduces to 
(4.2) 
div.(p V ) 
8 
= O (4.3) 
on assuminq s'teady state fLow. 
For the fluid phase the continuity equation may be expressed 
by 
8_(pjr) + d Í v . Í P j T V ^ ) = 0 (4.4) 
8t 
for the case where there are no sources or phase changes 
occurring in the controL voLume.For the case of isothermaL 
constant pressure fLow ,ean . (4 .4) , reduces to the expression 
8_( r ) + div. ( rv^) = 0 
8t 
(4.5) 
which further reduces to 
d i v . ( r v ^ ) = 0 (4.6) 
on assuminq steady state flow. 
This form of the equation of continuity of the fLuid phase 
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is generaLLy appLied to the fLow of particuLate solids in 
fLuid streams of high voidage,for exampLe,studies of the fLow 
of dust particLes in fLuid streams or in pneumatic 
transportation studies and it is the usuaL form of the 
continuity equation used for modeLLing fLuidized beds,and the 
dynamics of eLectostatic precipitators . This form of this 
equation is aLso extensiveLy used in Liquid-gas two phase 
fLow studies. 
For the case of modeLLing buLk soLid two phase 
fLow,eqn.(4.6) causes increased compLexity.This fLow 
situation is anaLogous to the fLow of a fLuid through a 
porous media where the porous media is fLowing and diLating 
in some generaL channeL. To date LittLe work has been done 
on such a fLow situation , with most existing works referring 
to the fLow of fLuids through static porous media 
C61 ,62,63,643 . 
A more convenient and meaningfuL expression for the fLuid 
continuity during fLow of buLk soLids wiLL now be derived. 
Equations (4.3) and eqn.(4.6) may be interpreted in terms of 
Fig. 4.1 where the mass fLow of the fLuid is given by 
P.v^r (4.7) 
This fLuid fLow may be considered to be comprised of two 
superimposed fLows.FirstLy , a component due to the fLow of 
voids in the buLk soLid and secondLy a seepage or porous fLow 
type component.This fLow situation may be interpreted in 
terms of Fig. 4.2 ,from which it is seen that the fLuid 
fLow,through the cross section indicated,is given by 
p r V A + p _ u A (4.8) 
37(-) 
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r V. = r V + u 
f s 
(4,9) 
Eqn.(4.9)) may now be substituted into the general form of 
the fLuid continuity eauation,eqn.(4.6) to yieLd the 
foLLowing expression 
d i v . ( r v j + div.( ) = 0 (4.10) 
for the fLuid continuity equation during two phase fLow. 
Eqn.(4.10) may be further reduced by substituting V from 
eqn.(4.3), yieLding the generaL equation 
div.(V ) + d i v ( u ) = 0 
S 
(4.11) 
An aLternate derivation of equation (4.10) foLLows from a 
consideration of the one dimensionaL fLow situation depicted 
in Fig. 4.3.Again the fLuid fLow is considered to be 
comprised of two components one due to void voLume fLow and a 
component due to s^epage fLow. 
First consider the fLow of voids through the eLement shown 
in Fig, 4,3 .Here the mass fLow of interstitiaL 
fLuid,associated with the flow of void space into the eLement 
i s expressed by 
p,(r + 8rAr)(A + 8AAr)(V + 8V Ar) 
8r 8r 8r 
and that Leaving the controL voLume by 
(4.12) 
P. ( r A V ) 
I s 
(4.13) 
with the net fLow expressed by 
div.( rV ) 
8 
(4.14) 
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on negLecting higher order differentiaLs . 
Consider now the superimposed seepage fLow,where the seepage 
fLow entering the controL eLement is expressed by 
p ( u + 8uAr) ( A + ^ A r ) (4.15) 
8r 8r 
and the fLuid seepage fLow Leaving the controL voLume by 
P^UA (4.16) 
Therefore the net fLow into the eLement may be expressed by 
div.(p^ ) (4.17) 
Combining eqns.(4.14) and (4.17) with the requirement of 
fLuid continuity yieLds 
' div.(p,rv) + div. ( p, ) = 0 (4.18) 
- t 6 • ^ 
which reduces to the expression 
div.(rV ) + d i v . ( u ) = 0 
6 
(4.19) 
for isothermaL constant pressure gas and incompressibLe fLuid 
f Low. 
In both eans.(4.l0) and (4.19) the first term is the net 
fLow of voids into a controL voLume as depicted in Fig. 4.3. 
It may be shown,both conceptuaLLy and mathematicaLLy,that the 
difference in void space across the controL voLume is equaL 
to the rate per unit time at which void voLume is created 
within the controL volume.Referring to Fig, 4.3 ,the void 
volume is approximateLy given by the expression 
rvolume (4.20) 
There-^ore the rate at which the void voLume is created 
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within the volume may be derived by differentiating 
eqn. (4.20) , that i s 
_8_( r Volume) = 8r Volume (4.21) 
3t 8t 
which by a sLight rearrangement yieLds 
— AL Volume (4.22) 
8r 8t 
But from a kinematic consideration 
Vg = 8r • (4.23) 
8t 
therefore the rate at which void voLume is created within the 
controL volume is approximateLy expressed by 
^ V ^ V o l u m e (4.24) 
8r 
Substituting eqn.(4.24) into eqn.(4.19) yieLds the foLLowing 
equation as a possibLe form of the continuity equation for 
the interstitiaL fLuid fLow 
8r V Volume + div. ( ) = 0 (4.25) 
' s 
8r 
This approximate form of the fLuid continuity equation wiLL 
be used for the majority of the anaLyses which foLLows. 
To reduce the number of independent variabLes Laminar fluid 
fLow is assumed and D'Arcy's equation is used to reLate the 
interstitial fluid veLocity to the interstitiaL fLuid 
pressure gradients in the respective directions.that is 
(4.26) 
u._ = - c 8 £ 
^^ 8r 
and 
^fe " ~ £ Í £ (4.27) 
r 88 
where c is the permeabiLity coefficient of the buLk soLid 
-4P 
related to the mean stress acting at a given point by the 
equation (?.18).It shouLd aLso be noted that eqn.(4,25) 
invoLve the partial derivations 
8u- and 8u^„ 
f r — f 6 
8r 80 
which by eon,(4,26) and eqn,(4,27) are expressed by 
iHf = -1£ ̂  - c d p (4.28) 
8r 8r 8r 8 r' 
and 
^f e ̂  "ll£i£ " £ llE (4.29) 
36 r 86 86 r 86 "̂  
re s pect i ve Ly . 
In the preceding anaLysis it is apparent that the 
interstitiaL fLuid may be a gas for exampLe air (as is the 
case for most bin situations).The terms interstitiaL fLuid 
and interstitiaL gas may therefore used interchangeLy with no 
reduction in the generaLity of the analysis. 
4.1.3. Momentum Conservat i on 
The generaL form of the equation of motion for the phases 
has been represented by WaLLis C473 in which for the soLid 
pha se 
p ( 8V + V .div. (V )) = b, + f, - div. (p) 
S S . S 6 1 1 
8t 
and for the fLuid phase 
Pj i SV^ + Vj.div( Vj )) = b^ + f^ - div. (p) 
8t 
(4.30) 
(4.31) 
It should be noted at this point that there is stiLL some 
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debate as to the correct form of the eouation of motion for 
two-component fLows C573.But it is fortunate in this present 
study that the momentum change of the intersititiaL fLuid may 
be negLected. 
HoLLand C453 presented a convenient form of the equation of 
motion for the soLid phase during two phase fLow.In 
descriptive terms the force balance for an eLementaL voLume 
such as depicted in Fig.?.3 ,may be expressed in the form 
Inertia Force + Gravitational Force + Fluid Drag Force 
+ Intergranule Pressure Force + Intergranular Shear Force = 0 
(4.32) 
In vectoriaL form,eqn.(4,32) for the soLid phase may be 
expressed using the operationaL symboLs of Bird et aL, C563 
,by 
p ( 3V + V .div. (v^)) = (1-r) ( p^- P.)g - div. ( p ) - div. ( pj) 
6 — S 8 B H i- -
8t 
- I div.í?)] (4.33) 
where T is the stress tensor evaluated using a continuum 
approach. For steady fLow,equation (4,33) reduces to the 
e xp re ss i on 
p ( V . d i v . ( V ) ) = (1-r) (p -Pf )g - div. (p ) - d i v . ( p ^ ) 
6 S S o •»-
- [ div.( T ) 1 (4.34) 
For compLeteness the exoanded form of eqn,(4,34),in generaL 
terms wilL now be presented C563, 
For the r - component 
P J V A -̂  ̂ e^^r - ^e) = -9£ - jll+SOllrr "" ̂ r r "" i ^ r e " ^6 6 
8r r 86 r 3r r 8r rSØ r 
(4.35) 
+ m (T ^ cot(e) - T )) + pgcos(e) 
- r D z z / 
-4? 
and for the 6 - component 
p(v,3V3 + v^avg + v^v^i -18P - ,2^^^ + ^ ^ ^ + l^^^ + ^^^ 
8r r 86 r8e 8r r86 
(4.36) 
+ mcot(e) (T-- - T )| + pg sin(e) 
• ' OD ZZ / 
4.2. Boundary Conditions AppLicabLe To A Genera L Channe L 
During fLow the foLLowing boundary conditions are assumed to 
appLy. FirstLy the boundary conditions imposed by the 
assumption of the waLLs being both rigid and impermeabLe are 
a s fo L Lows . 
For the buLk soLid velocity in the 6-direction 
V ^ 3 ( a ) = 0 (4.37) 
and for the interstitiaL fluid veLocity in the 6-direction 
u ^ e ( a ) = 0 (4.38) 
which from D'Arcy's reLation eqn.(4.27),impLies 
8pl = 0 (4.39) 
a 
ALong the waLL the waLL friction is fuLLy mobiLized ,that is 
i(,(a) = i>^ (4.40) 
where é is given by expressed by e q n . ( 3 . 1 5 ) 
^w 
The symmetry of the fLcw channeL imposes 
\1>Í0) = Tr/2 (4.41) 
At the outLet of the •*low channeL the interstitiaL gas 
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pressure is equaL to the atmospheric pressure,that i 
P(rj = 0 (4.42) 
At the top of the channeL it may be assumed that the 
foLLowing conditions aopLy. FirstLy for a converging channeL 
with no verticaL surcharge the foLLowing appLy 
(4.43) 
(4.44) 
p(R,e) = 0 (4.45) 
Vg(R,e) = V^(R,Q) 
o(R,e) = Oj^(R,e) 
Eqn(4.44) impLies that 
p(R,e) = pj^(R,6) 
c(R,e) = c^(R,e) 
(4.46) 
(4.47) 
from eqns.(3.17) and (3.18) respectiveLy . 
For a bin with surcharge ,the conditions at the top of the 
cyLinder are assumed to be known,that is 
V„(X,y) = Vy(X,y) (4.48) 
(4.49) 
(4.50) 
a(X,y) = a^(X,y) 
p(X,y) = 0 
Eqn.(4.49) impLies 
P(X,y) = P^ÍX/y) 
c(X,y) = c^(X,y) 
(4.51) 
(4.52) 
from eqns.(3.17) and (3.18) respectiveLy. 
These conditions simply state mathematicalLy that the 
conditions at the top of the channeL are known.The actual 
vaLues for these variabLes depends on whether impact 
stresses are occurring due to fiLLing C40,413.In most cases 
it is usuaL to assume the mean pressure at the top of the 
fLow channeL is zero,with the density and permeabiLity having 
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values which correspond to the unconfined state of the buLk 
solid C40,413.That is,it is usuaL to assume that for the top 
of t he c hanne L 
Vg(R,e) = Vj^(R,e) 
o(R,e) = 0 
p(R,e) = 0 
p(R/6) = p^ 
c(R,6) = c„ 
(4.53) 
(4.54) 
(4.55) 
(4.56) 
(4.57) 
for a converging channeL with surcharge,and 
V^(X,y) 
D 
a ( X , y ) 
P (x ,y ) 
p ( X , y ) 
c ( X , y ) 
= V j j ( X , y 
= 0 
= 0 
= Px 
= c „ 
(4,58) 
(4.59) 
(4.60) 
(4.61) 
(4.62) 
for a channeL with surcharge, 
The appLication of these boundary conditions should be 
sufficient to enforce a unique soLution to the fLow 
situation. 
The boundary conditions applying at the top of the channeL 
may be approximated by assuming the variabLes at some 
distance from the apex of the fLow channeL are known,with the 
conoitions appLying to the converging section of the fLow 
channeL. Expressed mathematicaLLy , it is usuaL to assume,at 
some distance R from the apex, that 
V (R,e) 
8 
a(R,e) 
P(R,6) 
p(R/6) 
c(R,6) 
Vj^(R,e) 
O R ( R , e ) 
PR(R/e) 
P R ( R / 6 ) 
Cj^(R,6) 
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(4.63) 
(4.64) 
(4.65) 
(4.66) 
(4.67) 
apD Ly. 
^ . 3 • SoLutions to the GeneraL Equations Describing the 
FLow of Fine BuLk SoLids in Converging ChanneLs 
The soLution of the fLow of buLk soLids from converging 
channeLs requires the simuLtaneous soLution to the generaL 
conservation equations ( 4 , 3 ) , ( 4 ,10 ) , (4 , 35) and (4,36) in 
terms of the component stresses described by eqns.(3.8) to 
eqn.(3.6),subject to the properties of the bulk 
soLid,eqns.(3 .17) and (3.18),and subject to the boundary 
conditions applying during the fLow,(refer Section ( 4 . 2 ) ) . 
This necessiates numerical soLution procedures using Large 
computing faciLities .One investigator C513 is known to have 
a working computer package to soLve this fLow DrobLem,but 
this procedure is subject to corporate rights and is 
therefore confidentiaL. 
For engineering purposes and to deveLop an initiaL physicaL 
understanding of the flow probLem,approximate soLutions are 
required. Such soLutions are possibLe by introducing 
suitabLe approximations into the anaLysis. The effect of the 
approximations used is to change the probLem from one of 
soLving simuLtaneous partiaL differentiaL equations to 
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soLving s i m u L t a n e o u s totaL d i f f e r e n t i a L e q u a t i o n s . T h i s 
g r e a t L y r e d u c e s the c o m p L e x i t y of the s o L u t i o n p r o c e d u r e and 
y i e L d s s o l u t i o n s with a c c u r a c i e s c o m p a t i b L e to the 
a p p r o x i m a t i o n s used to model buLk soLid fLow.The d e v e L o p m e n t 
and the s o l u t i o n of these a p p r o x i m a t e e q u a t i o n s d e s c r i b i n g 
fLow wiLL now f o L L o w . 
uví-) 
Fig. 5.1 Cross Section Through a Hopper with Assumed 
Direction of Consolidation Stress 
Please see print copy for image
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5. Approximate AnaLysis Of The FLow Of SimpLe BuLk SoLids 
In Converging ChanneLs 
5.1. Introductiqn 
Approximate equations describing the fLow of simpLe buLk 
solids from converging channeLs may be derived by assuming 
the fLowing buLk soLid in the hopper section of the channeL 
is comprised of Enstad arches C583,as shown in Fig. 5.1.Each 
cross section of an eLement is considered to be defined by 
eccentric circLes with centres on the centreLine of the 
hopper cross section.The major principaL stress is assumed to 
be tangentiaL to these circLes,with the minor principaL 
stress ássumed normaL to them.The angLe between the tangent 
to the circLe at the point where it intersects with the 
hopper waLL,and the direction perpendicuLar to the waLL is 
equaL to the angLe 3,defined in eqn . ( 3 .16 ) . These Enstad 
arches therefore automaticaLLy satisfy two of the boundary 
conditions reLevant to the fLow state , eqns.(4,40) and 
e q n , ( 4 , 4 1 ) , respectiveLy . 
ALong a Layer the variabLes acting are assumed to vary in 
direction but not in magnitude. 
The assumotion of the invariance of the variabLes in a 
direction oeneraLLy perpendicuLar to the fLow direction 
,alLows the fLow state to be anaLysed using a one-dimensionaL 
fLow anaLysis,with the fLow situation being described by 
simuLtaneous totaL differentiaL equations. 
In the case of the mean stress,which is aLso invariant along 
-4P 
a arch, this aLso impLies,from the reLationships between 
coordinates of the Enstad arch C583 (and Appendix 1),that the 
mean stress is a function of the radiaL component r 
onLy,which transforms the partiaL derivatives to totaL 
derivatives.That is , eqns . (3.22) and (3.20) become 
dr 
bp dg 
o dr 
(5.1) 
and 
dc = -a£ do_ 
dr o dr 
respectiveLy,and for eqn.(3.26) the foLLowing expression 
a p p L i e s 
dr = - 1 bp da 
dr p a dr 
s 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
The equations describing the continuity of the buLk 
soLid,the continuity of the interstitiaL gas and the equation 
of motion appLicabLe to the fLow of a compressibLe simpLe 
buLk soLid through an Enstad arch must first be derived.The 
solution of the set of eauations derived constitutes the 
major part of the anaLysis to foLLow. 
U9(-) 
Fig. 5.2 Bulk Solid Flow Through an Enstad Element 
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5.2. Approximate Continuity Equation For The FLowing 
BuLk SoLid 
Consider first the continuity in the direction of fLow of 
the buLk soLid fLowing through a pLane fLow channeL.Since 
there is no storage of buLk soLid in the Enstad eLement, 
continuity requires that the mass fLow in be equaL to the 
mass fLow out of the eLement. 
From a consideration of Fiq. 5.2,the buLk soLid Leaving the 
top surface of the eLement is expressed by 
o+B 
M = 2 r ( p + 3 p A r ' ) ( V + 9 V A r ' ) ( r ' + A r ' ) c o s C c o s ( 5 - e ) d C (5.4) 
simiLarLy for the mass fLow entering the eLement is 
a+B 
M. = 2 r p V r ' c o s ? c o s ( C - 6 ) d 5 (5.5) 
m / 
•'o 
Eouating and appLying the assumption of invariance of p and V 
aLong the surface yields 
H -M. =2(p+:8pAr') (V+8VAr') ( r ' + A r ' ) I - 2 p V r ' I = 0 (5 .6 ) 
o u t m — —• 
8 r ' 8 r ' 
whe re 
a+B 
fcosCcos(C-e)dC 
'0 
â  
(5.7) 
Expanding,negLecting terms of order two or higher and 
dividing throughout by 2r'IAr' ,reduces eqn.(5.6) to 
(5.8) 
p8V + pV + 9pV = 0 
8r' r' ar' 
which may be transformed to the r-coordinate system by notinq 
that the variabLes r' and r are reLated by the coordinate 
transformation expressed by the eqn.(A1.1 ) (Appendix 1) 
- 5 0 
r' = rsina/sin(a+P) .^ 
S u b s t i t u t i n g e q n s . ( 5 . 1 ) and ( 5 . 9 ) i n t o eqn . í 5 . 8 ) , y i e L d s on 
d i v i d i n g t h r o u g h o u t by p 
8V + V + b 3^..V = 0 ( 5 . 1 0 , 
^ r r a 8r 
for the continuity of a bulk soLid fLowing in a pLane fLow 
c he nne L » 
For the axisymmetric fLow case,frOfn a cons i de rat i on of 
Fig.5.2, the buLk soLid Leaving the top surface is 
o+Ø 
M - = 2 7 1 r(p+8pAr')(y48VAr')(r'+Ar')^sin^cosCcos(5-e)d^ (5.11) 
°"t JQ ãP ãr' 
simiLarLy the bulk solid entering the bottom surface is 
a+6 
**in ^ ^^/ PVr'^sin5cosCcos(C-e)d5 (5.12) 
Equating and appLying the assumption of invariance of p and 
V y ie Lds 
M«»4--Mí„'= 2Ti(p+8pAr')(V+8VAr')(r'+Ar')^I - 2irpVr'^I (5 13, 
OUt in X->. j. j y 
8r' 8r' 
whe re 
a+8 
1 = r sin5cosE;cos(5-6)dC (5.14) 
ro 
Eqn (5.13) reduces to 
P8V + 2pV + ^ V = 0 (5.15) 
3r' r' 3r' 
on expanding,negLecting terms of order two or higher and 
2 
dividing by 2Trr' lAr'.On substituting eqn.(5.1) and eqn.(5.9) 
into eqn.(5.15) and dividing throughout by P yieLds 
Sl(-) 
Fig. 5.3 Simplified Bulk Solid Flow Through an Enstad 
Element 
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8V + 2V + b 8 a V = 0 /c i^x 
8r r a8r 
for the continuity of the buLk soLid fLowing in a 
axisymmetric fLow channeL. 
Comparing eqns.(5.10) and (5.16) for the continuity equation 
of the buLk soLid in both pLane fLow and axisymmetric 
channeLs respectiveLy suqgests these expressions may be 
expressed in generaL terms by 
dV + (l+in)V + b do V = 0 (5.17) 
dr r a dr 
for the continuity equation for the buLk soLid fLowing in a 
generaL channeL. 
The form of eqn.(5.17) is apparent in reference to the 
generaL bulk soLid continuity equa t i o n , e q n . ( 4 . 3 ) . 
It must aLso be noted that eqn.(5.17) is expressed using 
totaL differentiaLs since the variables in eqn.(5.17) are a 
funct ion of r only. 
5.3. Approximate Momentum Term 
An approximate expression for the verticaL component of the 
momentum change for a bulk soLid fLowing through an Enstad 
eLement wiLL be derived initiaLLy by assuming that the 
veLocity is both invariant aLong and perpendicuLar to,the 
Ens tad e Lement. 
First consider the pLane fLow case,here from a consideration 
of Fig. 5.3 ,the verticaL component of the momentum per unit 
Length Leaving the top surface is 
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a+6 
M = ^Ap+^pAr') (V+8VAr')^ (r'+Ar')cosU5 (5.18) 
out / — — 
^O 3r' 8r' 
and the vertical component of the momentum per unit Length 
entering the bottom surface is 
M. = 2 / 
xn 1 
-'n 
a+B 
pV^r'cosCdC (5 19) 
0 
Therefore the verticaL component of the momentum change,by 
def i ni ti on i s 
ÃM = M ^ - M. out m 
a+3 
=2 í((p+8£Ar')(V+8VAr')^(r'+Ar') - pV^r'^cos^d^ (5.20) 
0 8r' 8r' 
Eqn (5.20) on expanding,negLecting high order differentiaLs 
and substituting from the continuity equation eqn.(5.10), 
y i e Lds 
a+B 
AM = 2pVr'8VAr' / cosCdC (5.21) 
8r' -'o 
whi ch i ntegrates to 
ÃM = 2pVr'8V^Ar' sin.(a+3) (5.22) 
8r' 
and on using the transformation expressed by eqn.(AI.I) 
,eqn.(5.22) yieLds 
ÃM = 2pVr8VAr sina (5.23) 
8r 
for the verticaL component of the momentum change per unit 
Length of the buLk soLid fLowing in a pLane fLow channeL. 
For the axisymmetric fLow case,from a consideration of 
Fig.5.3 the verticaL component of the momentum Leaving the 
-5"» 
toD surface of the Enstad eLement is 
a+3 
r̂̂ ní- = 2TI / (p+8£Ar') (V4 8VAr')^(r'+Ar')^sinCcosCdC (5.24) 
-'o ^r' 8r' 
and the verticaL component of the momentum entering the 
bottom surface of the eLement is 
a+e 
M^n = 2TÍ í pV^r'^sinCcos^dC (5.25) 
•'o 
Therefore the verticaL component of the momentum change ,by 
definition is 
ÃM = M ^ - M. out xn 
a+B 
= 2TI / ((P+8£Ar') (V+^Ar')^(r'+Ar')^-pV^r'^)sinCcosCdC 
•'o 8r' 9r' 
(5.26) 
Which,on expanding ,negLecting high order differentiaLs and 
substituting from the continuity eqn.(5.15) yieLds 
a + 6 
ÃM = 2npVr'^8VAr' f sin^cos^dC- (5.27) 
8r' J 
o 
wh ich i n t e g r a t e s t o 
ÃM = TfpVSVAr' r ' ^ s i n ^ ( a + e ) ( 5 . 2 8 ) 
8 r ' 
and on using the transformation defined by eqn . (A1.1),the 
foLLowing equation resuLts 
2 2 
AM = • rpVavAr r s i n a ( 5 . 2 9 ) 
8 r 
for the verticaL component of the momentum change of the buLk 
soLid fLowing from a axisymmetric fLow channeL. 
Comparing eqns.(5.25) and eqn.(5.29) for the verticaL 
component of the momentum change of the bulk soLid fLowing 
from a pLane flow and axisymmetric fLow channeL 
respectiveLy,suggests that the verticaL component of the 
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change in momentum of the buLk soLid fLowing from a 
converging channeL may be expressed in generaL terms by 
ÃM = TT"̂  2^""^ pVaVAr r̂ "*''" sin^-'^a (5.30) 
8r 
ALternate expressions wiLL now be derived for the vertical 
component of the momentum change ,by reLaxing the assumption 
that the veLocity is both perpendicuLar to and constant aLong 
a Enstad eLement. First consider the pLane fLow case,here 
from a consideration of Fig.5.2 the verticaL component of the 
momentum per unit length Leaving the top surface is 
a+6 
^out " ^ / <P+9£^r'){V+8VAr')^^r'+Ar')cosedC (5.31) 
JQ 8 r' 9 r' 
and the vertical component of the momentum entering the 
bottom surface is 
a+B 
\ ^ = 2 r pV^r' cos6dC (5.32) 
•^O 
by definition the verticaL component of the momentum change 
1 s 
A M = M ^ - M. 
out in 
which on substitution from eqns.(5.31) and eqn.(5.32) yieLds 
a+B 
ÃM = 2 [((p+8pAr') (V+SVAr' )2(r' +Ar') -pV^r ') cos6dC (5.33) 
JQ 3r' 8r' 
Eqn (5.33) on expanding,negLecting higher order 
differentiaLs and appLying the requirements of continuity 
from eqn.(5.10) yieLds 
a+B 
ÃM = 2 f pVavAr' r' cosed^ (5.34) 
Jo 3r' 
Assuming now that the second order differentiaL term 
-5 
8VAr' 
5F' 
is constant aLona.the Enstad eLement yieLds 
a+6 
ÃM = 2p3VAr' r' f V cosS d? (5.35) 
TE' J 
o 
In generaL the veLocity V is a function of r,expressed 
mat hemat i C8 l L y 
V = V{r) (5.36) 
where the variation of r with E, may be shown to be given by 
(Appendi X 2 ) 
2 2 0 5 
r = r'((sin a+sin 3+ 2sinasin3cos5) * )/sina (5.37) 
The integration of the integraL in eqn.(5.35) requires a 
reLationship between the variation of 6 with C which is 
shown (Appendix 3 ) to be expressed by 
cose = sing + Binacosg (5.38) 
(sin a + sin 6 + 2sinasin8cosC)°*^ 
These expressions (eqns.(5.37) and (5.38)) suggest that the 
extra numericaL effort required to evaluate this integraL is 
not warranted in this simpLified anaLysis. This is 
emphasized by the derivation of the simiLiar expressions for 
the axisymmetric fLow case. 
Here from a consideration of Fig. 5.2 for the axisymmetric 
fLow case the verticaL component of the momentum Leaving the 
top surface is 
a+6 f 2 2 
M = 2 i r / ( P + 8 p A r ' ) ( V + 8 V A r ' ) ( r ' + A r ' ) c o s e s i n C d C 
ô ^ Jn 8T' îr' 
^ .__ , . , (5.39) 
0
and the vertical component of the momentum entering the 
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bottom surface is 
a+6 
'^in " 271 í pV^r'^cosesin^dC (5.40) 
therefore the vertical component of the monentum change is 
ÃM = M ^ - M. o u t xn 
a-rp 
= 27r / ( (p+SpAr ' ) ( V + 8 y A r ' ) ^ ( r ' + A r ' ) 2 - pV^r ' ^) c o s e s i n ^ d C 
-'n 8 r ' 8 r ' 
(5 .41) 
Eqn (5.41) on expanding,negLecting higher order differentiaLs 
and appLying the requirements of continuity from eqn.(5.15) 
yi e Lds 
a+B 
ÃM = 2Tt /pV8VAr' r'^ cose sinC d? (5.42) 
Jo 8r' 
Assuming that the second order term 
8VAr' 
8r' 
is constant aLong the Enstad eLement,yieLds 
a+B 
ÃM « 2TTp8VAr* r*2 / v cose sin^ d^ (5.4 3) 
The integraL in eqn.(5.43) must be integrated noting that V 
is a function of r where the variation of r with E, is given 
by eqn.(5.37) and where the variation of 6 with ^ is given by 
eqn. (5.38). 
As stated before the extra numericaL effort required to to 
evaLuate the integraL in eqn.(5.43) is not warranted in this 
simpLified anaLysis.Instead the simpLified expression for the 
momentum change , eqn . ( 5 . 30) wiLL be used. 
7(-) 
)5(2p+|: 
Fig. 5.4 Interstitial Fluid Pressure Acting on an 
Enstad Element 
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5.4. Approximate Force Due to the InterstitiaL Gas 
Pressure Gradient 
An approximate expression for the gas pressure term is 
derived by considering the action of the interstitiaL gas 
pressure gradient on an Enstad eLement of buLk soLid. 
The verticaL component of the force on the Enstad eLement 
due to the interstitiaL qas pressure may be evaLuated by 
integrating the incrementaL pressure forces over the compLete 
surface of the Enstad eLement. 
From a consideration of Fig. 5.4 for the pLane fLow 
case,the pressure force acting on the top surface is 
a+6 
P^ = 2 Mp+S^Ar') (r'+Ar') c o s ^ d ^ (5.44) 
-'o 8r' 
which inteqrates to 
^ o p = 2 (p+8£Ar')(r'+Ar') sin(a+8) (5,45, 
dr 
SimiLarLy the gas pressure force acting on the bottom surface 
1 s 
W t o m = 2p r' sin(a+3) (5 4gj 
and that acting at the waLLs,is 
P , = (2p+8pAr')Ar' sin(a+6) (5.47) 
waii ^ , 
Therefore the net downward force due to the interstitiaL gas 
pressure gradient;v>z 
AP = P — P — P 
top bottom wall (5.48) 
yieLds on substituting eqns.(5.45),(5.46) and eqn.(5.43) 
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,expanding and negLecting high order differentiaL terms,the 
exp ress i on 
AP ,= 2 9p Ar' r' sin(a+3) 
8r' 
which on using the transformation expressed by 
eqn . (A1.1),becomes 
AP = 2 8ipAr r sina ,̂  ,^, 
8E Í5.49) 
for the case of pLane fLow. 
For the axisymmetric fLow case,from a consideration of Fig. 
5.4 the downward force acting on the top face due to the 
interstitiaL gas pressure is 
a+6 
^top " "̂̂  r^P+^Ar') (r'+Ar')2sinecosC dC (5.50) 
-' 0 ^^' 
which integrates to 
^top = ^ÍP+3£Í^') Íí^'+Ai^')^sin2(a+B) ^5^5^^ 
and simiLarLy the upward force on the bottom face due to the 
interstitiaL gas pressure is 
W t o m = ^P ^*^ sin2(a+3) (5,52) 
The upward gas pressure force acting at the waLL is 
^waii = Tf (2p+8pAr') (r'+Ar') r' sina sin(a+6) (5 53) 
8r' "T 
Therefore the net downward force due to the interstitiaL gas 
pressure;vi2 
AP = P - P - P 
top bottom wall (5,54) 
yieLds,on substituting eqns . ( 5 . 51 ) , (5.52) and eqn.(5.53), 
expanding and negLecting high order differentiaLs,the 
9(-) 
Fig. 5.5 Interstitial Fluid Flow Through an Enstad 
Element 
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expression 
AP = Tí^Ar' r'^ sin^ (a+6) (5.55) 
which,on using the transformation expressed by 
eqn.(Al.1),becomes 
2 2 
AP = TT ̂ pAr r sin a (5.56) 
for the axisymmetric fLow case 
Comparing eqns.(5.49) and (5.56) the generaLized expression 
for the approximate interstitiaL gas pressure force acting on 
an Enstad eLement in a converging channeL may be expressed by 
Ar> _ ol~n* ^ r, A 1+m , 1+m AP = 2 TT 8pAr r s x n a 
8r 
(5.57) 
5.5. Approximate InterstitiaL Gas Continuity Equatiqn 
The continuity equation for the interstitiaL gas fLowing 
through an Enstad eLement during fLow of a buLk soLid from a 
converging channeL wiLL now be derived. 
Consider the continuity of the interstitiaL gas during fLow 
of a buLk soLid from a pLane fLow channeL.From a 
cohsideration of Fig. 5.5 ,the gas fLow Leaving the top 
surface is 
a+B 
2p^ f (u^+8u^Ar')(r'+Ar') d^ 
Jn -̂  . 
(5.58) 
which inteqrates to 
2p^ (u^+8u^Ar')(r'+Ar')(a+6) 
8r' 
and the gas fLow entering the bottom surface is 
(5.59) 
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2P. 
a+6 
r u r' 
Jn "" 
ãK (5.60) 
whi ch i ntegrates to 
2pjU^ r' (a+3) (5.61) 
For the pLane fLow Enstad element the void space created per 
unit time in the controL voLume is 
p^8£ .Volume 
^ 8t 
which may be transformed into 
(5.62) 
P̂  8r.,8r.Volume (5.63) 
in expression (5.63),8r/8t is equaL to the veLocity of the 
buLk soLid V and T is the porosity defined by eqn. (3.20).For 
the pLane fLow case the voLume in the Enstad eLement is 
^rha-t 2rAr|(a+3)sina +sinP sin(a+B) 
sin(a+3) 
sxna (5.64) 
Therefore,gas continuity requires 
gas entering the _ gas leaving the void volume created per 
control volume control volume unit time in the control 
volume 
(5.55) 
Which,on substituting the required terms from 
eqns(5.59),(5.61) and eqn.(5.63) respectiveLy,yieLds,on 
dividing throughout by 2p (a+3) 
u^r' = (u +8jj Ar') (r'+Ar') +8£ V Volume (5.66) 
8r' 8r 2(a+3) 
Expanding and negLecting terms of high order,eqn . (5 . 66) 
simpLifies to 
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u^Ar +au^Ar' r' +dT_ V Volume = 0 (5.67) 
9r' 8r 2 (a+3) 
which,on noting the coordinate transformation eqn.(5.9) 
,substituting from eqn.(5.64) and dividing throughout by 
rAr sina/sin(a+3) 
y i e Lds 
au^ + u^ + 8r V Y Y = 0 ^s,ee) 
^r r 8r 
where for a pLane fLow channeL 
YY = ((a+3)sina+ sin3 sin (a+3))/((a+3)sin(a+3)) (5.69) 
Consider now the continuity of the interstitiaL gas during 
fLow in a axisymmetric fLow channeL.From a consideration of 
Fig 5,5 the ges fLow leaving the top surface is 
a+6 
2irpj^ f (u^+3u^Ar") ( r ' + A r ' ) ^ s i n 5 dC 
JQ a^i 
( 5 . 7 0 ) 
0 3,r 
wh ich i n t e g r a t e s t o 
2Trp^(u +8u.^Ar') ( r ' + A r ' ) ^ ( l - c o s ( a + 3 ) ) (5 .71 ) 
8 r ' 
and the gas fLow e n t e r i n g t h e b o t t o m s u r f a c e i s 
a+6 
27rp r u^ r ' ^ s inC d? (5 .72) 
JQ 
wh ich i n t e g r a t e s t o 
2TTp u r ' ^ ( l - c o s ( a + 3 ) ) (5 .73 ) 
For the axisymmetric fLow Enstad eLement the void voLume 
created per unit time may be expressed by 
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p 8_£ Volume (5.74) 
f 
8t 
where the voLume is 
2 2 2 
Volume = irr Ar (2sina (1-cos (a+3)) + sxnBsin (a+3))sin a (5.75) 
sin (a+3) 
The expression (5,74) may be transformed to the expression 
Pf K Í£ Volume (5.76) 
dr 8t 
where 8r/8t is equaL to the velocity of the fLowing buLk 
soLid V and T is the porosity of the buLk soLid defined by 
eqn,(3.20). Therefore gas continuity equation (eqn . (5.65)), 
on substitution of eqns.(5.71),(5.73) and (5.75) yieLds, on 
dividing throughout by 2Trp (l-cos(a+3)) 
u r'^ = (u +8u_ Ar') (r'+Ar')^ + 3X V V o l u m e _ _ _ _ (5.77) 
ar' 9r 2Tr(l-cos(a+3)) 
E«panding and neglecting terms of high order , eqn.(5.77) 
simplifies to 
2u r'Ar'- + ^^Ar'r'^ + 8^ V Volume = 0 (5.79) 
8r' 8r 2Tr (1-cos (û+3)) 
which,on noting the coordinate transformation eqn.(5.9), 
2 2 
yieLds on dividing throughout by r^Ar sin a/sin (a+3) 
au + 2u + 8£ V YY = 0 (5.79) 
3r r 8r 
where in the case of a axisymmetric fLow channeL 
YY = 2sina(l"Cos(a+3)) + sin3sin (a+3) (5.80) 
sin(a+B) (l-cos(a+3)) 
Eqns(5.68) and (5.79) may be expressed in generaL terms by 
- 6 3 
8u + (l+m)u + 8 r V YY = 0 
r —r '— 
3 r r 8 r 
(5 .81) 
where f o r a g e n e r a L c h a n n e l 
YY = ( a + 3 ) ' ' ' ~ ' ^ s i n a ( 2 ( l - c o s ( a + 3 ) ) " ^ + s i n 3 sin-'-'^"^(a+3) 
(a+3)''"'*"^sin(a+3) (2 ( 1 - c o s (a+3) )"^ 
( 5 . 8 2 ) 
A L t e r n a t i v e L y e q n . ( 5 . 8 2) may be e x p r e s s e d i n t e rms o f Y , 
d e f i n e d by eqn . (5 . 9 5 ) , t h a t i s 
YY = Y(l -s in6)s in- ' - '^"^(a+3) 
(a+3) •'••"^ (2 ( 1 - c o s (a+3) ) ^ 
( 5 . 8 3 ) 
To reduce the number of independent variabLes D'Arcy's 
equation is appLied to reLate the interstitiaL gas veLocity 
to the interstitiaL gas pressure gradient acting,that is for 
Lam inar f Low 
"r " ~^^ (5.84) 
ôr 
and hence 
8u = -dc^BS, " cgp -r 
8r 
(5.85) 
8r8r 8í 
and on substitution from eqn.(3.24) 
3u - a £ ^ ^ - c 8 p 
8r a 8r8r 8 r^ 
(5.86) 
S u b s t i t u t i n g e q n s . ( 5 . 8 4 ) and ( 5 . 8 6 ) i n t o e q n . ( 5 . 8 1 ) y i e L d s 
on d i v i d i n g t h r o u g h o u t by c 
- 8 ^ ••• i £ / å £ Í £ Í E " í i± î ) + 8r V YY = 0 
8r 8 r l a 8r 8r r 
(5.87) 
8r c 
which,on substituting eqn.(3.26) into eqn.(5.87) and on 
noting that the variabLes are a function of r onLy, 
dlp + d£ 
dr^ dr 
(1+m) - a d a | + b £ d o V Y Y = 0 
r a d r / p d r c a 
s 
( 5 . 8 8 ) 
54(-) 
Fig. 5.6 Cross Section of a Hopper with a Powder Layer 
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for the approximate interstitiaL gas continuity equation 
during fLow of a buLk solid in a generaL channeL . 
5,6, The Approximate Eouation Of Wotion For The FLow 
of Fine BuLk SoLids From Converging ChanneLs 
An approximate equation of motion wiLL now be derived for 
fLow of a fine buLk solid from converging channeLs.The 
equation of motion for the Enstad eLement shown in Fig. 5,6 
requires that the verticaL component of the momentum change 
of the fLowing buLk be equaL to the resuLtant verticaL 
externaL forces acting on the eLement. Expressed 
mathematicaLLy,for an Enstad eLement (negLecting the momentum 
change of the interstitiaL gas) 
m = AF + AW - AF^ + AP (5.89) 
For fLow in a plane flow channel 
AM is expressed by eqn.(5.30) and Ap by eqn.(5.57) 
VaLues of AF ,AW,AF. have been derived eLsewhere C603 but 
wiLL be restated here for compLeteness 
AF- = 2Ar (a+rd£) (l-sin6) sina (5.90) 
dr 
AW = 2 p r A r ( ( a+3 ) s ina + s i n 3 s in(a+3) ) s i n a (5.91) 
s in^(a+3) 
AF. = 2Ara(sina + sinôsin(a+23)) (5.92) 
Substituting eqns . (5 . 30) . (5.57),(5.90),(5.91) and (5.92) into 
the equation of motion eon.(5.89),yieLds, on simpLifying and 
dividing throughout by 2 A r r (l-sin6)sina 
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- pV 8V = 8a- Xa' + pgY + 8£ 1 (5.93) 
(1-sinô) 8r 8r r 8r (l-sin6) 
for the approximate equation of motion. 
In eqn.(5.93) 
^ ^ sin6 (1 + sin(a+23)) (5.94) 
(l-sin6) sina 
and 
Y = ((a+3)sina + sin3 sin(a+3)) (5.95) 
((l-sin6)(sin^(a+3)) 
For the axisymmetric fLow channel depicted in Fig. 5.12 the 
equation of motion eqn.(5.89) appLies. 
Here ^t^. is expressed by eqn.(5.30) and AP by eqn.(5.57) 
From Ref ^603 
AF = TrrAr^^a + r8a) (l-sin6) sin a (5.96) 
8r 
2 2 2 
AW = pq n t Ar(2sina(1-cos(a+3))+ sin3sin (a+3)) sxn a (5.97) 
7in(a+3) 
and 
AF. = 2Trr Ar a sina (sina + sin6sin (a+23) ) (5.98) 
Substituting eqns.(5.30) , (5.57) , (5.96),(5.97) and (5.98) 
into the equation of motion eqn. (5.89),yieLds,on simpLifying 
and dividing throughout by TT r̂ A r si n̂ a (1-s i n6 ) , 
- p V ^ = 2 o - X a + p g Y + ^ 1 (5.99) 
(l-sin6) 3r 3r r 8r (l-sin6) 
for the approximate equation of motion for axisymmetric fLow. 
In eqn.(5.99) 
- 6 6 
X = 2 s in6(l+sin(a+23)) 
( l -s in6) sina 
(5.100) 
and 
Y «= 2 sina(l-cos (a+3)) + sinB 
^—g 
íl-sin6)áin (a+3) 
(5.101) 
Comparing the equations of motion eqns.(5.93) and (5.99) for 
pLane fLow and axisymmetric fLow respectiveLy suggests that 
the equation of motion for a generaL channeL may be expressed 
by 
- p V dV -= da - Xa + p g Y + dp 1 (5.102) 
(l-sin6) flr dr r dr(l-sin6) 
with V and dp/dr given by the appropriate expression for 
either pLane fLow or for axisymmetric fLow.For a general 
channe L f rom C603 
X = 2"* sin6 
(l-sin6) [" 
in(a+23) + 1 
sina 
(5.103) 
Y = 2(l-cos(a+3) )"̂ (a+3)"'''""̂ sina + sin3sin"'-"̂ "̂ (a+3) (5.104) 
(l-sin6) sin (a+3) 
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5.7. Boundary Conditions AppLicabLe To The Approximate 
Eouat i ons of F Loi 
For the approximate fLow anaLysis the generaL boundary 
conditions stated in Section 4,2 degenerate to the foLLowing 
boundary conditions, 
Since fLow is onLy anaLyzed in the r-direction with 
impermeabLe waLLs eqns,(4,37) and (4,38) are automaticaLLy 
satisfied.Further the directions of the major stress at the 
axis and at the waLL eqns.(4.4D) and (4.41) are satisfied by 
the assumed form of the Fnstad eLement,refer Section 4.1. 
Since this anaLysis is appLicabLe to the converging section 
of the fLow channeL,it is usuaL to assume that the conditions 
are known at some distance R from the apex of the 
channeL,that is to assume 
V(R) = V„ 
0(R) = Oj 
p(R). = p 
c(R) = c. 
R 
(5.105) 
(5.106) 
(5.107) 
(5.108) 
and for the interstitiaL gas pressure 
p(R) = P R 
(5.109) 
At the outlet onLy the interstitiaL gas pressure initiaLLy 
i s known. 
Since the gas pressure is atmospheric 
P(r^) = 0 
app L i es. 
For this approximate anaLysis the boundary conditions 
(5.110) 
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expressed above are insufficient to obtain a unique soLution 
to the fLow state ,indicating that further boundary 
conditions or suitabLe approximate boundary conditions are 
necessary.Extra boundary conditions are derived by 
considering possible conditions at the outLet. 
To date many investigators have assumed that at the outLet 
the materiaL is unconfined C30,31,323 whiLe Johanson C273 
assumed that at the outLet a free standing arch occurs,which 
impLies that the minor stress acting on the arch is equaL to 
zero .For the case of simpLe buLk soLid this assumption is 
identicaL to the assumption that the mean stress is 
zero,however for a cohesive buLk soLid the mean stress may be 
non zero.For such materiaLs it has been argued C273 that the 
major stress in a cohesive arch is equaL to the unconfined 
strength of the materiaL corresponding to the consoLidation 
occuring at the outLet. 
It is apparent that for a compressibLe simpLe buLk soLid an 
unconfined state at the outLet is inconsistent with the fLow 
situation in respect to the expected variation in density and 
permeabiLity as given by eqns.(5.18) and (3.19) respectiveLy. 
To avoid this inconsistency,discontinuities in the buLk 
density and permeability variations may be assumed. For 
exampLe the buLk soLid and permeabiLity may be assumed to be 
constant for vaLues of mean stress Less than some arbitrary 
vaLue and for vaLues of mean stress greater than this vaLue 
eqns.(3.18) and (3.19) appLy.In this approach the 
seLection,definition and measurement of the arbitrary mean 
stress and the corresponding buLk density and permeabiLity is 
difficuLt. This difficuLty is highLighted for buLk soLids 
which fLuidize when Unconfined. Such discontinuities in the 
59(-) 
Fig. 5.7 Respective Positions of the Possible Mohr Circles 
Applying at the Outlet 
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property variations wouLd increase the compLexity of the 
soLution process .Therefore a convenient approximate boundary 
condition is required to modeL the conditions at the outLet. 
We have,to this point, noted that the effect of coupLing the 
stress and veLocity fieLds is to reduce the stresses towards 
zero at the outLet,refer Fig. 1.5.But the stresses at the 
outLet must be nonzero and positive to be consistent with the 
materiaL properties. The approximate boundary conditions 
must therefore satisfy these requirements. 
Such approximate boundary conditions are derived by noting a 
fLuid fLow anaLogy,where from the appLication of BernouLLi's 
equation the totaL pressure at the outLet of any fLow system 
is equaL to the dynamic pressure.Therefore, for the fLow of 
buLk soLids it may be assumed that at the outLet the mean 
stress is equaL to a muLtipLe of the dynamic stress at the 
outLet. Expressed mathematicaLLy 
a(r ) = Cp.V^(r.) = Cp V^ 
o —^o o ~ o—o- (5.111) 
2 . 2 
The muLtipLe C may be considered as a variabLe which aLlows 
the dynamic stress at the outLet to be equated to either the 
mean stress,the minor stress or the major stress.From the 
three possibLe Mohr's circLes shown in Fig. 5,7 the variabLe 
C may be defined by 
C = 1/(1 + ksin(6)) (5.112) 
with k = -1 for the minor principaL stress 
k= 0 for the mean stress 
and k = +1 for the major principaL stress 
Eqn, (5.111) impLies that at the outLet 
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P = P, (5.113) 
and 
c = c (5.114) 
where both n & c are evaLuated at o , 
^o o o 
It is aLso advantageous in the approximate soLutions that 
foLLow,to assume that 
V = V (5.115) 
at r = r 
where 
r = B/2sin(a) 
o 
(5.116) 
5.8. SoLution Of The Aoproximate FLow Equations 
The three non-Linear totaL differentiaL eqns , (5 ,17),(5,88) 
and (5,102), describing the fLow of fine simpLe buLk soLids 
from converging channels must be soLved simuLtaneousLy for 
the variabLes o,p and V in terms of the variabLe r,subject to 
the boundary conditions reLevant t o a general channeL, eqns, 
(5.105),(5.106),(5.109),(5.110) and (5.111) end subject to 
the materiaL properties described by eqns.(3.18) and (3,19), 
Since no anaLyticaL soLutions to these equations are 
apparent, numericaL procedures are required to soLve for the 
unk nowns. 
Approximate anaLyticaL soLutions to eqns.(5.17) , ( 5 . 88) and 
(5.102) are possibLe by making suitabLe assumptioms as to the 
form of the fLow stress fieLd. 
An initiaL soLution is possibLe by assuming that the fLow 
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stress fieLd is adequateLy approximated by the static 
consoLidation stress fieLd.ALthough this assumption is 
inconsistent to the fLow stress fieLd (Fig. 1,5) it aLLows 
convenient anaLyticaL solutions to be derived for the fLow 
equations,A more consistent soLution can be derived by 
assuming a suitabLe form of the fLow stress fieLd and noting 
that the equation of motion must be satisfied at the outLet, 
The derivations of these approximate anaLyticaL soLutions to 
the fLow equations(where suitabLe forms of the fLow stress 
fieLd are assumed) foLlow in the next three Chapters, 
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6. Approximate AnaLyticaL SoLution Using The Static 
ConsoLidation Stress FieLd 
6,1. Int roduct i on 
Convenient anaLyticaL soLutions to the equations of fLow 
eqns,(5,17) ,(5,88) and eqn,(5,102) resuLt by assuming that 
the fLow stress fieLd towards the outLet is adequateLy 
approximated by the static consoLidation stress fieLd,refer 
Fig, 1,5. This static consoLidation stress fieLd assumes 
the form of a radiaL stress fieLd C13 . 
During fLow the radiaL stress distribution overestimates the 
stresses near the outLet,refer Fig. 1.5,hence overestimates 
the buLk density .ConverseLy the permeabiLity of the buLk 
soLid in the vicinity of the outLet wiLL be underestimated , 
that is a Larger gas pressure is necessary for a constant air 
fLow.Hence the overestimation of the buLk density and the 
underestimation of the permeabiLity compensate each other to 
some extent C483,suggesting,for an initiaL anaLysis the 
vaLidity of the assumption, of the static consoLidation 
stress distribution. 
For a radial stress fieLd the variation in the mean stress 
with radiaL distance from the outLet is expressed by 
o = rgps 
where s is some stress function C13. 
Substituting eqn.(3.18) into eqn.(6.1) yieLds 
(6.1) 
-7: 
o = a (r/r )V(l-b) (6.2) 
o o 
where from eqn.(6.1) 
o = r gp s /c -sx 
o o^^o (6.3) 
Substituting eqn.(6.2) into eqn.(3.18) yieLds 
P =p^(r/r^)^/íl~^) (6.4) 
and simiLarLy for c (from eqn.(3.19) 
c = c^(ryr)^/(l-^^ (6.5) 
where for convenience both P„ and c are evaLuated at r=r . 
o o o 
Eqn (6.2) differentiates to 
da = _ 3 ^ £ (6.6) 
dr 1-b r 
6.2, Approximate AnaLyticaL BuLk SoLid VeLocity FieLd 
Substituting the derivative eqn,(6,6) into the buLk soLid 
continuity equation eqn,(5.17) yieLds 
dV = -V<l+in+b/(l-b))/r (6.7) 
dr 
Integrating eqn.(6.7) between the Limit V = V at r = r and 
the Limit V = -V at r = r , the boundary condition imposed 
o o 
by eqn.(5.115), yieLds 
(l+m+b/(l-b)) 
o o V = - V _ ( r V r ) (6.8) 
for the velocity distribution of a buLk soLid fLowing from a 
converging channeL. The negative sign simpLy indicates that 
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the outLet veLocity is downward during fLow in a converging 
channeL under the infLence of gravity. A dimensionLess pLot 
of eqn.(6.8) is presented in Fig.6.1 and Fig.6.2 for both 
pLane fLow and axisymmetric flow channeLs respectiveLy. 
6.3. Approximate AnaLyticaL Gas Pressure Distribution 
Substituting eqn.(6,6) into eqn.(5,88) yieLds 
,2 
d p + Idp/l+m- a \ =-b p .V. 
dr rdr^ l-b' p (1-b) 
YY (6.9) 
Pg(l c 
Substituting for p,c and V from eqns,(6.4),(6,5) and (6,8) 
respectiveLy , into eqn,(6,9) yields 
df£ + ld£(l+m-_^\ = - G ^ V ^ ( V r ) (l+in-a/d-b)) (6.10) 
dr rdr - ) 
l-b' 
whe re 
1-^ Ps ^o 
(6.11) 
Equation (6,10) integrates to the expression (Appendix 4) 
dp = 
.(Tn -1) G^V^ /r r 1~^'(T^( Zj^ln (r^r) +ln (r/R)) -(Z^-1)) 
lí2l-l>^i 
- p(R) Tj^ (r/R) 1 
r (Z^^-l) 
(6.12) 
wh ere 
T^ = (a-m(l-b))/(l-b) (6.13) 
and 
H = íV^V 1 (6.14) 
and on further integration (Appendix 4) 
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P = 
T 
GiV^f£\'^l(Zlln(ryr)+ln(r/R) + /rj| ̂ l ln(R/r^)) 
^(Zj-l]lr/^ \r/ 
+ P(R) (Zi - (r/R)'^l) 
(Z,-l) 
•̂  (6.15) 
For the interstitiaL gas pressure gradient in a fLowing buLk 
soL id. 
TypicaL gas pressure distributions predicted using 
eqn.(6.15) are shown in Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.4 in a pLane 
fLow and axisymmetric fLow channeL respectiveLy . Expressions 
may be derived to predict the position of the minima in this 
distribution but the extra effort required is not warranted 
in view of the ease of locating minima using numericaL 
tec hniques . 
6.4. Derived AnaLyticaL FLow Stress FieLd 
Substituting eqn.(6.8) for the velocity distribution 
eqn.(6.7) for the veLocity gradient,and eqn.(6.4) for the 
solids density into the equation of motion 
,eqn.(5.102),yi e Lds 
r ' dr r \r / dr 
o 
 (l-sinô) 
(6.16) 
whe re 
W^ = (l+m(l-b))/((l-b) (l-sin6)) (6.17) 
This expression on substitution of the gas pressure gradient 
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from eqn.(6.12) integrates to (Appendix 5) 
o(r) = W^P^Y^^(r/r^)^2 + P^grY(l-b) (r/r )V(l-b) 
T3 X(l-b)-l ° 
+ G,V r 
1 o ^ f f M ̂ l 1̂ 1̂ ''̂ ''/''ô  •'̂'̂  <̂ /̂ j-X <Zl-l)/T4 ) 
( Z,-l)|l-sin6)T.T, ̂ r' 
J- 4 1 o 
+ 1_-EÍR) (r/R)^l +c,r^ (,̂ 3̂j 
T^(l-sin6) (Z^-1) 
where 
T^ = (b-2-2m(l-b))/(l-b) (6.19) 
T3 = T^- X (6.20) 
T4 = T^- X : (6.21) 
The constants V and C^in eqn.(6.18) are found from the 
boundary conditions appLying;eqn . (5.106) anq eqn.(5.111) 
respectively.FirstLy from eqn.(5.111) for the boundary 
condition at r=r ,requires 
o 
EZ^£o = ^ ^ o ^o ^^^lSllhL +-£iYoîo .. (Tiln(R/r^)-X(Z^-l)/T4) 
2 (X(l-b)-l) (Zj^-l)(l-sin6)T^T^ 
+. L_±iiL_Íl_ -̂  ^l ̂  (6.22) 
T^d-sin^) (Zĵ -1) 
and the top boundary condition eqn.(5.106) requires 
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a(R) = WJ,P^V^/RJ2 +p^gRY(l-b) /R,^/^^-^) 
T^ \ri (X(l-b)-l) 'r ) 
•• ^ l ^ o ^pl^l^^í^/^o^- X ( Z^l - 1)\ 
Zj^d-siní) (Z^-l)Tj^T^ / 
-*• ̂l 1 P(R) + C^R'^ 
T4(l-sin6)(Z^.l) ^^-23) 
Equations (6.22) and (6,23) may be soLved simuLtaneousLy for 
2 
the constants V and c . 
o 1 
A considerabLe amount of effort can be avoided (refer 
Appendix 5) by considering the soLution procedure. For 
instance if expression (6.23) is soLved for C, and the 
1 
resuLtant expression substituted into eqn.(6 .18),the term 
involving the top boundary condition wiLL be muLtipLied by 
the coefficient (ro/R) . Since for a generaL channeL the 
ratio ro/R is usuaLLy Less than unity and X is Large and 
positive during passive conditions then the term (ro/R) is 
smaLL,this suggests that the stress fieLd during fLow of a 
fine buLk soLid from a generaL channeL may be taken to be 
independent of the top boundary condition. 
That is during fLow the mean stress towards the outLet of a 
generaL channeL is adequateLy expressed by 
o(r) = WiP^Y^/riV p^grY(l-b) (r/r^)^/^^"^^ 
T3 Irj (X(l-b)-l) 
+ GJ^VQ (r/r^)^l r^ [T.̂  (Z^ln (r/r^) +ln (R/r)) -X (Z.̂ -1)] 
Tj^T^{l-sin6) (Zĵ -1) T^ 
+ T^ P(R) (r/R)*^! (6,24) 
T^(l-sin6)(Z -1) 
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At this point we have reached a diLemma in respect to the 
assumed form of the fLow stress fieLd eqn.(6.1) in comparison 
to the form of the derived flow stress field e q n . ( 6 . 2 4 ) . 
This diLemma arises since the fLow stresses were assumed to 
described by a radiaL variation with distance from the vertex 
(eqn.(6.1)) ,yet the derived expression for the fLow stress 
fieLd (eqn.(6.29)) differs significantLy from a static 
consolidation radiaL stress fieLd. 
It is apparent from ean.(6.24) for the derived fLow stress 
fieLd that it may be considered to be the superposition of 
severaL components. 
The component 
g p r Y ( l - b ) 
•(X(l-b)-l) 
(6.25) 
is the component due to the gravity body force and it assumes 
the form of a radiaL stress distribution C13 .It can 
therefore be stated that this component is the static 
consoLidation stress field for a compresible bulk 
solid,where,from a comparison of eqns.(6,1) and (6,25) the 
radiaL stress function s for a compressibLe buLk soLid is 
s = Y(l-b) 
(X(l-b)-l) 
(6.26) 
Since static conditions are criticaL in determining the fLow 
characteristics cf a channeL C13,equation (6,26) couLd be 
utiLized in anaLyticaL expressions for the channeL fLow 
factors C2,59,603,to arrive at expressions for evaLuating 
channel fLow factors for compressibLe buLk solids, 
Subtracted from this static consoLidation comoonent 
(eqn,(6,25)) are terms due to the inertia effects ,a term due 
to the adverse interstitiaL pressure gradient and terms which 
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cause the boundary conditions to be satisfied,As evident from 
eqn,(6.24) the inertia term and the interstitiaL gas pressure 
gradient term have the effect of reducing the fLow stress 
distribution towards zero at the outLet,consistent with the 
expected flow stress distribution. It is aLso apparent that 
the inertia term is most significant in the vicinity of the 
outLet , since the magnitude of this component is 
proportionaL to the square of the veLocity. 
Eqn (6.24) aLso incLudes a term to account for the 
interstitiaL gas pressure acting at the top boundary 
conditon.For positive values of p(R) this term wouLd have an 
additive effect on the fLow stress fieLd. This therefore 
provides an initial anaLyticaL expression for pressurized bin 
fLow situations,in which air is assumed to be injected into 
the fLow channeL at some distance R from the apex at pressure 
p(R).It shouLd be noted that this condition only approximates 
actuaL boundary conditions imposed by point source air 
permeation sheLves. 
Some preLiminary investigations by the author indicated that 
when p(R) is increased the fLow rate increases consistent 
wi th e q n . ( 6 . 2 4 ) . 
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6.5. Approximate AnaLyticaL FLow Rate 
AppLying the boundary condition appLying at the outLet; 
eqn.(5.111) into eqn.(6.24) yields 
cp̂ Ŷ  = WiHoX^ -̂ PoSIoIíi±)-̂ -£iYoiI.î " (^/^QIZMIIZII/IAI-
2 .T3 (X(l-b)-l) T^T^d-b) (l-sin6) (ZT^-D 
t6.27) 
+ z Tĵ  p(R) 
d-SÍn6)T4(Z^-l) 
Eqn (6.27) is a q adratic in terms of V^ since it may be 
expressed in the form 
A,V^ + A-V + A, = 0 (6.28) 
1 o 2 o 3 
with the soLution for V^ expressed by 
^O ^ " V ^ ^ l Í ((Aj/^Aj^)^ - A ^ / A ^ ) ^ - ^ (6.29) 
whe re 
Ai =P^(W^/T3 - C/2) (6.30) 
^2 = ^l (T^lníR/r^)-X(Z^-l)/T^) (6.31) 
Tj^T^(Zj^-l) (l-sin6) 
^3 = P p g r o Y d - b ) + Zĵ  Tĵ  p(R) (6 .32) 
and 
(Xd-b)-l) (l-sin6)T^(Zj^-l) 
r^ = B/(2sina) (6.33) 
The outLet veLocity can be evaLuated using eqn.(6.26) once 
the density and the permeabiLity of the buLk soLid at the 
outLet are known. However,the buLk density and permeabiLity 
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are both functions of the mean stress acting at the outLet 
respectively where the mean stress is given by eqn.(5.111). 
Since,initiaLLy the value of P and c are unknowns,an 
o o 
iterative procedure commencing with estimated vaLues for both 
p andc.is required.This iterative procedure is convenientLy 
executed using a computer. 
Once the outLet conditions are determined the fLow rate from 
the converging channeL is determined from the expression 
Q = /tr\ B L V p 
o o ( : ) 
(6.34) 
6.6. Approximate AnaLyticaL FLow Rate Of Coarse BuLk 
SoLids 
For a coarse buLk soLid,the effects of the adverse air 
pressure gradients are negLigibLe causing A^ in eqn.(6.20) 
for the outlet veLocity to become zero .Therefore for a coarse 
compressive buLk soLid ,the outLet velocity is expressed by 
^o = í'^a/^i^ 
0.5 (6.35) 
which on substituting for A and A^ from eqn.(6.30) and 
(6.32) respectiveLy yieLds,on taking p(R) equaL to zero 
0.5 
^o =f 2rpgY(l-b) (2+2m(l-b)+X(l-b)-b) \ 
\ (X (l-b)-l) (2Wj^d-b)+C(X(l-b)+2m(l-b)+2-b)y 
(6.36) 
Although eqn.(6.33) invoLves onLy constants for a particuLar 
fLow situation, the prediction of the fLow rate for a coarse 
compressibLe buLk soLid,stiLl requires an iterative procedure 
to converge on the value of the buLk density appLying at the 
outLet from eqns.(3.18) and (5.111) respectiveLy. 
For a coarse incompressibLe ouLk soLid b is equal to 
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zero,requcing eqn.(6.36) with r substituted from 
\ = í-l-âJ^ (2+2m+XJ ^^^3^j 
eqn.(6,33) ,to 
0.5 
Vsina(X-l) (2W^ + C(2+2m+X))/ 
Once the outLet conditions are determined the fLow rate from 
the converging channeL is found from eqn.(6,34), 
6,7, ALternative Approximate SoLution LJsing The Static 
ConsoLidation Stress FieLd 
Substituting eqn.(6.8) for the veLocity distribution 
eqn.(6.7) for the veLocity gradient eqn.(6.4) for the buLk 
density into eqn.(5.102) yields 
pV^Wj^ = da - Xa + p gY + dp 1 (6.38) 
r dr r dr(l-sin6) 
with the gas pressure gradient expressed by eqn.(6.12). 
Substituting eqn.(6.6) for the derivative of the assumed 
fLow stress fieLd yieLds 
PV^W^ ^ a - X£ + pgY + d£ (6.39) 
r (l-b)r r dr(l-sin6) 
Since eqn.(6.39) must be satisfied at the outlet this 
requires (with the gas pressure distribution (eqn.(6.12)) 
evaLuated at the outLet) that 
P V W, = O - XO + 0 gY 
-o—o—1 o — — o o^ 
r (l-b)r r 
° ° ° (6.40) 
+ Gj^V^(T^ln(rp/R)-(Z^-l)) - - T^pjRl 
T^(Z^-l) (1-sinÔ) r^(l-sin6) (Zj^-1) 
Which on substituting for the mean stress at the outLet from 
eqn.(5.111) yieLds 
Wĵ + C - CX\^V^ + V^G^(Tj^ln(ryR)-(Z^-l)) 
r^2(l-b)r^ 2rj 
+ p^gY -
Tj^(Z^.-l) (l-sin6) 
T^p(R) 
r d-sin6) (Z,-l) 
o i 
= 0 
which is a quadratic equation in terms of V^^that 
is, eqn.(6.41) may be expressed in the form 
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(6.41) 
A.V^ + A^V^ + A- = 0 
4 o 5 o 6 
(6.42) 
with the soLution for V expressed by 
^O = ' V N Í ((^5/2^4)^ - (Ag/A^))^-^ (6.43) 
whe re 
( - « 1 + C - CX\ p /r — j o < 
2(l-b) 2 
(6.44) 
A^ = G, ( T,ln(r /R) - (Z,-l)) —1 1 o ' X-
T^(Zj^-l) (l-sin6) (6.45) 
p^gY - T., plR) 
r (l-sin6) (Z,-l) 
o J-
(6.46) 
The flow rate may be evaLuated using eqn.(6.34) once the 
outLet conditions are determined by use of the iterative 
procedure outLined in Section 6.5. 
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6.8. ALternative Approximate AnaLyticaL SoLution For 
the FLow of Coarse BuLk SoLids 
For a coarse buLk soLid the effects of the adverse air 
pressure gradients are negLigibe causing A^in eqn.(6.43) for 
the outLet veLocity to become zero . Therefore,for a coarse 
compressibLe buLk soLid the outLet veLocity is 
V^ = (-Ag/A^)^-^ (6.47) 
Substituting for A and A from eqns.(6.44) and eqn.(6.46) 
4 6 
respectiveLy and for W from eqn.(6.17) yieLds 
^ 0 = í 22Yr^(l-b)(l-sin6) 1 °-^ ^ ^ ^ 3 ^ 
l(C(X(l-b)-l) (l-sin6)+2 (l+m(l-b) )/ 
which yieLds on substituting for r from eqn.(5.116) the 
o 
exp ressi on 
0.5 (6.49) V = o / gYB(l-b) (l-sin6) V 
\(C(X(l-b)-l) (l-sin6) + 2(l+m(l-b)))sina/ 
ALthough eqn.(6.49) is independent of the density at the 
outLet,an iterative procedure empLoying eqns.(3.18) and 
(5.111) is stiLl required to converge on the actuaL buLk 
density at the outlet. 
For an incompressibLe coarse buLk soLid,b=0, reducing 
eqn.(6.49) for V to the expression 
o 
V = / gYB(l-sin6) x^'^ (6.50)  g Y B d - s i n 6 ) \ 
l(C(X-l)(l-sin6)*2(l+m))EÍna/ 
Once the outLet conditions are determined the fLow rate from 
the converging channeL is predicted from eqn.(6.34). 
The phiLosophy of the derivations outLined in this Chapter 
differ somewhat,in that,the first expression for the outLet 
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veLocity was derived by appLying the boundary conditions 
reLevant to the channeL (and in particuLar those appLying at 
the outlet) to the integrated form of the equation of motion 
(eqn.(5.102)).Whereas the aLternative expression for the fLow 
rate resuLts by noting that the equation of motion must be 
satisfied at the outLet.As noted in the Literature Survey 
this assumption has been used by other authors to obtain 
expressions for the fLow rate of coarse incompressibLe buLk 
soL ids. 
A comparison of the flow rate evaLuated using the aLternate 
equations for the outLet veLocity (eqns(6.29) and (6.42) 
respectively) is presented in Chapter 9 for various bin 
geometries.This comparison indicated that the fLow rate 
evaLuated using these two approaches differs onLy sLightLy. 
This simiLarity suggests,firstLy,the use of eqn.(6.43) in 
view of its Less convenient counterpart eqn.(6.29) 
,secondLy,it validates the aLternate derivation which 
considers the equation of motion evaluated at the outLet. 
6.9, DimensionLess FLow Rates Expressions For Coarse 
BuLk SoL ids 
Substituting eqn,(6,36) for V^ into eqn,(6,34) for Q yieLds 
(l) 
Q = ,i^™ B''^^-"'/^ I.^-" P„ g"-' Q B (6.51) 
whe re 
Qj3 = / Y (2+2m(l-b)+X(l-b)-b) \ ° * ^ (6.52) 
\ (X-1) (2Wj^(l-b)+C( (l-b)X+2m(l-b)+2-b) )sina/ 
The prediction of the flow rate for a coarse compressibLe 
buLk soLid requires an iterative procedure to converge on the 
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actuaL vaLue of the buLk density appLying at the outLet,in 
agreement with eqns,(3.18) and (5.111J. 
For a coarse incompressible bulk soLid b is equaL to 
zero,reducing eqn.(6.52) for the dimensionLess fLow rate 
factor to the expression 
Qp = / Y(2+2m+X) \^'^ (6.53) 
\(X-1)(2W^+C(2+2m+X))sina/ 
PLots of eqn.(6.53) with C (in eqn.(5.112)) evaLuated with 
k=-1 are presented in Figs. 6.5 to 6.9 for pLane fLow 
channeLs and Figs. 6.10 to 6.14 for axisymmetric fLow 
channeLs respectiveLy. 
From the aLternative approximate soLution the expression for 
the dimensionLess fLow rate factor is expressed by 
% = / Y(l-b)(l-sin6) \°-5 ^̂  3,j 
XC(X(1-b)-1)(l-sin6)+2(1+m(1-b)))sina/ 
w hich reduces to the expression 
Q D = / Y(l-sin6) \ ° * ^ (6.55) 
\(C(X-1) (l-sin6)+2(3+m)))sina/ 
for the dimensionLess fLow rate factor for a incompressibLe 
buL k so L i ds . 
The dimensionLess fLow rate factor pLots presented for 
axisymmetric fLow channeLs are Lower than those presented by 
WiLLiams C31D because the minor stress at the outLet is is 
assumed to be equaL to the dynamic head of the fLowing buLk 
soLid (k = -1 in eqn.(5.112)) . Higher vaLues for the 
dimensionLess fLow rate factor,are predicted from eqns (6.53) 
and (6.55) if a unconfined state at the outLet is assumed 
(C =0 ) as in the anaLyses of WiLLiams C31] and Rennie C 3 3 ] . 
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7. Approximate AnaLyticaL SoLutions Of The Equations of 
F L o w U s i ng Approximate AnaLyticaL FLow Stress FieLds 
7.1. Approximate AnaLyticaL FLow Stress FieLd 
A sufficientLy accurate anaLyticaL soLution to the fLow 
equations ,eqns.(5.17) , (5 .88) and (5.102) is possibLe by 
assuming a suitabLe form of the stress field acting during 
fLow. The mean fLow stress fieLd depicted in Figs. 1.5 and 
7.1 varies from a very smaLL vaLue at the outlet to the 
static radiaL stress vaLue near the transition .This variation 
may be assumed to be adequateLy described by the expression 
o = pg ( r - r*) s (7.1) 
whe re 
n - an exponent 
s - an unknown stress function 
r*- the distance from the vertex of the channeL 
to where the stress is assumed to be zero,Fig.7.1 
Since p is a function of the consoLidation stress, 
(eqn.(3.18)) ,the fLow stress fieLd , Fig .7.1 ,can be expressed 
in terms of the mean consoLidation stress at the outLet by 
o = a í ( r - r * ) / ( r^ - r*))^5 
(7.2) 
where 
T^ = n/d^b) (7.3) 
A typicaL pLot of this expression for n=1.5 is presented in 
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Fig. 7.2 in terms of the dimensionLess stress factor o/o 
< 
versus the ratio r/r . This stréss variation , yieLds on 
o 
d i f fe ren t i at i on 
É£ = T^a/( r - r * ) 
dr 
( 7 . 4 ) 
7 . 2 . A p p r o x i m a t e A n a l y t i c a L BuLk S o L i d VeLo c i t y F i e L d 
S u b s t i t u t i n g t h e d e r i v a t i v e e q n . ( 7 . A ) i n t o t h e buLk s o L i d 
c o n t i n u i t y e q u a t i o n , e q n . ( 5 . 1 7 ) , y i e L d s 
dV + (l-Hn)V + b T g V = 0 ( 7 . 5 ) 
d r r - r* 
which on integrating between the Limits imposed at, r=r where 
V = V and r = r where V = -V ,yieLds 
V = -V. /r \ 
-o 
l+m - y* 
- T-* 
,bT. 
(7.6) 
\ r -r 
for the bulk solid veLocity fieLd in a converging channeL.The 
negative sign simply indicates that the outLet velocity is 
downward during fLow in a converging channeL under the 
infLuence of gravity. 
TypicaL variations in the buLk soLid veLocity with the 
dimensionLess radiaL distance from the outLet are presented 
in Fig.7.3 in both pLane fLow and axisymmetric fLow channeLs 
respect i vely . 
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7,3. Aoproximate AnaLyticaL Gas Pressure Distribution 
The interstitiaL gas continuity equation (eqn.(5.38)) 
yieLds,on substitution of the derivative from eqn.(7.A) and 
the veLocity fieLd eqn.(7,6) ,the equation 
d p + dp[ 1+m - a.l^ ' - ^ 2 - : ^ 
(r-r*) dr drl r r - r*, 
where 
G_ = bT^ YY p 2 —=^ (̂ 
C p 
O 6 
r 
—o 
r, 
1+m 
r - r* ̂ "̂̂ ! (7.7) 
- y * 
(7.8) 
£qn.(7.7) is a Linear Ist order differentiaL equation in 
terms of dp/dr,with the solution given by 
ÉE = G^V_lr-r 
• aT. 
2 o 
dr - y * 
r ' 
—o 
r; 
•^'^^ l n ( r - r * ) + C,G_V (r-r*)^'^5 (7.9) 
- 3 - 2 - ° - T + Î ; — 
where C^G„V is the constant of integration 
3 2 o 
Therefore. 
p = G 
'"[{{f^. 
- r* 
* 
aT 
'r ' 
\ r 
1+m aT, ln(r-r*) + C^G^V^ (r-r*) 5) ̂ r 
3 2 o 1+m 
4 2 0 (7.10) 
where C,G„V is the constant of integration 
4 2 o 
The constants of integration are found by appLying the 
foLLowing boundary conditions for a converging channeL with 
surcharge 
p = 0 at r = r 
o 
and 
p = p ( r ) a t r = R 
Since an anaLyticaL soLution for the integraL eqn.(7.10) is 
not apparent, a numerical technique based on a step wise 
approximation for the above integraL ( eqn.(7.10)) must be 
used. In this procedure the derivative expressed by 
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eqn.(7.4) is evaLuated over N intervaLs aLLowing the 
interstitial gas pressure at any position r to be 
approximated by the expression 
j 
p,., = p,.̂ , .jjjj^^,. 
with j < N and where 
and 
r^ = r^ + (i - 1) Ar 
Ar = ( R - r ^ ) / N 
(7.11) 
(7.12) 
(7.13) 
Since the interstitiaL oas pressure imposed at r=r is 
o 
zero,the pressure.at the top boundary condition is 
approximateLy expressed by 
P(R) = 7 N Ar 
S u b s t i t u t i n g d p / d r e v a L u a t e d a t r f r om e q n . ( 7 . 9 ) i n t o 
o 
eqn.(7.14) yieLds when expressed in dimensionLess terms. 
(7.14) 
L í ^ = V Í ^ - ̂ *r'''í^l ̂ "̂̂  l^t^l- ^*) + C, <^ (r,- r* 
which may be solved for C ,where 
c, = LEÍSL- -
iGjV^Ar 
aT 
I 5 
+m 
(7.15) 
i-1 0 1 / 1-1 i 
i^'^5 
(7.16) 
For an initial treatment,the interstitial gas pressure at 
the top boundary condition,p(R),may be taken to be 
zero.Reducing eqn.(7.16) for C to the expression 
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Fig. 7.4 Typical Gas Pressure Distribution Predicted 
Using Equation (7.11) in a Plane Flow Channel 
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S = - ^ I * I aT_ , , 1+m , , i »\ / N , ^ aT 
^•' ° ' ''i-l * (7.17) 
The accuracy desired in the soLution for C and in the 
3 
evaLuation of the interstitiaL gas pressure distribution is 
determined by the number of intervaLs over which the 
derivatives are evaLuated. 
TypicaL pLots of the interstitiaL gas pressure evaLuated 
using eqn.(7.11) are shown in Fig. 7.4 and Fig. 7.5 for 
pLane fLow and axisymmetric fLow channeLs respectiveLy. 
7.4. The Approximate AnaLyticaL FLow Rate 
Substituting the expression for the stress gradient 
eqn.(7.4) ,the gas pressure gradient from eqn.(7.9) into the 
equation of motion,eqn.(5.102) yieLds 
.2 
pV 
(l-sin(ô)) 
(1+m) + bT \ 
r (r-r*)) 
oT^ - Xa + pgY 
(l-sin(ô))l\r -r* 
o h 
5 /r 
-c 
r 
(r-r*) 
, 1+m 
(7.18) 
ln(r-r«) + C-(r-r*)^^5] 
^l+m 
Since this equation must be satisfied at the outLet then 
,2 
P V 
(l-sin{6)) 
(1+m)+ bT. 
^o t^o-^*> 
2—O-
= g^T - Xg^ + p^gY 
(7.19) 
(l-sin(6)) 
aT 
|ln(r^-r*) + Cgjr^-r*) 5» 
" 1+m 
must appLy.Which on substituting for the mean stress at the 
outLet, expressed by eqn.(5.111),yieLds 
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P v^ 
-î-o—o-
(1+m)+ bT 
(l-sin(6)) (r^-rMj 
CP V^ T. - XCP V^ + p gY 
— o — o — 5 — ^ — o o 
2(r^-r*) 2r. 
•" - ^ 2 ^ 1 
(l-sin(6)) 
|ln(r -r*) + C,(r -r*)^'^^ 
r. 
(7.20) 
Eon (7.20) is a quadratic in terms of V ,since it may be 
expressed in the form 
^7^0 -̂  ̂ 8^0 -^^9 = 0 (7.21) 
with the soLution for V expressed by 
o 
^o = - V 2 ^ t ((Ag/2A^)2- A^/A^ ̂ O'^ 
whe re 
(7.22) 
^ = Po (1+m) + bT \- CT + CX 
(l-sin(6))i r^ (r^-r*)/ 2(r^-r*) 2r^ 
(7.23) 
— S _íln(r^-r*) + C^ (^-r^^'^5 
(l-sin(6))' r • ' 
o 
(7.24) 
p^gY (7.25) 
The outLet veLocity can be evaLuated using eqn.(7.22) once 
the buLk density and permeability of the buLk soLid at the 
outLet are known. However,the buLk density and permeabiLity 
are both functions of the mean stress acting at the outLet 
(eqn.(3.18) ^nd (3.19) respectiveLy ) with the mean stress 
given by eon.(5.111).Since initiaLLy the vaLue of p^ and ĉ  
are unknown,an iterative procedure is required to converge to 
the actuaL conditions appLying.To preform this iteration 
convenientLy requires the use of a computer. 
Once the outLet conditions are determined the fLow rate from 
9-i(-) 
B = 60iiun 
n = 0.5 
Fig. 7.6 Typical Variation in Flow Rate Versus r̂  
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the converging channeL is found from e q n . ( 6 . 3 1 ) . 
7,5 , Effect Of The FLow Stress FieLd Exponent 
Several values of the exponent n in eqn.(7.1) have been 
investigated. The experiments reported in Chapter 9 
indicates that the linear variation corresponding to n=1 to 
causes insufficient dilation of the buLk soLid during fLow , 
whereas a paraboLic stress distribution corresponding to n=2 
causes excessive d i l a t i o n . 
The intermediate value of n=1.5 seems to give reasonabLe 
predictions for the fLow parameters. 
7.6. Effects Of r* 
From e q n . ( 7 . 1 1 ) and eqn.(7.24) it is apparent that the 
expression for the outlet veLocity(eqn.(7.22)) and the fLow 
stress distribution (eqn.(7.2)) are sensitive to the vaLue of 
r* used. A typical variation in fLow rate with r* is shown 
in Fig. 7.6. Extreme vaLues for r* range from 0 to r^ 
but,over this range,the computed vaLue for the outLet 
velocity changes sign ,demanding that the absoLute vaLue be 
pLotted in Fig. 7.6. 
However, a more Limited range is found to be appl icabLe.This 
range results from the fact that at the criticaL Lower vaLue 
for r*,A in eqn.(7.21) goes to zero.For this case 
Vo = - ^ / ^ 8 
(7.26) 
The zero vaLue for A^ corresponds to the situation where the 
ÍnertiaL stress and the buLk soLid stress gradient 
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components canceL.Here the veLocity is determined by the 
ratio of the gravity force to that due to the interstitiaL 
pressure g r a d i e n t s opposing flow. 
The critical upper limit for r* results when the term 
within the square root in e q n . ( 7 . 2 2 ) becomes negative,that 
is,the vaLue for r* for which 
Ag - ^A^A^ = 0 (7.27) 
The physicaL significance of this upper Limit is not 
apparent. 
The vaLue for r* can therefore range between these two 
Limits. FortunateLy for a hopper with surcharge the vaLue 
for r* is selected so that the mean stress at the transition 
(evaLuated using e q n . ( 7 . 2 ) ) is equaL to the static 
consoLidation stress vaLue evaluated at the transition 
( e Q n . ( 6 . 2 2 ) ) . This requires the use of an iterative 
p r o c e d u r e , w h i c h commences with a vaLue of r*sLightLy above 
the criticaL Lower bound,to converge to the appropriate vaLue 
for r* . 
It was o b s e r v e d that sufficientLy accurate soLutions for V^ 
are possible by selecting a value for r* in the range 0.95^^ 
to .99r 
o 
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7.7. Approximate AnaLyticaL FLow Rate Of Coarse BuLk 
SoLids 
For a coarse buLk solid,the effects of the adverse air 
pressure gradients are negLigibLe causing A- in eqn.(7.21) 
for the outLet veLocity,to become 2ero.Therefore,for a coarse 
compressibLe buLk soLid,the outLet veLocity is expressed by 
0.5 
(-Ag/A^ ) (7.28) 
Substituting for A and A from eqn.(7.23) and eqn.(7.25) 
7 9 
respectively,yieLds V = 
o 
2gYr^(l-b)(r^-r*)(l-sin(6)) »0.5 
, (2(l+m) (1-b) (r^-r*)+2nbr^-C(l-sin(6)) (nr -X(l-b) (r^-r*)))/ 
(7.29) 
The prediction of the flow rate for a coarse compressibLe 
bulk soLid stiLL requires an iterative procedure to converge 
to the outLet conditions applying. 
An upper bound to the outlet velocity of a coarse 
incompressibLe bulk soLid (for which b=0) is obtained by 
Letting the mean flow stress at the outLet be equaL to 
zero.This corresponds to Letting C equaL zero in eqn.(7.29) 
and evaLuating the Limiting expression as r* approaches r^ . 
This evaluation yieLds,on substituting for r^from eqn.(5.116) 
.0.5 
V^ = /cTY(l-sin(6)) B 
2(l+m)sin(6) 
(7.30) 
Noting that vaLues for Y*(1-sin ô > ^or both plane fLow and 
axisymmetric flow channels for practicaL bin geometries and 
buLk soLid frictional properties , range between 1.0 to 1.6 
C2D.It wiLL be shown in Chapter 9 that the fLow rate vaLues 
evaLuated using eqn.(7.30) compare favourabLy with vaLues 
•101 
evaLua.ed u s i n . e.pres.ions per.ai„i„, ,„ coarse b u U s o U d s 
presented hy other authors [27.3-<i Í „ 
LCf,:)jj íop coar se 
incompressibLe buLk soLids. 
102(-) 
Flow Stress 
Field 
Static Consolidation 
Field 
Fig. 8.1 Flow Stress Field in a Hopper Without 
Surcharge 
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Approximate AnaLyticaL SoLutions of the Equations 
of FLow Using Approximate AnaLyticaL FLow Stress 
FieLds for Hoppers Without Surcharge 
8.1. Introduct i on 
Up to this point hoppers with surcharge have been 
investigated. For this situation it was assumed that the 
boundary conditions imposed by eqns.(4.63) to (4.67) appLy at 
the top boundary,it was aLso necessary for the approximate 
fLow stress fieLd to approach the static consoLidation stress 
vaLue at the transition. These boundary conditions are 
inconsistent for a hopper without surcharge , because the 
stresses must reduce towards zero at the top of the 
channeL,Fig. 8.1.Therefore,for a hopper without surcharge the 
foLLowing boundary conditions may be assumed to appLy 
V(R) = V„ 
o(R) = 0 
p(R) = D 
(8.1) 
(8.2) 
(8.3) 
In consideration to eqn.(3.18) and eqn.(3.19) respectiveLy 
eqn.(8.2) impLies that 
p(R) = 0 
c(R) = " 
aLternativeLy it couLd assumed that 
P(R) = P„ 
c(R) = c. 
(8.4) 
(8.5) 
(8.6) 
(8.7) 
where both p a n d c are some Limiting vaLues. It is fortunate 
o o -̂  
that the soLution procedure used avoids the consideration of 
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these discontinuities because in predicting the fLow rate it 
is onLy necessary to consider the conditions acting at the 
outLet,whiLe for the interstitiaL gas pressure distribution 
where vaLues for the permeabiLity are reouired towards the 
top of the channeL, the actual vaLue pertaining to the top of 
the channeL may be approximated by evaLuating the 
permeabiLity a smalL distance from the top surface. These 
minor difficuLties associated with hoppers without surcharge 
wiLl become apparent in the foLLowing anaLysis. 
8.2. Approximate AnalyticaL FLow Stress FieLd 
For a hopper without surcharge the fLow stress fieLd is 
expected to vary from some smaLL vaLue at the outLet to some 
positive vaLue and then back to zero at the top of the 
channeL as depicted in Fig. 8.11. This variation may be 
adequately described by the expression 
o = pg(r-r*)"(l-(r/R)''2)nig (8.8) 
whe re 
n » n , n - pxponents 
s - unknown stress function 
r* - the distance from the the vertex of the channeL 
to where the stress is assumed to be zero. 
Since a is a function of the consoLidation 
stress,(eqn.(3.18)) the fLow stress fieLd depicted in 
Fig..8.1 can be expressed in terms of the mean stress at the 
out Let by 
- * ^ ' ^ 5 / R " ' - r " ^ ^ 6 (8.9) 
o o 
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wh er e 
T^ = n^/(l-b) (8.10) 
A typicaL pLot of this expression is presented in Fig. 8.2 
in terms of the dimensionLess stress factor ojo versus the 
ratio rlr . This stress variation ,yieLds on differentiation 
o 
the expression 
r *r - r* 
dø = o, 
d 
n^T r"^ \ 
r (R - r ^) 
(8.11) 
8.3. Approximate AnaLyticaL BuLk SoLid VeLocity FieLd 
Substituting the derivative eqn.(8.11) into the buLk soLid 
continuity equation eqn.(5.17) ,yieLds 
dV + (l+m)V + bV/_T^^ -
dr r ^r - r* r (R 
= 0 (8.12) 
which on integrating,between the Limits imposed at r=r where 
V = V and r = r where V = -V yieLds 
1+ro * bT_ _n2 .̂ na 
V = - V ir \ ,r.-r*\ 5iR - r 
bT, 
(8.13) 
1̂1 l^ ^l M ^ s 
for the buLk soLid veLocity fieLd in a hopper without 
surcharge. The negative sign simpLy indicates that the 
outLet veLocity is downward during fLow in a converging 
channeL under the infLuence of gravity. 
TypicaL variations in the dimensionLess veLocity ratio V/V 
' ̂  o 
versus the dimensionLess distance from the vertex f/r^ is 
shown in Fig.8.3 for both a pLane fLow and axisymmetric fLow 
channels. 
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8.4. Approximate AnaLyticaL Gas Pressure Distribution 
The interstitiaL gas continuity equation (eqn.(5.88)) yieLds 
on substitution of eqn.(P.II) and the veLocity fieLd 
eqn.(8.13) 
2 
d p + dp 11+m - at T -
dr dr l r 
Ir - r * 
HíT^r n2 
r - r* r(R"^ - r"2) 
(8.14) 
n T r" 
-2-6-
r(R"2 -r"2) 
r 
—0 
r 
1+ m r r - r* aT / R"2- r"2 
r - r' 
0 
aT 
IR n2_ _n2 
whe re 
G_ = b p YY 
3 -HD 
P c 
s o 
(8.15) 
Eqn.(8.1A) is a Linear first order differentiaL equation in 
terms of do/dr,the soLution of which is 
åE^.GgV^ir^. ir 
dr 
1+ni. _ ^ a T . ,^n2.^n2^ aTe ̂ ^^ ̂ ^ _ ̂ ,^ T5 ^^n^ _ ̂ n^ jT^ ^ 
(8.16) -v*l 
iR^^-r^^ 
+ C.G.V (r-r*)^^MR"^-r^M^''^ 
'5 3 o 1+m 
where C G V is the constant of integration. Therefore 
5 3 o 
1+m 
P •= G, 
aTi ,„n2 n2 aTj jTs(j^n2_^n2,Tej 
dr 
(8.17) 
/• i + m . i  .T^" «  i6 , . . 
where C G V is the constant of integration. 
6 3 o 
The constants of integration are evaLuated by aopLying the 
boundary conditions for a hopper without surcharge , 
expressed by equations (5.109) and (5,110) respectiveLv. An 
anaLyticaL soLution for the integraL eqn.(8.17) is not 
apparent. However,a numericaL technique based on a step wise 
approximation to the above integraL may be used. In this 
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procedure the derivative expressed by eqn.(b.16) is evaLuated 
over N intervaLs.AlLowing the interstitiaL gas pressure at 
any position r^to be approximated by the expression 
J 
p(r^) :^ p(r^) + y'ldpl Ar 
1-1^^ r^ 
(8.18) 
with j < N and where r^ and Ar are defined by eqns.(7.2) and 
(7.13) resoectiveLy . 
Since the interstitiaL gas pressure imposed at r=r is 
o 
zercthe pressure at the top boundary condition is 
approximateLy expressed by 
N 
p(R) ~ VÍ^Pi ^^ 
.4îlaw. 
(8.19) 
which in this case is equaL to zero. Substituting dp/dr 
evaLuated at r^ from eqn.(8.16) into eqn.(8.19) yieLds,on 
soLving for í ^, 
N . 1+m * aTs.^na n^ aTg 
j.j 1 o o 
n2 n2xT( )^5 (R»2-r'^^2)X6 
V (r -r.)""''(R"'-r?M^^' 
1-1 r. 
aTs ,„n2 n2 ̂ aTi 
1 (8.20) 
The accuracy desired in the soLution for C^ and in the 
b 
evaLuation of the interstitiaL gas pressure distribution is 
determined by the number of intervaLs over which the 
derivatives are evaLuated. TypicaL pLots of the interstitial 
gas pressure evaLuated using eqn.(8.18) with C^ evaLuated 
using eqn.(8.20) are shown in Fig. 8.A and Fig. 8,5 for pLane 
fLow and axisymmetric fLow channeLs respectiveLy. At first 
there was concern due to the predicted gas pressure 
distribution having a minima and maxima,as this was 
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considered to be inconsistent with the actual gas 
distribution. But for the assumed form of the stress 
distribution compaction wouLd be occurring in the upper 
portion of the hopper and wouLd be associated with positive 
void pressures as reported by Spink C4A , for steady state 
fLow situations. However as stated in the Introduction for a 
hopper without inflow the void pressures are expected to be 
negative throughout the whoLe hopper section.It must aLso be 
noted in this anaLysis that the materiaL has been assumed to 
be compLeteLy deaerated during fLow. 
8.5. The Approximate AnaLyticaL FLow Rate 
Substituting the stress gradient eqn . (8 .11) , and the veLocity 
gradient from eqn.(8.12) into the equation of motion 
eqn . (5.102) yieLds 
PV' 
(1-sinô) 
(1+m) + b/ T^ - n2T,r 
5— r*~ 
l r 
n2 
r - r* 
,_n2 n^x 
r(R -r ') 
= o/ T. njT^r n2 
(r-r*) r(R^2_j.n2j 
- Xo_ + pgY + 1 dp 
r (l-sin6)dr 
(8.21) 
where the gas pressure gradient is expressed by eqn.(8.16). 
Since equation eqn.(8.16) must be satisfied at the outLet 
t hen 
PoV? 
(1-sinô) 
1+m + b| T 
l ro 
5-
irn- r* 
n,T r n 2 \ 
(R^2-r^)/ 
l=«o|_T.^_ - _n^ T rj2 l 
l(ro-r*) ro(R''2-r^), 
X£o+ PogY + 1 d£ 
ro (l-sinô) dr 
(8.22) 
ro 
must appLy. 
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Which on substituting for the gas pressure gradient 
evaLuated at the outLet from eqn.(8.16) and for the mean 
stress at the outLet from eqn.{5.111) yieLds 
1+m + b T^ PQVQ 
(l-sin6) 
n^T^rl^ 
ro (ro-r*) ro(R"'- r Î M 
C P Q V ? -5- Í U T ^ ^ ' 
l(ro-r*) ro^R^^'-r'^Mi 
- CXpoV^ + PegY + 
2ro 
(8.23) 
/ln((ro-r*)^5(R"2-r^M'^6) + C. ((r Q-r* ) ̂ '̂ S (R^^-rV^ ) °^6| 12 n^^aT. 
1+m 
ro (l-sin6) 
Ean.(8.23) is a quadratic equation in VQ,that is,it may be 
expressed in the form 
Z,V + Z„V + Z- = 0 1 o 2 o J (8.24) 
with the soLution for V expressed by 
o 
V^ = - Z^/^Z^ + ((Z^/^Zj)^ - z^/Zj)^-^ (8.25) 
whe re 
h^^o 1+m + í T 
(l-sinô) 
- n2T_gr n2 
(r -r*) r (R^^-r''^)] o o o 
(b -C(l-sin6) ) - CX_ 
2 2r / 
0 
(8.26) 
h - --£3. 
(l-sin6) 
Z3 = - p^gY 
ln((r -r*)'^5(R'^^-r^^)''6) + C, ( (r - r * ) ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ̂ '̂̂ bl 
o o _5 o ^^ o -
r ' 
(8.27) 
(8.28) 
and where C_ is expressed by eqn.(8.20). 
5 
The outLet veLocity can be evaLuated using eqn.(8.24) once 
the density and permeabiLity of the buLk soLid at the outLet 
are known. However,the buLk density and permeabiLity are 
both functions of the mean stress acting at the outLet (eqn. 
(3.18) and eqn.(3.14) respectiveLy) with the mean stress 
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given by eon . ( 5 . 1 11 ) . S i nc e , i n i t i a L l y , t he vaLue of P and <= 
are unknowns,an iterative procedure is required to converge 
to the actuaL conditions.This iterative procedure is 
convenientLy performed using a computer. The soLution for V 
aLso requires a value or the parameter r*,the distance from 
the vertex to where the mean stress is assumed to be 
•o,Fig. 8.1 and vaLues for the exponents n ,n.. and n^* ze r ( 
V a L u e s f o r t h e s e v a r i a b l e s a r e not so a p p a r e n t . A L t h o u g h t h i s 
i n v e s t i g a t i o n is i n c o m p L e t e , a d e q u a t e s o L u t i o n s a r e o b t a i n e d 
w i t h r* = . 9 5 r Q , n e q u a L to 1.5 a n d t h e s o L u t i o n a p p e a r s to be 
i n s e n s i t i v e t o v a L u e s f o r n. a n d n ^ . O n c e t h e o u t L e t 
1 2 
c o n d i t i o n s a r e d e t e r m i n e d t h e f L o w r a t e f r o m t h e c o n v e r g i n g 
c h a n n e L is e v a L u a t e d u s i n g e q n . ( 6 . 3 4 ) . T h e m a i n t h r u s t in 
d e v e L o p i n g t h e f L o w r a t e e x p r e s s i o n s f o r a h o p p e r w i t h o u t 
s u r c h a r g e is to p r e d i c t t h e v a r i a t i o n in f L o w r a t e w i t h t h e 
h e a d of m a t e r i a L in t h e h o p p e r . H o w e v e r , t h i s a s p e c t of t h e 
i n v e s t i g a t i o n is i n c o m p L e t e . 
8 . 6 . A p p r o x i m a t e A n a L y t i c a L F L o w R a t e For C o a r s e B u L k 
SoL ids 
For a c o a r s e b u L k s o L i d , t h e e f f e c t s of t h e a d v e r s e a i r 
p r e s s u r e g r a d i e n t s a r e n e g L i g i b L e c a u s i n g Z in e q n . ( 8 . 2 A ) 
for the o u t L e t v e L o c i t y , t o b e c o m e z e r o . 
T h e r e f o r e , f o r a c o a r s e c o m p r e s s i b L e b u L k s o L i d t h e o u t L e t 
v e L o c i t y is e x p r e s s e d by 
V = (-Z /Zj°-5 (8.29) 
o 3 1 
where Z and Z are expressed by eqns.(8.26) and (8 28) 
1 3 
r e s p e c t i ve L y . 
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The prediction of the fLow rate for a coarse compressibLe 
buLk soLid stilL requires an iterative procedure to converge 
on the outLet conditions applying. 
For a coarse incompressibLe buLk soLid (b= ) for which eqn. 
(8.29) reduces to 
gY 0.5 
(l-sin6) 
1+m - C 
r. 2 
n 
n, 
- n,n,rnl. —1—2: 
(ro-r*) ro(R"^-rSM 
An upper bound for the fLow rate of coarse incompressibLe 
buLk soLids is derived by aLLowing C in eqn.(8.30) approach 
zero, yieLding 
V^ = /gY(l-sin6)B 
l2(l+m)sina , 
0.5 
(8.31) 
(hich is identicaL to eqn.(7.30). 
lll(-) 
Plate 9.1 General Arrangement of Experiroental Installation 
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9. ExperimentaL Investigation 
9.1 . Int roduct i on 
To compare theoreticaLLy predicted fLow rates to the actuaL 
fLow rates from a mass fLow bin,a series of tests were 
conducted on an experimentaL pLane fLow bin. 
This testing required the construction and commissioning of 
a experimentaL variabLe geometry pLane fLow bin supported 
from a Load ceLL.The aim of the experiments was to observe 
the variation in fLow rate for various hopper geometries.In 
this initiaL experimentaL comparison onLy the variation of 
fLow rate with outLet width for a range of hopper angLes was 
examined. 
The experimentaL verification of the theory advanced so far 
is far from compLete in respect to other possibLe 
experimentaL bin configurations. To reduce experimentaL 
deviation six tests were conducted at each bin 
geometry.During the conduction of the experiments other 
variabLes became evident,and the actuaL bin fLow situation 
onLy approximated steady state conditions with severaL 
distinct flow phases being evident. 
It became immediateLy obvious that the fLow rate predicted 
by theories pertaining to coarse buLk soLids were 
inappropriate for fine powders, whereas the anaLysis 
presented here gave favourabLe correLations to the observed 
fLow rates. The experimentaL test instaLLation,procedure and 
observations wiLL now be briefLy discussed. 
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9 . 2 . Equi p m e n t 
The finaL i n s t a L L a t i o n c o n s i s t e d e s s e n t i a L L y of a bin with a 
p L a n e fLow h o p p e r s u s p e n d e d by a Load c e L L . T h e bin was u n i q u e 
in so far as its d e s i g n a L L o w e d v a r i o u s o u t L e t w i d t h s and 
h o p p e r a n g L e s to be s e l e c t e d . T h e bin was i n s t a L L e d to aLLow 
f i L L i n g u s i n g m o b i L e t r o L L i e s Lifted by an o v e r h e a d m o n o r a i L 
c r a n e . A v a r i a b L e speed c o n v e y o r was used to r e c y c L e the buLk 
soLid to a r e c e i v a L h o p p e r . T h e o v e r a L L view of the test 
i n s t a L L a t i o n is s h o w n in P L a t e 9.1 .The m a j o r items of 
e q u i p m e n t u s e d in the test i n s t a L L a t i o n wiLL now be b r i e f L y 
de scri b e d . 
9 . 2 . 1 . V a r i a b L e G e o m e t r y P L a n e FLow Bin 
As s t a t e d the bin was u n i q u e in so far as both the h o p p e r 
outLet w i d t h and h o p p e r a n g L e couLd be v a r i e d . T h e o v e r a L L 
a r r a n g e m e n t of the bin is s h o w n in F i g . 9.1.The initiaL bin 
was d e s i g n e d with a d o u b L e s w i n g i n g d o o r a r r a n g e m e n t with a 
boLt r e L e a s e m e c h a n i s m . T h i s doo r a r r a n g e m e n t was found to be 
u n s u i t a b L e and was m o d i f i e d to a s i n g L e s w i n g i n g gate and 
side Latch m e c h a n i s m . 
The w i d t h of the v e r t i c a L s e c t i o n of the b i n couLd be 
a L t e r e d by t h r e e side s c r e w s per s i d e p L a t e . T h e g e o m e t r y of 
the h o p p e r was a d j u s t e d by a L o c k i n g arm m e c h a n i s m . I n aLL 
cases the g e o m e t r y of the bin was kept s y m m e t r i c a L . S i n c e the 
bin v e r t i c a L side p L a t e s h i n g e d to the h o p p e r side p L a t e s the 
g e o m e t r y of the bin was o b t a i n e d by a d j u s t i n g the v e r t i c a L 
side p L a t e s first t h e n a d j u s t i n g the h o p p e r side p L a t e s to 
o b t a i n the d e s i r e d h o p p e r o u t l e t w i d t h and h o p p e r a n g L e . T h e 
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dimensions of the bin were confirmed before each test by 
taking simoLe measurements . 
The bin required an anciLLary supporting structure to aLLow 
it to be free standing when not in use and to be supported 
overhead by a Load ceLL.ALL sections of the bin were 
constructed from miLd steeL, miLL quaLity. 
In the initiaL set up the bin was freeLy suspended which 
transferred bending moments to the Load ceLL.This was avoided 
by modifying the hangers to incorporate pin connections and 
by instaLLing verticaL guides to constrain the horizontaL 
movement of the hopper when suspended. 
9.2.2. Load CeLL 
To measure the fLow rate from the experimentaL bin,a Load 
ceLL was constructeo to record the variation in the suspended 
bin mass. Load ceLL was therefore required to withstand the 
gross mass of the Loaded suspended bin and output a response 
with a sufficient sensitivity to record the the variation in 
the suspended mass. InitiaLLy,a phosphor bronze Load ceLL 
was designed and constructed to the detaiLs shown in Fig, 
9.2. On caLibration this Load ceLL was found to be inadequate 
for the loads for which it was intended.This unsatisfactory 
performance resuLted from the use of a cast quaLity phosphor 
bronze which yieLded under the imposed Loads.Since suppLies 
of work hardened phosphor bronze where difficuLt to obtain 
stainLess steeL was selected for the finaL Load ceLL. 
On caLibration the stainLess steeL strain gauge Load ceLL 
was found to be sufficientLy Linear over the range intended 
Fig. 9.3. Once the Load ceLL was found to operate favourabLy 
IIHC-) 
Output 
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humidity and mechanicaL protection were provided. 
The Load ceLl was based on a proving ring design with which 
four metaL foiL strain gauges were bonded as indicated in 
Fig. 9.2..These strain guages where arranged in a Wheatstone 
bridge circuit, incorporating a zero baLance adjustment, Fig. 
9.4. The bridge was suppLied with a variabLe DC voLtage 
suppLy from a HewLett-Packard power suppLy, The output from 
the Load ceLL was ampLified on a Dymec ampLifier, exciting a 
Servosribe recorder in paraLLeL with a direct read out 
device. The instrumentation used is summarized in Fig. 9.5 
It was noted dur ng the construction of the Load ceLLs that 
they shouLd be subjected to the expected Load variations 
before attaching the strain Quages,to reLieve any forming and 
manufacturing prestrains. 
9.3. Test Procedure 
The testing was conducted in a number of runs invoLving the 
measurement of the fLow rate for a number of bin geometries . 
To reduce the effect of experimentaL deviations six tests 
were conducted at each bin geometry . At the commencement and 
at the end of each run the Load ceLL and recorder were 
caLibrated to check the caLibration constants. 
On seLecting each bin geometry,the bin joints were seaLed 
using masking tape to prevent air permeation into the fLow 
channeL. After each test,the geometry of the bin was checked 
t 
to observe any bin geometry variations which may have occured 
during a test.The various steps necessary to conduct a test 
wiLL now be briefLy described. 
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9.3.1. CaLibration Procedure 
The caLibration procedure simpLy invoLved the addition and 
removaL of suitabLe mass increments to the tare mass of the 
suspended hopper, noting the caLibration proportionaLity 
factor on the recorder output,as shown in Fig.9,6. 
After a number of tests the instruments were adjusted so 
that the recorder proportionaLity factor was a convenient 10 
kg per division recorder pen movement. 
9.3.2. Test Procedure 
Each test invoLved fiLLing the suspended bin from a mobiLe 
hooper Lifted by a overhead monoraiL crane.On compLeteLy 
filLing the bin the mobiLe hopper was returned to the end of 
the discharge conveyor. During each test a number of 
precautions were taken to minimize dust emission. The top 
surface of the materiaL in the bin was LeveLLed before 
aLLowing the materiaL in the bin to settLe for a nominated 
time period.During this time the recorder speed and other 
necessary variabLes were adjusted (if necessary) ano their 
va L ues recorded . 
At the end of the nominated settLing time both the conveyor 
and recorder were activated.The instant at which the gate was 
opened was recorded by use of a triggering switch. For each 
test the flow was visuaLLy observed firstLy,to ensure that 
mass fLow occured and secondLy,to record,by use of the event 
marking pen,the instant at which the top of the materiaL in 
the verticaL section passed the transition of the bin. 
When the discharge was compLete the conveyor and recorder 
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were stopped ,after which the bin geometry was measured for 
possibLe deviations.On recording the bin geometry the hopper 
outLet was cLosed in preparation for the next test. 
In an endeavour to keep the properties of the buLk soLid 
uniform, spiLLages were recycLed and extra materiaL added or 
r e m o v e d a s n e c e s s a r y . 
9.3.3. Test Va r i ab Les 
FLow rates were measured for hopper angLes ranging from 10" 
to SO^in 5° increments and for each hopper angLe the outLet 
width was varied from 20mm to lOOmm in 20mm increments.For 
Larger outlet widths the capacity of the conveyor was 
inadequate.In aLL,this range of bin geometries invoLved some 
150 tests,with the tests conducted in a more or Less random 
order to reduce the effect of procedure bias. 
9.A. BuLk SoLid Properties 
The buLk soLid used in these experiments is commerciaLLy 
known as ShirLey Phos.To enabLe the fLow rate to be 
predicted,it is necessary that certain buLk soLid properties 
be measured.The relevant fLow properties are the buLk soLids 
cohesive properties,depicted by the materiaLs instantaneous 
fLow function,the effective angLe of friction and the angLe 
of friction aLong the walLs, the materiaLs compressibiLity 
and permeabiLity characteristics,its particLe density and the 
size distribution of the particLes comprising the buLk soLid. 
In general,ttie bulk soLids fLow properties were determined 
in accordance with the procedures stated in reference [1,23 . 
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It must be noted that onLy the 1nstantaneous fLow properties 
are reLevant to this study since the materiaL is assumed to 
have yielded and flow to h a v e c o m m e n c e d C 2 7 ] , 
The waLL friction angLe appLicable to the fLow situation was 
measured on the actual waLL materiaLs,by simpLy removing the 
hopper side pLates and using the surfaces as the friction 
surface in the Jenike waLL shear test C1,2D . The observed 
friction angLes for the hopper side pLates is shown in Fig. 
9.7.The waLL yieLd Loci was found to be Linear over the range 
tested with the average vaLue used for design purposes. 
The compressibiLity and permeabiLity was measured on a 
Jenike compressibiLity and permeabiLity tester C2D.The 
observed vaLues for the materiaL presented as a function of 
the major consoLidation load, are shown in Fig. 9.8 and 9,9. 
The compressibiLity and permeabiLity were both found to be 
weLL represented by the empiricaL reLations given by 
equations (3.18) and (3.19) respectiveLy. 
The particLe density was measured on a Beckman air 
comparison pycnometer.The average particLe density over three 
tests was found to be 2.955 gm/mL. 
The size distribution of the powder was determined by sieve 
anaLysis as the mean particLe size was expected to be above 
the subsieve size.The observed particLe size distribution is 
depicted in Fig 9.1 .The mean particLe size of the 
distribution was evaLuated using the Logarithmic mean method 
C683. 
The property tests were conducted at the commencement and at 
the compLetion of the experimentaL observations to aLLow any 
variation in the buLk soLid fLow properties over the duration 
of the test to be observed. It was considered that such 
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variations may occur due to the dust Losses and the effect of 
recycling the materiaL over the tests. These effects 
apparentLy countered each other to some extent,as evidenced 
by comparing Fig. 9,8 to Fig. 9,9,It can be seen that there 
has been a sLight increase in the permeabiLity of the ShirLey 
Phos. 
The measured instantaneous yieLd Loci,fLow function and 
effective angLe of friction,waLL friction,buLk density, 
permeabiLity and particLe size distribution are presented in 
TabLes A6.1 to A6.13 or graphicaLLy in Fig. 6A.1 to Fig. 
6A.19 respectiveLy. 
9,4.1. Summary Of The BuLk SoLid FLow Properties 
For quantitative fLow rate and fLow predictions the fLow 
properties and hopper geometry detaiLs Listed in TabLe 9.1 
were used. 
9.5. TheoreticaL Considerations 
From a consideration of the force baLance on the suspended 
hopper ,the tensiLe force on the Load ceLL minus the weight 
force of the suspended bin is equaL to the rate of change of 
the momentum,that is 
T = d (mv) + m g 
^ dT ^ ^ 
(9.1) 
t h erefo re 
Te= Imdv + vdmj+ m ^ g <9.2) 
dt dt* 
but for steady state fLow conditions dV/dt is equaL to zero , 
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Bulk Soliâ Classification 
Effective Angle of Friction 
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ff/ff^ 
Cl 
Bulk Solid Compressibility Parameters 
Po 
^^o 
b 
Bulk Solid Permeability Parameters 
°o 
a 
Particle Density 
Mean Particle Size 
Hopper Classification 
Length of Outlet 
Height of Vertical Section 
Simple Bulk Solid 
40° 
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0.1 
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fu rt he r 
^0»= 1 din. 
A p dt 
• o 
(9.3) 
yi eIdi ng 
Te=-A 
A p 
o o 
dm \ + m 
— e t 
dt / 
g (9.4) 
Indicating that the Load cell output which is proportional to 
the tensiLe force in the Load ceLl,is the superposition of a 
component due to the weight and a component due to the time 
rate of change of the system. 
But the flow rate from the bin was measured as the slope of 
the response curve, with the slope being proportional to the 
derivative of e q n . ( 9 . 4 ) , where from eqn.(9.4) 
dT^= 2 d m d m p > g dm^ (9.5) 
dt A p dtdt^ 
o o 
dt 
Thereforetsince it is customary to negLect high order 
di fferentiaLs the mass flow rate from the bin may,with 
sufficient accuracy,be approximated by the slooe of the Load 
ceLL response time record provided steady state fLow 
condi t i ons app L y . 
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9.6. Test Observations 
9,6.1. Typical Observation 
A typicaL test recordina of the reduction in the suspended 
mass is shown in M g . 9.11.From eqn.(9.5) it may be assumed 
that the instantaneous flow rate at any instant is indicated 
by the sLope of the recorder output.As observed smaLL 
osciLLations in the fLow rate occured,but these effects are 
LargeLy ignored in this anaLysis, 
It is evident from a consideration of Fig. 9.11 that several 
distinct phases of fLow occur,lnitially,an acceleration phase 
occurs foLLowed by a phase during which the fLow rate is 
essentiaLLy constant and then a period of reducing fLow rate. 
The acceLerating phase corresponds to the period just after 
the bin outLet was opened during this period transients are 
strongLy evident. This acceLerating phase is usuaLLy of very 
short duration. This phase was foLLowed by a period during 
which the bin approximated steady state fLow conditions.The 
actuaL conditions differed from steady state conditions due 
to the decreasing amount of materiaL in the bin. 
The period of reducing fLow rate corresponded to the flow 
period where the top LeveL of the materiaL was in the hopper 
section of the bin. At Large hopper outlet widths,a very 
high fLow rate was noted at the compLetion of discharge when 
the outlet became partialLy fuLL, 
As a number of different fLow rates couLd be reported,the 
fLow rate pertaining to the instant at which the top surface 
of the materiaL in the bin passed the transition was seLected 
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as indicative of the steady state fLow rate for that 
particular bin geometry. This fLow rate was seLected because 
it was observed in each experimentaL run that the steady 
state fLow rate continued tilL the LeveL of materiaL had 
faLLen to a LeveL approximateLy one third the height of the 
hopper beLow the transition .The transition aLso provided a 
convenient and meaningful datum, 
9.6.2. ExperimentaL Trends 
As stated previousLy the variation of fLow rate with varyinq 
outLet width for constant hopper angLe as weLL as the 
variation of fLow rate with varying hopper angLe for a 
constant outLet width,were observed experimentaLLy.The 
compLete set of test observations are presented in TabLe A7.1 
Appendix 7,These observations are summarized in Table 9.1 . 
The observed trends are summarized in Figures 9.12 to 9.17 
for the variation in outLet widths and Fig. 9.18 for the 
variation with hopper angLe. 
It was observed that the scatter of the observations 
increased with increasing outLet width as evident in Fig. 
9.12 to FÍQ. 9.17 . 
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Table 9.2 SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS 
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9.7. Experimental Difficuities 
The most striking experimental limitation was that due to 
the conveyor having insufficient capacity for outlet widths 
greater than lOOmm. 
Oubious results were also observed for high fiLl rates and 
short settling times.It was also noted that segregation 
occured during filling as the experimental bin was filled 
using a funnel flow mobile hopper. This may have caused some 
variations in the flow rate due to the coarse and fine 
fractions in the solid segregating in the experimental bin. 
In some preliminary test runs large initial flow rates were 
also observed at larger opening sizes. This was in part due 
to the vibration associated with the opening of the hopper 
gate mecbanism. This initial large flow rate continued until 
the top of the material approached the hopper section.The 
effect of tbe gate opening vibration was reduced by the 
installion of a shock absorber which was fitted for the 
majority of the tests. 
Since the material in the hopoer was filled to the top of 
the verticaL section in each test,a different H/D ratio 
occured at each different geometry tested.This varaibLe H/D 
ratio may have counter acted any possibLe experimentaL 
trends, due to the variation in resistance to air fLow 
through the materiaL in the verticaL section of the bin, 
InitialLy the settLing time and fiLL rate were randomLy 
selected, but during the conduction of the experiments these 
variabLes were found to effect the fLow rate significantLyt 
so attempts were made to keep these variabLes constant. 
ALthough attempts were made to keep the fiLL rate constant 
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for each test,variations were possibLe due to the funneL fLow 
I 
characteristics of the Loading hopper. 
9.8. Suggested ExperimentaL Improvements 
The experimentaL instaLLation and procedure was deficient in 
a number of areas,some of which it is feLt,have had an 
infLuence on the observed experimentaL deviations. 
These include controLling and selecting the fiLL rate more 
positiveLy.This wouLd require modifications to the Loading 
hoopers or the use of an aLternate Loading mechanism such as 
a bucket eLevator and a chute arrangement.ALso more attention 
shouLd be given to maintaining constant settLing times 
between tests.Here the measurement of interstitiaL fLuid 
pressure wouLd be extremeLy advantageous. 
The vibration occurring on opening the bin outLet should be 
eLiminated,as the effects of vibration can have a fLow 
inducing effect C65,66D. This wouLd necessiate the 
instaLLation of an aLternate hopper gate mechanism. Another 
obvious deficiency was the inabiLity to maintain steady state 
conditions.This is more apparent in view of the fact that 
steady state fLow should be maintained in a bin with 
sufficientLy Large capacity to compLeteLy deaearate the 
fLowing powder.This couLd be achieved by cLosed Loop 
experimentaL insta l Lation , incorporating a controL system to 
maintain a constant bin head. 
To obtain a greater appreciation of the fLow,aLL fLow 
variabLes shouLd be simuLtaneousLy recorded .This wouLd aLLow 
confirmation of the assumed outLet conditions used in this 
anaLysis.The simuLtaneouas observation of the fLow variabLes 
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would require some expensive instrumentation for instance 
Radar or Laser veLocity meters,porosity meters,void and 
solids pressure gauges and high sensitivity bin LeveL 
indicators.Such instrumention was not warranted in or 
avaiLabLe for this initiaL investigation. 
Future bin instaLLations shouLd be designed to provide 
Larger H/D ratios,aLLowing experiments to be conducted to 
observe the effect of the extent of the head of materiaL in 
the verticaL section. Future instaLLations shouLd aLso be 
designed to reduce dust emissions aLlowing the testing of 
finer materials. 
The use of different wall materials with different walL 
friction angLes shouLd also be investigated.lt may aLso be 
suggested that a variable geometry bin be designed so that 
the cyLinder width could be maintained constant,for different 
hopper geometries . This faciLity wouLd enhance the exoeriments 
on the effect of the H/D ratio on the fLow rate. 
In summary,although the experimental instaLlation had a 
number of def i c i enc i es , a number of which ;nay have been 
overcome if more time was allowed,this initiaL investigation 
has produced experimentaL resuLts which provide a vaLuabLe 
comparison with the theoreticaL predictions. 
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9.9. Comparison of Predicted to Observed FLow Rates 
The experimentaLLy observed fLow rates wiLl be now be 
compared to flow rates predicted using expressions pubLished 
by other authors and to values predicted by the anaLysis 
presented in this work. 
FirstLy a comparison of the observed fLow rates to vaLues 
predicted using anaLyses presented by other authors C6,27,333 
is presented in Fig. 9.19 to Fig. 9.23 for hopper angLes 
ranging over the hopper angLes tested.This comparison 
indicates that the observed fLow rates are an order of 
magnituûe less than that predicted using existing 
theories.This suggests that the use of formuLa pertaining to 
fLow of coarse buLk solids wouLd be in considerabLe error 
when used to predict the flow rate of fine buLk soLids.The 
theories used in this comparison appLy to coarse buLk soLids 
[27,333,whereas the anaLysis presented by CarLeton pertains 
to flow of fine monosize particles from channeLs with 
negLigibLe waLL friction. The flow rate variation with 
outLet size predicted by the theories pertain;ng to the fLow 
of coarse buLk soLids C27,333 are shown as Lines 1,3 and A 
respectivety in Figs. 9.19 to 9.23. These variations are 
approximately proportionaL to the width of the fLow channel 
raised to the 1.5 power,and there is a significant reduction 
in fLow rate with increasing hopper angLe. However the 
observed fLow rates do not show a significant variation with 
hopper angle and the variation with outLet width differs 
significiently from a B^*^ variation. 
A difficulty which arises when appLying formuLa pertaining 
to the coarse incompressible bulk soLids (C33D) is the 
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selection of a value for the bulk density at the outLet.This 
difficuLty becomes more apparent in the anaLysis presented in 
which the buLk soLid at the outLet is assumed to be 
unconfined,which is inconsistent with the assumed form of the 
bulk density variation eon.(3.118).To predict vaLues using 
Rennie analysis C333 the buLk density at the outLet was 
evaLuated using eqn.(3.118) by assuming the mean stress at 
the outLet to be equaL to the vaLue evaLuated from the static 
consoLidation stress field. The anaLysis presented by 
Johanson C27] can be extended to incLude compressibLe buLk 
soLids since his anaLysis considers the stresses acting in a 
arch at the outLet aLLowing the buLk density at the outLet to 
be evaLuated using a iterative procedure utiLizing 
e q n . ( 3 . 1 1 6 ) . The fLow rate variation with outLet size 
predicted from the anaLysis of CarLeton C6D is not so 
pronounced.This is due to the fact that he choose to negLect 
the effect of walL friction , which wouLd become more 
significant for smaLl hopper widtíis.Further CarLetons 
predictions are not so dependent on hopper angLe,this 
suggests that fLuid drag forces represent the major 
retardation force for generaL buLk soLids.A obvious 
difficulty in the use of Carletons anaLysis is to determine 
the mean particle size for a buLk soLid with a range in 
particLe size (Fig. 9.10),since his anaLysis appLies to 
monosize particLes.The evaLuation of the mean particLe size 
for a generaL buLk soLid may be evaLuated using a number of 
methods C683 and hence different vaLues may be reported.Lower 
fLow rate vaLues may be predicted from CarLeton's anaLysis if 
a smaLLer vaLue for the mean particLe size is seLected, but 
the vaLue of the particLe size Llsted in TabLe 9,1 was used 
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for this comoarison. 
The discrepancy between the observed flow rates and those 
preoicted using existing published formuLae suggest the need 
for an analysis which predicts the fLow rate of fine buLk 
soLids requiring onLy bulk soLid fLow properties measured in 
straightforward and meaningfuL Laboratory measurements. 
The comparison of the flow rates predicted from the 
expressions presented in this anaLysis to those observed 
exoerimentaLLy are presented in Figs. 9.2A to 9.28 for hopper 
angLe ranging from 10° to 30" in 5° increments.The variation 
of the fLow rate with hopper angLe is summarized in Fig 9.29. 
The comparison of the fLow rate versus hopper angLe for 
different outlet widths is presented in Fig. 9.30 and Fig, 
9.31. The predicted variations indicated by Lines 1 and 2 in 
Fig. 9.2A to Fig. 9.29 indicates that the fLow rates 
evaLuated from the the anaLysis which assumes the fLow stress 
fieLd to be adequately described by the static consoLidation 
stress fieLd over estimates the fLow rate by onLy 
100%.Whereas,the vaLues predicted using the expressions 
derived using the fLow stress field (Chapter 7 eqn.(7.22)) 
underestimates the fLow rate by lOOX.The two approaches 
therefore orovide upper and Lower bounds to the fLow rate of 
buLk soLids. 
The anaLysis presented in Chapter 6 yieLds an upper bound to 
the fLow rate,because this anaLysis underestimates the extent 
of diLation which occurs in the hopper during fLow. The 
decrease in the extent of dilation in the hopper,reduces the 
magnitude of the adverse interstitiaL fLuid pressure gradient 
at the outLet. This reduction wouLd decrease the magnitude 
of the forces opposing the motion of fine buLk soLids and 
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hence larger flow rates are predicted. 
The vaLues predicted from the anaLysis which utiLizes the 
fLow stress fieLd (Chapter 7 eqn.(7.22)) are consistentLy 
Less than the observed flow rates since the assumed form of 
the fLow stress fieLd onLy approximates the actuaL stress 
fieLd in the hopper during fLow. The vaLues predicted using 
this anaLysis may aLso be low because the boundary conditions 
imposed on the interstitiaL fLuid pressure distribution 
differ to those which appLy to the actuaL bin.In this 
anaLysis the required fLuid fLow to fiLL the increasing 
interstitiaL void voLume in the diLating buLk soLid in the 
hopper is assumed to enter through the outLet of the bin 
only,whereas in in the actual bin,some fLuid flow wouLd occur 
down throuqh the top surface of the materiaL.This reduction 
in the counter fLow of fluid through the outLet wouLd 
decrease the magnitude of the adverse fLuid pressure gradient 
opposing motion at the outLet.This reduction would increase 
the fLow rate of fine bulk soLids. 
The variation in the fLow rate for a given outLet width with 
hopper angLe is not as pronounced as that predicted from 
formuLa pertaining to the fLow of coarse buLk soLids.In fact 
Fig. 9.18 suggests that the observed fLow rate variation with 
hopper angle dispLays a minimum variation.lt is noted that 
this experimentaL trend was predicted from the analysis based 
on the fLow stress fieLd (Fig. 9.26).This minimum tendency 
can be explained in terms of the interaction between the 
diLating buLk soLid and the magnitude of the adverse 
interstitiaL fluid pressure gradients generated during 
flow.For hoppers angLes less than the vaLue corresponding to 
the minimum fLow rate,the reduction in the rate of 
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contraction of the flow channel offsets the increase in the 
adverse interstitiaL fLuid pressure gradients formed during 
fLow hence the fLow rate increases sLightLy as the hopper 
angLe is decreased.ConverseLy for hopper angles greater than 
the value corresponding to the minimum fLow rate ,the 
reduction of the m a g n i t u d e o f the adverse interstitiaL 
pressure gradients outweighs the increase in the extent of 
contraction of the fLow channeL. This variation emphasizes 
that the fLow rate of fine buLk solids is controLLed by the 
magnitude of the adverse interstitiaL fLuid pressure 
gradients which form during fLow. 
The simiLarity of the vaLues predicted by eqns.(6.29) and 
eqn.(6.43) suggests the use of the Latter equation in view of 
simpLicity.This equation (eqn.(6.A3)) was derived by noting 
that the eouation of motion must be satisfied at the 
outLet.The minor difference between the vaLues predicted by 
the two approaches also indicates the vaLidity of the 
derivation which considers onLy the conditions at the 
outLet.This approach yieLds expressions which are 
considerably more convenient to evaLuate.The approach which 
considers the conditions at the outLet onLy (Section 6.7) 
yieLds slightLy Lower fLow rates than those predicted from 
the initial approach (Section 6.5) because the initiaL 
approach considers the integrated effects of the fLow 
variables in the hopper.In view of the simpLicity of the 
expression (eqn.6.43) and its favourabLe comparison with 
observed flow rates and to the vaLues predicted using the 
integrated approach, it is suggested for use. 
Another aspect of this anaLysis which is vaLidated by this 
comparison is the assumption that the minor principaL stress 
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at the outLet is equaL to the dynamic head of the fLowing 
bulk soLid.This is confirmed by noting that higher flow rates 
wouLd be predicted if the aLternate values for k in equation 
(3.115) were adopted.The favourable comparison between 
predicted and observed fLow rates aLso suggests that the 
assumption of an unconfined stress state at the outLet wouLd 
be in considerabLe error for fine compressibLe buLk soLids, 
In summary the flow rates predicted from the analysis which 
assumes the static consolidation stress fie Id , oredicts a 
variation which compares favourabLy with the observed 
variation in fLow rate with outLet size,but over predicts the 
variation with hopper angLe.Whereas , the fLow rates evaLuated 
using the anaLysis derived from the use of the fLow stress 
fieLd (Chapter 7),predict variations which compare favourabLy 
with the observed fLow rate variation with both outLet width 
and hopper angLe. 
The next comparison to be incLuded is to observe the fLow 
rate variation predicted assuming the buLk soLid to be a 
coarse buLk soLid.This comparison may be affected by 
increasing the permeability coefficient of the bulk soLid to 
some large value to simulate a coarse buLk soLid with aLL the 
other flow properties remaining constant. The effect of this 
variation wouLd be to cause the coefficient of V^ in 
eqns.(6.28),(6.A2) and (7.21) to become zero.This corresponds 
to negLecting the effects of the adverse interstitial fLuid 
pressure gradients,as wouLd be the case for coarse bulk 
solids. The variations predicted using the anaLysis 
presented with the effects of the interstitial fLuid pressure 
gradients negLected is presented in Figs. 9.32 to Fig. 9.36 
for the range of hopper angles tested .However the Limiting 
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expression eqn.(7.30) was used in the case of the expression 
derived using the fLow stress fieLd due to numericaL 
difficuLties.These Limiting expressions appLy to the fLow of 
a coarse buLk soLid which is assumed to be unconfined at the 
outLet (C = 0 in this a n a L y s i s ) . This requires that the buLk 
densiity at the outLet be evaLuated using the vaLue of mean 
stress evaLuated from the static consoLidation stress fieLd 
(eqn.(6.25)).Lower fLow rates would be predicted if a Lower 
buLk denisty vaLue pertaining to the unconfined state of the 
bulk soLid or the vaLue pertaining to the mimimaL 
fLuidization state C31 & 19D were seLected.The variation 
predicted using this Limiting expression (Line 1 in Figs. 
9.32 to Fia. 9.36) is seen to compare favourabLy with the 
values predicted from pubLished expressions C27,33D. 
The vaLues predicted using the Limiting expression 
eqn.(7.30) are seen to be approximateLy doubLe the vaLues 
predicted assuming the mean stress at the outLet to be the 
minor principal stress at the outLet (Lines 2 and 3 Figs. 
9.32 to 9.76).It shouLd be further noted that the fLow rate 
values predicted using eans.6.37 and 6.50 wouLd yieLd 
similiar vaLues to those predicted by eqn.(7.30) for the case 
when C is taken to be zero.This supports the use of the 
assumption expressed by e q n . ( 5 . 1 1 8 ) . This assumption is 
justified for a number of reasons firstLy,its adoption 
results in the prediction of lower fLow rate vaLues those 
predicted when other vaLues of k in eqn.(5.118) are adopted 
or when a unconfined state at the outLet is assumed. SecondLy 
its adoption provides a convenient and viabLe boundary 
condition for compressible buLk solids.The physicaL 
interpretation of this assumption may be explained by noting 
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that the effect of the kinetic .energy and interstitiaL gas 
pressure gradients terms in the equation of motion have the 
effect of reducing the mean flow stresses toward zero at the 
outLet (Fig, 1.5).For a coarse bulk solid,the kinetic energy 
term and hence the outLet veLocity must be Larger to reduce 
the stress to zero at the outLet (C = 0 ) , compared to the 
outLet veLocity when the minor principaL stress at the outLet 
is assumed to be eouaL to the dynamic head of the fLowing 
bu L k so L i d . 
The variations indicated by lines 2 and 3 in Figures 9.32 
and 9.36 are reLativeLy insensitive to the hopper angLe 
variations compared to that predicted from eqn. 7.30.This 
further supports the analysis presented because the observed 
fLow rates are found to be reLativeLy insensitive to hopper 
angLe when coarse behaviour is assumed. 
It is evident in this comparison that a considerabLe number 
of other trends couLd be analysed.Further an investigation to 
determine the variation in the predicted fLow rates with 
changes in the vaLues for the fLow parameters and constants 
used in this anaLysis couLd be undertaken.But in this initiaL 
anaLysis which sougnt to derive initiaL anaLyticaL fLow rate 
expressions for the fLow of fine buLk soLids,insufficient 
time was availabLe to perform this sensitivity analysis. The 
favourabLe comparison with experimentaL fLow rates indicates 
that the expressions presented can be confidentLy appLied to 
predict the fLow rate of a fine buLk soLid from practicaL bin 
geometries, with the evaluation requiring onLy vaLues for the 
bulk solid fLow properties determined from straightforward 
laboratory test s . 
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9.10. Conclus i on 
It is evident from Fig. 9,24 to Fig. 9.31 that although the 
initial expression which utilizes the static consolidation 
stress field predicts approximately double the observed flow 
rate,the expression adequately predicts the experimental 
trends.It is also evident that the values predicted from the 
expression derived using the flow stress field compare 
favourably to the flow rate magnitude and trends observed 
experimentally. 
The favourability of this comparsion is reinforced by the 
fact that rarameters are incorporated in the analysis which 
couLd be changed to improve the correlation. 
This suggests the validity of the assumptions of the use of 
the flow stress field to predict the parameters of flow . 
Although this initial analysis is deficient in some areas and 
there were short comings in the experimentaL investigation 
the convenience of the soLution presented should render them 
extremeLy useful for engineering purposes. 
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10. Conclusion 
InitiaLly the equations of conservation pertaining to the 
fLow of fine bulk soLids were presented for an incremental 
control element in a generaL channeL.The soLutions to these 
equations require considerabLe numericaL effort,demanding 
extensive computing faciLities . The soLution of the partiaL 
differentiaL equations describing fLow must satisfy the 
boundary conditions appLying for a generaL channel and be 
consistent with the buLk soLid property variations. 
To obtain initiaL soLutions,suitabLe approximate flow 
equations were derived by assuming that the materiaL in the 
converging section of the bin was comprised of Enstad 
eLements.The solution of the approximate non-Linear total 
differentiaL equations derived also demand numericaL 
procedures. 
For engineering purposes and to derive initial solutions to 
the fLow situation,convenient analtyicaL expressions were 
required. Such solutions were derived by assuming suitabLe 
analyical expressions for the fLow stress fieLd and by 
assuming that the mean stress at the outLet of the flow 
channel was equaL to muLtipLe of the dynamic stress at the 
out Let. 
An initial analyticaL soLution was derived by assuming that 
the fLow stress fieLd was welL represented by the static 
consoLidation stress fieLd.It was noted that the deficiencies 
in the static consoLidation stress fieLd counteracted each 
other to some extent.These deficiencies were considered to be 
minor in view of the convenience of the anaLytical soLution 
which were derived for the fLow rate and the interstitiaL gas 
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pressure distribution for generaL channels. ConsiderabLe 
appreciation of the fLow stress fieLd resuLted from the 
examination of the derived fLow stress fieLd.The form of the 
resuLting flow stress fie Id indicated that the fLow effects 
were significant in the vicinity of the outLet.The 
requirements of approximate anaLyticaL expressions for fLow 
stress fieLds also became apparent ,especiaLLy for channels 
with surcharge.lt should aLso be noted in passing that the 
use of the static consoLidation stress fieLd could be 
extended using the iterative procedure suggested by Spink 
[4 9 ] . A simpLer alternate expression for the flow rate was 
derived by noting that the eauation of motion must be 
satisfied at the outLet.The flow rates predicted using the 
aLternate expressions presented compare favourabLy. 
Because the static consolidation stress field is 
inconsistent with the actuaL flow stress field,solutions 
derived using suitabLe anaLytical expressions were 
investigated.ALthough the assumed form of the fLow stress 
fieLd for hoppers with and without surcharge, greatLy 
simpLified the soLution procedure,two minor difficuLties 
arose.FirstLy. suitabLe vaLues for the parameters used in the 
approximate flow stress distribution (r* , n,n ,n ) are 
required. This difficulty is emphasized for channeLs 
without surcharge. SufficientLy accurate vaLues for the 
parameters n,n ,n were identified from an initiaL 
1 2 
sensitivity anaLysis conducted by the author.The vaLues for 
the parameter r* was identified by the need to satisfy 
boundary conditions relevant to the flow situation. The 
second difficuLty occurred in the derivation of the 
interstitiaL gas pressure distribution,the evaLuation of 
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which requires the use of a numericaL step-wise approximation 
technique.Here the necessary constants in the gas pressure 
distribution were evaluated by satisfying the interstitiaL 
gas pressure boundary conditions applying during flow . 
AnaLyticaL expressions for the outLet veLocity were derived 
from the requirement that the equations of motion must be 
satisfied at the outLet. 
These expressions alLow anaLytical expressions to be derived 
for both the fLow rate and the interstitial gas distribution. 
Expressions for the fLow rate of coarse compressibLe simpLe 
buLk solids result by allowing the effects of the 
interstitiaL gas pressure gradient to become negLigible.For 
incompressible buLk solids compressibility effects can be 
ignored.The Limiting expressions derived for coarse 
incompressible buLk soLids compare favourabLy with 
expressions presented by other authors.For incompressibLe 
coarse bulk soLids the evaLuation of the flow rate was 
simplified by using a dimensionLess flow rate factor.The 
variation in this factor with hopper angle and material 
frictional properties was convenientLy presented in chart 
form,a number of which were presented for both pLane fLow and 
axisymmetric flow hoppers. 
For the flow of compressible simpLe buLk soLids the 
evaluation of the outlet velocity required that the bulk 
density and permeabiLity of the buLk soLid at the outLet be 
known.This required an iterative procedure to converge to the 
actuaL conditions applying at the outlet. Further a 
iteration technique was required to select a suitabLe vaLue 
for the flow parameter r* used in the approximate fLow stress 
equation.To perform this iterative procedure 
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convenientLy,required the use of a computer.The execution of 
the iterative procedure can be greatLy simpLified by 
seLecting suitable values of the fLow parameters,faciLitating 
the evaLuation of sufficiently accurate soLutions using 
eLectronic caLcul ators.The convenience of the anaLytical 
expressions was highlighted by the rapidness which the 
iterative procedure converged to the conditions at the 
out Let . 
The anaLyticaL expressions presented were readiLy 
incorporated in computer programs to evaLuate the fLow rate 
and interstitiaL gas distribution for a particuLar bin fLow 
situation.These computer programs were then extended to 
preaict the variation in flow rate with outLet sÍ2e,for 
different hopper angLes for both plane fLow and axisymmetric 
fLow channels.The presentation of this variation using 
computer graphics output is extremeLy beneficial for 
engineering design purposes.The necessary computer programs 
as weLL as a program code for an electronic calculator have 
been presented. 
Additionally,this investigation provided initiaL estimates 
of the paramters for air injection techniques. Here 
favourable fLow improvements resuLt by injecting air into the 
fLow channel at a suitable pressure,quantity and Location. 
ConverseLyíunfavourabLe flow behaviour may resuLt by 
incorrect seLection of air injection parameters,for exampLe 
if large quantities of high pressure air is injected into the 
channeL,the bulk soLid flowing from the channeL wilL 
fLuidize,requiring conveying equipment suitabLe for handling 
fLuidized bulk soLids downstream from the bin . ALternativeLy 
improper aír injection could give rise to adverse oas 
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pressure gradients higher up in the hopper section as 
depicted in Fiq. 1.8.Proper seLection of the parameters are 
apparent from a consideration of the calulated gas pressure 
distributions.For exampLe for a hopper with surcharge eqns. 
(6.15) and (7.11) predict gas pressure distribution with a 
minimum,as shown in Figs. 6.4,6.5 and Figs. 7.5,7.6 
respectiveLy.The magnitude of the minimum suggests the 
required air supply pressure,whereas its Location suggests 
where the addition of air into the channeL would be most 
favourable.An estimate of the required quantity of air to 
inject into a fLow channel is obtained from the product of 
the porosity increase occurring in the hopper and the fLow 
rate of the bulk soLid. 
Eqns.(6.15),(7.11) and (8.17) suggest that by the incLusion 
of gas pressure boundary conditions imposed at the top of the 
channeL,expressions would resuLt for the evaLuation of the 
fLow rate,Qas pressure distribution and stress fieLd in 
pressurized bin situations and fLow channels with air 
permeation shelves. 
The vaLidity of this initial analyis was verified by the 
comparison of theoretica l Ly predicted fLow rates to the fLow 
rates observed from a variabLe geometry pLane fLow 
bin.ALthough the experimental instaLLation had severaL 
deficiencies it was apparent that the actuaL fLow rates could 
not be predicted using the equations which were avaiLabLe 
pertaining to the fLow of coarse buLk soLids.This emphasized 
the need for an investigation into the flow of fine buLk 
solids. 
The comparison of the predicted fLow rates to those observed 
experimentally indicated that the fLow rates evaluated using 
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the expression based on the static consolidation stress fieLd 
were approximateLy double the observed flow rates and that 
those evaluated from the expression using the approximate 
anaLytical fLow stress field were in very cLose agreement to 
the observed fLow rates. 
This favourable comparison indicates the vaLidity of this 
initiaL investigation,which is emphasized by the avoidance to 
adjust the parameters used in the approximate fLow stress 
fieLd,to improve the correlation as required in the anaLysis 
by Crewtíson et al.C48].This suggests that sufficientLy 
accurate predictions of the buLk soLid fLow rate from any bin 
may be obtained by assuming constant vaLues for the 
parameters(n•n..n^). The favourabLe comparison aLso 
indicated that the assumptions adopted in this initial 
approximate anaLysis were not restrictive. During the 
experimentaL phase the impact fiLling stresses, the extent of 
deaeration and the extent of surcharge in the cyLinder were 
observed to effect the actual flow rate 
significantLy.Suggesting that further work is required in 
this area. 
The convenience and usefulness of the anaLysis presented 
here is highlighted by noting that the evaLuation of the buLk 
solid fLow rate,flow stress and interstitiaL gas pressure 
distribution for any bin situation only requires vaLues for 
the bulk soLid fLow properties which are obtained from 
straightforward Laboratory measurements C 2 ] . 
The most significant contribution of this anaLysis is it 
derives convenient anaLyticaL expressions for the compLex two 
phase fLow situation pertaining to the flow of fine buLk 
soLids from converging channeLs.The work presented here wiLL 
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be a vaLuabLe comparison for future investigations into the 
fLow of fine buLk soLids in various fLow situations.To date 
this work has resulted in a number of pubLications which are 
Listed in Appendix (8).It must be emphasized that this is an 
initiaL particular approach to the flow of fine bulk 
soLids,the investigation of which has been extremeLy 
sat isfyi ng . 
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11. Suggestions for Further Work 
SeveraL areas of further work became apparent during this 
ana Lysi s. 
1. Firstly investigations are incompLete which would aLLow 
vaLues for the fLow stress fieLd parameters to be seLected 
systematicaLly.lt may be possibLe to identify appropriate 
vaLues for these parameters by conducting a sensitivity 
anaLysis.This analsis would provide a greater understanding 
of the significance of the flow parameters used.The 
identification of suitable vaLues for the flow parameters 
wouLd aLso avoid the use of iterative techniques,which wouLd 
greatLy simpLify the soLution procedure. 
2. It shouLd be noted that the convenience of the soLutions 
presented resuLts from the assumption made concerning the 
vaLue of the buLk soLid stress at the outLet.To date this 
assumption has been verified only indirectLy. Direct 
experimentaL verification by measuring the stress at the 
outLet using suitabLe instrumentation is therefore required. 
3. ALternate forms of the continuity equations for the two 
phase fLow flow situation were derived (Eqns.(4.6) and (4.10) 
respectiveLy).The incorporation and approximate anaLyticaL 
soLution derived using the simpler forms of the interstitiaL 
f L u i d c o n t i n u i t y equation (Eqn.(4.6)) shouLd be investigated. 
4. ALthough this initiaL anaLysis identified the Location 
and magnitude of the interstitial gas pressure minimum for 
channels without permeation sheLves.The anaLysis of fLow 
situations in which air is injected into the fLow channeL 
using singLe or multiple permeation sheLves is considerabLy 
more compLex.InitiaL soLutions to this flow situation may be 
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possibLe by modifying the interstitiaL gas pressure boundary 
conditions utilized in this anaLysis. 
5. Another area of future work identified is to evaLuate 
fLow factor charts for compressible bulk soLids.These charts 
couLd be developed for expected ranges of the bulk soLid 
compressibiLity constant.Some initiaL investigations by the 
author suggests that the effects of compressibiLity on the 
evaLuation of the fLow factor i s m i n o r . 
6. The most significant weakness in this present 
investigation is that the effects of the conditions in the 
verticaL section where negLected. Initially, these effects 
may be incorporated by Letting the top gas pressure boundary 
condition applying to the converging section simuLtaneousLy 
satisfy the conditions applying to the vertical 
section.Further,the gas fLow through the cyLinder must be 
equaL to the gas fLow entering the top surface of the 
converging section. 
To evaluate the gas fLow through the cyLinder the resistance 
to this air flow must first be evaLuated.An initiaL procedure 
wouLd be to first anaLyze the unsteady fLow case where there 
is no in-flow of bulk solid into the bin.Here the resistance 
to air flow down through the top of the channeL can be 
evaLuated by considering the pressure drop across an 
incremental sLice as shown in Fig. Il.l.ln this case an 
initiaL approximation would be to assume the soLid stresses 
are described by a Janssen distribution of the mean stress 
provided the buLk soLid in the channeL was compLeteLy 
deaerated.This anaLysis could be extended to predict the 
variation in fLow rate as the effective head changes during 
fLow using a step-wise procedure. 
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This analysis shouLd then be extended to the steady state 
fLow situation. Here for the control eLement shown in Fig. 
11.2 there wouLd be a time rate of change of the gas stored 
in the control volume,due to compaction as the slice moves 
down the channel.This wouLd demand a fuLL numerical anaLysis 
of the variabLes acting on a typical element,Fig. 11.2.This 
anaLysis could then be modified to predict the variation in 
fLow rate with changes in effective head for the unsteady 
fLow situation with infLow. 
7. Attention is aLso warranted to modeL the properties of 
the inflowing buLk soLid,with the investigation extended to 
consider either the action of impact stresses or the 
possibility of the materiaL fLuidizing durina infLow.The 
modelLing of the infLow conditions wouLd require more compLex 
equations to describe fully the buLk soLid fLow properties. 
8. Another area of investigation wouLd be the prediction of 
the fLow of partialLy deaerated buLk soLids.The modelLing of 
this situation may be approached by providing bounds to the 
possibLe flow rate.Here the lower bound wouLd be predicted 
from equations pertaining to completeLy deaerated buLk soLids 
and the upper bound would be predicted from equations 
pertaining to fLuidized buLk soLids.It may then be possible 
to predict the flow rate for partiaL f luidization. 
9. It has been emphasized in this anaLysis presented in 
this that a more exact analysis wouLd onLy be possible using 
numericaL rather than anaLyticaL solution procedures. 
Therefore the numericaL solutions to the approximate fLow 
equations presented for generaL bins shouLd be 
evaLuated.These soLutions shouid be independent of the 
assumptions as to the value of the stresses at the 
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outLet.Such numerical solution procedures couLd be readiLy 
extended to bins with air permeation sheLves and/or different 
top and bottom pressures . Such an anaLysis shouLd involve a 
sensitivity analysis to to identify soLutions with sufficient 
enqineering accuracy. 
10. This approximate numericaL anaLysis wouLd precede an 
exact numericaL solution based on the incremental eLement 
anaLysis presented in Chapter 4.This analysis wouLd require 
the equations describing fLow to be expressed in finite 
difference form or niay require the use of finite eLement 
solution procedures.An obvious extension to this anaLysis 
wouLd be to fLow situations with permeation shelves.This type 
of anaLysis wouLd require extensive computing faciLities. 
11. To date investigations into the flow of fine buLk 
solids have been restricted to simpLe buLk soLids: Extension 
to the prediction of the flow of fine cohesive bulk soLids 
wiLL be necessary in the future.Here the concept of a faiLinp 
cohesive arch and the consideration of the forces acting on 
such an arch evaluated during fLow are necessary. 
Alternatively,the prediction of the flow of fine cohesive 
buLk soLids may be possible by assuming that,at the 
outLet,the major stress is equaL to the unconfined strength 
of the buLk soLid for the extent of consoLidation occurring 
at the outLet.It shouLd be noted that since the fLow stresses 
reduce toward zero at the outLet the unconfined yieLd 
strength of the bulk solid would be smaLL.The measurement of 
the unconfined yieLd strength of a bulk solid at such Low 
consolidation stresses is difficult £583,and in fact the 
assumption of a simple buLk solid may be appropriate.This 
aspect of the investigation may be in debate for considerabLe 
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t i me. 
12. So far it has been assumed that the fLow rate has been 
controLLed by conditions within, ,the converging channeL.In 
some situations the fluid drag force on individuaL particles 
in the free stream outside the fLow channel may determine the 
Limiting flow rate.These fluid drag forces may , initiaLLy,be 
evaluated using the method of Carteton C6] although his 
method was restricted somewhat.The incorporation of these 
fLuid drag forces in the overaLL retardation force term may 
be necessary in some investigations . 
13. This initiaL treatment shouLd be extended to the 
anaLysis of compLete bin feeder systems.A compLete analysis 
may be necessary in situations incorporating encLosed 
vibratory feeders,air slide feeders and to situations where 
the buLk soLid boundaries are subject to pressures other than 
atmospheric pressures. 
14. It shouLd be apparent that aLL transient effects have 
been neglected in this anaLysis.lt is expected that the 
increased compLexity in the analysis due to transients wouLd 
not be warranted for considerable time. 
15. A logicaL extension of this work wouLd be to fLow 
situations where the interstitiaL fLuid was not air.The 
fundamentals deveLoped in this work may also be useful in 
fLow situations in which the interstitiaL fluid is 
muLti-component.For instance,liquid-gas fLows may be 
simuLtaneousLy occurring in some vessels.This further 
suggests the investigation of combined heat mass fLow 
situations in which chemicaL reactions may be occurring 
C50].Investigations of this compLexity may be warranted in 
the future to obtain full understanding of the mechanics of 
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fLow and the mechanics of reactions so that scarce energy 
resources may be utiLized optimaLly. 
ALl the above areas of investigation wouLd warrant 
experimentat verifications from both Laboratory scale models 
and actuaL instaLlations . 
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Fig. Al.l r and r' Coordinates Systems 
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Append i ces 
1, r and r ' Coordinate Transformation 
The apptication of the sine rute to triangte OAB in Fig Al,1 
yie Lds 
r = r' sin(a+g) 
sin(a) 
(Al.l) 
r78(-) 
Fig.A2.1 8 and 5 Coordinate Systems 
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2, The Variation of r as a Function of 6 
Consider the trangte ABC in Fig, A2,1,here 
r = r' sin(g) (A2.1) 
sin(e) 
which on substituting the expression for sin6 obtained by the 
appLication of the pythagorean ruLe to the triangLe depicted 
in Fig, A2.2 ,yields 
r == r'(sin (g) + sin^(P) + 2sin (g) sin (g) cos (£)) °-^ (A2.2) 
sin(a) 
WhenC = ,eqn.(A2.2) reduces to 
^ = r'(sin(a) + sin(e)) ^^2 31 
sin(a) 
and whenC = ct * B,eqn.(A2.2) becomes 
r = r'((sin(a)-sin(e))2 + 2sin(a)c'os (a)sin (B)cos (g)) °'^ 
Ein(a) 
(A2.4) 
1 7 9 ( - ) 
sinasin<j) 
(sin^asln^(f+ (sing + cosijisina) ) 2Ji 
sinB + cosifisina 
Fig. A2.2 Right Triangle For Evaluation of sinO 
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3. The Variation of 6 As a Function of g 
In Fig. A2.1 
^ =í-6 (A3.1) 
and from the apptication of the sine rute to triangte to ABC 
AB = r' 
sin(\|;*) sin(e) (A3.2) 
and on rearranging 
AB = sin(if;*) (A3.3) 
r' sin(e) 
F u r t h e r f r o m t r i a n g t e ABD 
AB = r ' 
s in(3) s in(a) 
f r o m w h i c h 
Combining eqn.(A3.3) and (A3.5) 
(A3.4) 
AB = sin(e) (A3.5) 
r' sin(a) 
sindj;*) = sin(p) sin(e) (A3.6) 
sin(o) 
Therefore from eqn.(A3.1) 
sin(C-e) = sin(3) sin(e) (A3.7) 
sin (a) 
Using the compound angte laws 
sin(5) cos(e) -sin(e) cos(C) = sin (B) sin(e) (A3.8) 
sin (a) 
D i v i d i n g t h r o u g h o u t by cos 6 » y i e l d s 
t an (e ) = s in (g) s in (a) (A3.9) 
s in(e) + sin(a)cos{C) 
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and atternatively 
sin(e) = sin(a) sin(C) 
(sin^(a) + sin^(e) + 2sin (a) sin (e)cos (C) ) °*^ ^̂ 3̂ ^Q^ 
and 
cos(e) = sin(p) + sin(a)cos(C) 
(sin^(a) + sin^(B) + 2sin(a) sin (6)cos (C)) °*^ 
(A3.11) 
4. The Derivation of the Anatyticat Interstitiat 
Gas Distribution Using the Static Consotidation 
Stres s F i e t d 
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The approximate analyticat interstitiat gas pressure 
distribution is obtained by integrating eqn.(6.9) 
d^p +_ldp((l+m)-_a^j = -G^V / r y ^ - / r p / í l - ^ ) (;,4.1) 
dr'' r d r l 1-b/ r Ir/ . |r / 
where 
G- = b p YY 
1 ^ — 
1-b p c 
s o 
Eqn.(6.9)repeated 
Eqn.(6.11)repeated 
Eqn.(A4.1) is a linear first order differentiaL equation in 
terms of the variabte y where 
y = d £ 
dr 
That i s e q n . ( A 4 . 1 ) may be e x p r e s s e d i n t h e f o r m 
d ^ + P ( r ) y = Q ( r ) 
d r 
( A 4 . 2 ) 
whe re 
a n d 
P ( r ) = _ l / ( l+ in) - a 
Qí^í = - ^ l ^ o t o 
1+m 
1 - b / 
, ^ . a / ( l - b ) 
r / 
( A 4 . 3 ) 
(A4 . 4 ) 
The general sotution to eqn.(A4.2) is 
y = e--^^''^'''-^ [/Q(r)e ̂'-̂  )dr dr + C. (A4.5) 
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Equations (A4.11) and (A4.12) are a non-homogeneous 
simuttaneous tinear set of eouations in terms of the 
variabtes Cg and C^ .Sotving eqn.(A4.11) and eqn.(A4.12) for 
\ T, G.V^T, Z, T, / 
1 1 o l 1 1 / (A4,l 
and for Cg 
C, = / p(R) r^l + r R^lln(R/r ) 
t> I o «-^— o 
'G,V„ T 
1 o -̂  1 
//(r^l- R^l) 
3) 
(A4.14) 
S u b s t i t u t i n g e q n . ( A 4 . 1 3 ) i n t o e q n . ( A 4 . 9 ) y i e l o s 
T , - l 
dp = G^V^j^j r z ^ l n ( r ^ / r ) + I n ^ r / R ^ ^ a ^ í Z ^ - l ) - p^R^T^Z^"] 
^^ (Z^-l^ 1- '̂ l ^l^o^o i 
e q n . ( 6 . 1 2 ) 
S u b s t i t u t i n g e q n . ( A 4 . 1 3 ) and ( A 4 . 1 4 ) i n t o e q n . ( A 4 . 1 0 ) 
y i e t d s , a f t e r c o n s i d e r a b t e s i m p l i c a t i o n , t h e e x p r e s s i o n 
p = G^V^r 
T 
Æ£cfEÍ 
T, IrJ 
1 Z ^ l n ( r ^ / r ) + l n ( r / R ) + 'rlMin(R/rJ / ( Z j - 1 ) 
+ P(R) ( Z j - ( r / R ) ^ l ) eqn . (6 .15 ) r e p e a t e d 
rZj-1) 
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5. The Derivation of Anatyticat Ftow Stress Distribution 
Usinq the Static Consolidation Stress Field 
Substituting eqn.(6,8) for the vetocity distribution, 
eqn,(6,7) for the vetocity gradient,and eqn(6,4) for the butk 
solid density into the eouation of motion 
b/(l-b) 
(eon,(5,102)),yields 
-pv^fr f'^^^'^raw- = d o -
^o—o|—ol 1 — 
dr r \ r 
X£ 
r * "iíl gY 
(A5.1) 
+ d£ eqn.(6.16) repeated 
dr (l-sin(ô)) 
where dp/dr is expressed by eqn.(6.12) and W^ by eqn.(6.17). 
Eqn.(A5.1) is a tinear first order differentiaL equation 
since it may be expressed in the form 
do + P(r)a = Q(r) 
dr 
where 
P(r) = -X/r 
(A5.2) 
(A5.3) 
and 
Qi (r)=-P„vW'^-'*I-FW, -P, 0_D _ 0 
r l r 
r 
lr_ 
b/(l~b) gy - d E ^ 
dr(l-sin(6)) 
(A5.4) 
The general solution to eqn.(A5.2) is expressed by 
air) = e-/^í-><^- [ JQ(r)e^^ ̂ ^^^^dr + C,' 
The term J^^^^^"^ integrates to 
(A5.5) 
/P(r)dr _ -X (A5.6) 
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Therefore the generat sotution of eqn.(A5.5) becomes 
aír) = r 
/ • 
QCr)r-^dr + C. (A5.7) 
-X Consider now the integrat Q(r)r dr , which on substitutina 
for Q(r) from eqn.(A5.1) and for the interstitiat gas 
pressure gradient from eon.(6.12) becomes 
-pv^lrl^'l*"-'^'' 
o o -o 
r i r 
i-»",-p^£] ̂ /'l-'=>gY - G,V„(r/ro)^l-l 
(Zj^-1) (l-sin(6)) 
Z^ln(r^/r) + ln(r/R) - (Z^-l)/T^) " p (R̂ Tĵ Ẑ ĵ l 
G,V r 1 o o 
r-^ dr <A5.8) 
C o n s i d e r t h e i n d i v i d u a t i n t e g r a n d s i n e q n . ( A 5 . 8 ) w h i c h 
i n t e g r a t e t o 
^ 2 ^ 2 (1+n.) 
'^o o o 
+_E_ r 
l - b Wĵ  /] 
'^-2 (1+m)-3-::^ -X- l^ j . ^ p v^lr\'^2 W, r -X 
p gY r 1 o o 
^Jr'^^'ãr = - p J r p / ' l - ' " r - ' ' r q Y ( l - b ) 
Ir I (l-X(l-b)) 
o 
- G,V r ^ : ! l _ Z , Í ^ V ^ " ^ ( l n ( r ) - l n ( r ) ) d r = -_G V z / ^ \ 
(z^-1) J tzr i> V 
{ 1( I n ( r y r ) + l/T^)! 
- 1 -
• / T 
o ' J 
(A5 .9 ) 
( A 5 . 1 0 ) 
i T, -X r \ 1 r r o 
( A 5 . 1 1 ) 
G,Vr^-^l f r ' ^ l -^ -^ 
1 o o / 
(Zj^-l) 
( I n r - l n R ) d r = ' ^ i X o ^ l ^ 
( Z i - 1 ) \rj 
'1 r-^[ln(r/R)-l/T^] 
( A 5 . 1 2 ) 
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1-T G,V rt 1 —l-o—o 
T,-l-X, r 1 dr = GiV,r^r-^/^]^l 
V 4 ^^' 
(A5.13) 
ElMZiZ.iîo''^^ / Ĵ '̂ l'̂ '̂ dr = ElRiTiZ^ /^\'^1 
^o<^l-l> (Z,-1)T. r , 1 4 o 
(A5.14) 
Substituting eqns.(A5.9) to (A5.14) respectively into 
eqn.(A5.8) and muttiptying throughout by r~ yietds 
T„ „ . . „ .b/íl-b) r2 
o o 
o(r) = p V" |x \"2 W, - p / r » rqY(l-b) 
(l-X(l-b)) 
G,V r (r/r )̂ 1 —1—o—o-*—*—o' -' • 
(Z^-1)(l-sin(6))T^T4 
T^ (Zĵ ln (ryr) +ln (r/R)) +X (Z^-1) 
+ 2S^l_li^i_j£/£o}Il "̂  ^l^^ 
(Zj^-l)T^(l-sin(6)) 
(A5.15) 
eqn.(6.18) repeated 
The constants of integration V and C^ are found from the 
boundary conditions app lying , where at 
r = R ,c= o(R) eqn. (5.106 )repeated 
and at 
r = r^, o= o(r^) o o 
eqn.(5,lll)repeated 
From the boundary condition expressed by eqn.(5.106),which 
appties at r = R 
o(R) = p V 
o o 
,R.T 
_ 2W^ -p/R\^/^^-^UgT(l-b) 
~J T. I H (l-X(l-b)) 
— ^ A l o ÍT3^Z^ln(ryR)+X(Z^-l)] 
^̂ (̂Ẑ -l) (l-sin(6))T^T^' T ' 
+ p(R) Tĵ  
(Z^-l)T^(l-sin(6)) 
+ C R 
(A5.16) 
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Eqrí.{A5.16) may be solved for C where 
1 
l̂ = i 
R^ 
^ ( R ) - PoVo | i^f2W^ + p / R \ ^ / < ^ - ^ ) R q Y ( l - b ) 
' V "̂ 3 l^o' ( l -X(l -b)) 
Tj^Z^ln(r^/R)+X(Z^-l)] 
T . / 
G,V r —1—o—o 
Z^(Z^-l) ( l - s i n ( 6 ) ) T ^ T ^ 
p(R)Tj^ 
( Z j ^ - l ) T ^ ( l - s i n ( 6 ) ) 
which may be expressed by 
C- = F(V , R ) / R ' 
J- o 
( A 5 . 1 7 ) 
( A 5 . 1 8 ) 
w i t h t h e d e f i n i t i o n o f F ( V Q , R ) e v i d e n t f r o m e q n . ( A 5 . 1 7 ) . 
E q n . ( A 5 . 1 8 ) may be s u b s t i t u t e d i n t o e q n . ( A 5 « 1 5 ) t o y i e t d 
cT(r) = P / , , _ , _ 
b/( l -b) rqY(l-b) 
( l - X ( l - b ) ) 
- G,V r ( r / r j 1 
— 1—O—O-i—*—o* • • 
( Z ^ - 1 ) ( l - s i n ( 6 ) ) T ^ T ^ 
T^ (Z^ln ( r y r ) + l n ( r / R ) ) +X (Z^-1) 
— + (if 
(Zj^-l)T4(l-sin(6)) U 
+ P(R) ( r / r ) ^ 1 F(V^,R) ( A 5 . 1 9 ) 
In e q n . ( A 5 . 1 9 ) the function F ( V Q , R ) is muttiptied by the 
coefficient (r/R) .For the hopper section of the channel the 
ratio r/R witt always be tess than unity,and for passive 
conditions in the hopper,X witl be targe apd p o s i t i v e . 
Therefore the coefficient Ír/R) is sm a l t t s u g g e s t i n g that 
the term (r/R) F(V ,R) in e q n , ( 5 . 1 9 ) can be negt e c t e d . T h i s 
corresponds to assuming that the stress fietd may be taken to 
be independent of the top boundary condition ,That is during 
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ftow the mean stress towards the outtet of d generat channeL 
is ddequateLy expressed by 
o ( r ) = p v;-o o lifli'l - Pcíil 
r / T, o 3 ' ^ o ' 
b/(l-b) rqY(l-b) 
(l-X(l-b)) 
^ l V o ^ o <^Aol!l (T3^(ln(ryr)+ln(r/R))+x(Z -1)1 
(Z,-l) ( l -s in(6)) T , T J T ' 
X 1 4 -̂ 4 
+ P W T i Z ^ i r ^ l l l 
(Z^-l)T^(l-sin(6)) eqn,(6,24) repeated 
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Appendix 6 Bulk Solid Flow Properties 
TABLE A 6 - 1 INSTANTANEOUS YIELD LOCI DATA FOR F I G . (A6-1) 
S 1 8 A 6 M « S H I R P H 0 S D ( 1 ) . 1 1 7 1 1780 
1 DATA FOR F I G 
2 
3 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
ID 
11 
12 
13 
1̂4 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
Z^ 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
5 3 
MAT"L TESTED 
SHIRLEY PHOS 
17TH NOV 77 
MOISTURF CONTENT 
2.3% 
TPMPERATURE 
AMB 
DATA FOP YL 
END POINT OF 
V - N 
24.9 
F - N 
12.9 
VI - N 
56.5 
POINTS ON YL 
V - N 
16.U 
11.6 
7 . 1 
DATA rOR YL 
END POINT OF 
V - N 
33.8 
F - N 
19.1 
VI - N 
81 .4 
POINTS ON YL 
V - N 
24.9 
20.5 
16. 
DATA FOR YL 
END POINT OF 
V - N 
4 2.7 
F - N 
24 .9 
VI - N 
105. 
POINTS ON YL 
V - N 
33.8 
29.4 
20.5 
16.Q 
11.6 
1 
YL 
S - N 
20.9 
S - N 
15.6 
12.0 
8.0 
2 
YL 
S - N 
28.9 
S - N 
23.1 
20.0 
16.0 
3 
YL 
S - N 
36.5 
S - N 
31 .6 
28. 
20.9 
17.8 
14.2 
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TABLE A6-2 FLOW FUNCTION AND EFFECTIVE ANGLE OF FRICTION 
DATA FOR FIG. (A6-2) 
S18A6M*SHIRPH0SD(1).FF1711770 
1 DATA FOR FI6 
2 
3 MAT"L TESTED 
4 SHIRLEY PHOS 
5 DATE TESTED 
6 17TH NOV 77 
7 WOISTURE CONTENT 
8 2.3X 
9 TEMPERATURE 
10 AKB 
11 
12 FLOW FUNCTION DATA 
13 VI - N F - N 
U 56.5 12.9 
15 81 . A 19.1 
16 104.1 24.9 
17 
18 DELTA VALUES 
19 VI - N DELTA - DE6 
20 56.5 42.5 
21 81.4 42.0 
22 104.1 42.0 
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15 
J • L 
31. 45. 6B. 75. 90. 1B5. 12B. 135. 
NOnHRL FOnCE - NEHTONS 
15B. 
INSTRNTRNEOUS TIELD LOCI 
NBrL SHIBLET PHOS TESTEO 17TH NOV 77 
NOISTUHE CONTENT 2.37. TEHP. RHB 
Fig. A6.1 Instantaneous Yield Loci 
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|4J D B . 
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.
1
.
1
.
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.
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• 1 ' 
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I N 
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' 1 ' 
f î 
1 1 • 
1 ' I ' 1 ' • 
Sf 
i 1 1 1 1 1 1 ' 1 ' 1 ' 
nnEH OF SHEHR CELL . 
1 . 1 . 1 . 
1 > 1 — T 
— 
1 1 1 í 1 ' 1 ' 
• 1/14B SQ Mj 
-
1 
• 
1 
• 
1 
• 
1 
• 
1 
• 
1 
• 
1 
• 
1 1 1 1 ' 
B. 20. 4B. 6B. 80. 180. 120. 140. 160. 
NRJOn CONSOLIORTION LORD - NEWTONS 
FLOH FUNCTIONS RND EFFECTIVE RNGLE OF FRICTION 
MRT'L SHIRLET PHOS TESTED 17TH NOV 77 
HOISTUnE CONTENT 2.37. TEMP- RMB 
180. 200. 
Fig. A6.2 Flow Function and Effective Angle of Friction 
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TABLE A6-3 INSTANTANEOUS YIELD LOCI DATA FOR FIG. (A6-3) 
S18A6M«SHIRp.H0SD(l ) .120017 80 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
1*4 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
12 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
DATA FOR FI6 
MAT"L TFSTLD 
SHIRLEY PHOS 
2DTH JAN 
MOISTURE 
2.3* 
78 
CONTENT 
TEMPERATURL 
AMB 
DATA FOR 
EN POINT 
V - N 
26.7 
F - N 
10.5 
VI - N 
54.5 
POINTS ON 
V - N 
8.9 
13.3 
22.2 
DATA FOR 
END POINT 
V - N 
3 5.6 
F - N 
13.3 
VI - N 
71.6 
POINTS ON 
V - N 
13.3 
22.2 
6.7 
DATA rOR 
END POINT 
, V - N 
17.8 
F - N 
7.1 
VI - N 
37.í< 
POINTS ON 
V - N 
13,3 
4.^ 
8.9 
6.7 
YL 
OF 
YL 
YL 
OF 
YL 
YL 
OF 
YL 
1 
YL 
S - N 
20.0 
S - N 
8.7 
12.1 
17.6 
2 
YL 
S - N 
26.7 
S - N 
12.6 
18.2 
7.7 
3 
YL 
S - N 
13.3 
S - N 
10.5 
4.2 
7.7 
6.2 
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TABLE A6-4 FLOW FUNCTION AND EFFECTIVE ANGLE OF FRICTION 
DATA FOR FIG. (A6-4) 
S18A6M*SHIRPH0SD(1).FF20010 
1 DATA FOP FI6 
2 
3 MAT"L TESTED 
4 SHIRLEY PHOS 
5 DATE TESTED 
6 2 0 T H J A N 7 8 
7 MOISTURE CONTENT 
8 2.3% 
9 TEMPERATURE 
10 AMB 
11 
12 FLOW FUNCTION DATA 
13 VI - N F - N 
14 54.5 10.5 
15 71 .6 13.3 
16 37.4 7.1 
17 
18 DELTA VALUES 
19 VI - N DELTA - DE5 
20 54.5 39.0 
21 71.6 39.0 
22 37.4 39.0 
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IB. 2B 3B. 4B. 5B. 6B. 7B. 
NOnHRL FOnCE - NEHTONS 
IBB. 
INSTflNTRHEOUS TIELO LOCI 
HHT'L SHinLET PH05 TESTEO 2BTH JRH 78 
HOISTUNE COHTENT 2.3X TEMP. RHB 
Fig. A6.3 Instantaneous Yield Loci 
4 0 . 
<« 3 5 . _ 
S 50. 
5 45. 
ae 
, 4B. 
35. 
la 
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vi 25. 
S 20. 
ui 
Í: 15. 
S 10. 
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HREH OF SHERR CELL 1/140 SQ M. 
Ff 
J_ X ± ± ± J_ 
10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. 80. 
MRJOn CONSOLIDRTION LORD - NEHTONS 
FLOH FUNCTIONS RND EFFECTIVE RNGLE OF FRICTION 
MRT'L SHIRLET PHOS TESTED 20TH JHN 78 
MOISTURE CONTENT 2.37. TEfP. RMB 
90. 100. 
Fig. A6.4 Flow Function and Effective Angle of Friction 
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TABLE A6-5 INSTANTANEOUS YIELD LOCI DATA FOR FIG. (A6-5) 
S18A5M«SHIRPH0SD(1).12402780 
1 DATA FOR FI6 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
MAT"L TESTED 
SHIRLEY PHOS 
24TH FEB 78 
MOISTURE CONTENT 
2. 3% 
TEMPERATURE 
A^R 
DATA FOR YL 
END POINT 
V - N 
26.7 
F - N 
3.3 
VI - N 
52.3 
POINTS ON 
V - N 
13.3 
8.9 
4 .4 
OF 
YL 
DATA FOR YL 
END POINT 
V - N 
17.8 
F - N 
2.4 
VI - N 
3 6.3 
POINTS ON 
V - N 
13.3 
8.9 
4 .4 
DATA FOP 
END POINT 
V - N 
35.6 
F - N 
4 . 4 
VI - N 
69.íí 
POINTS ON 
V - N 
26.7 
17.8 
8.9 
OF 
YL 
YL 
OF 
YL 
1 
YL 
S - N 
18.9 
S - N 
10.5 
7.4 
4.0 
2 
YL 
S - N 
12.7 
S - N 
10.2 
7.1 
3.7 
3 
YL 
S - N 
25.4 
S - N 
20. 1 
14. 1 
7.1 
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TABLE A6-6 FLOW FUNCTION AND EFFECTIVE ANGLE OF FRICTION 
DATA FOR FIG. (A6-6) 
S18A5M«SHIRPH0SD(1).FF24020 
1 DATA FOR FI6 
2 
3 MAT"L TESTED 
4 SHIRLEY PHOS 
5 DATE TESTED 
6 24TH FEB 78 
7 MOISTURE CONTENT 
8 2.3% 
9 TEMPERATURE 
10 AMB 
11 
12 FLOW f^UNCTION DATA 
13 VI - N F - N 
14 52.3 3.3 
15 " 36.3 2.4 
16 69.4 4.4 
17 
18 DELTA VALUES 
19 VI - N DELTA - DE6 
20 52.3 37.5 
21 36.3 36.5 
22 69.4 37.5 
] 'H 
IB 2B. 3B. 4B. 5B. 6B. 7B. BB. 
NOnHHL FOnCE - HEHTOHS 
9B. IBB. 
IHSTRNTRHEOUS TIELD LOCI 
HRT'L SHIHLET PHOS TESTEO 24TH FEB 78 
HOISTUnE CONTENT 2.3X TEHP. RHB 
F i g . A6 .5 I n s t a n t a n e o u s Y i e l d L o c i 
4 0 . 
«« 3 5 . _ 
50. 
45. 
40. 
£ 35. U 
u 
uj 3 0 . 
(C 
OT 2 5 . I_ 
3 20. I_ 
15. _ 
10. 
u. 5. z o _ u 0. 
—r 
• I • I ' I • I • I ' I I I • I • I • 
RREH OF SHERR CELL * 1/140 30 M 
JL 
0. 10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. 80. 
MRJOn CONSOLIORTION LOHD - NEWT0N3 
FLOM FUNCTIONS HND EFFECTIVE RNGLE OF FniCTION 
HRT'L SHIRLEY PHOS TESTED 24TH FEB 78 
MOISTURE CONTENT 2.3Z TEMP. HMB 
90. 100. 
Fig. A6.6 Flow Function and Effective Angle of Friction 
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TABLE A6-7 WALL YIELD LOCI DATA FOR HOPPER SIDES PLATES 
DATA FOR FIG. (A6-7) 
S18A6M*SHIRPH0SD(l).WYL3 n80 
1 DATA FOR FI6 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
MAT"L TESTED 
SHIRLEY PHOS 
30TH AU5 77 
MOISTURE CONTENT 
2.3% 
TEMPERATURE 
AMB 
DATA FOR 
WALL MAT' 
BMS SIDE 
V - N 
43.4 
38.9 
34 .5 
30.0 
25.6 
21 .1 
16.7 
12.2 
7.8 
3.3 
DATA FOR 
WALL MAT 
BMS SIDE 
V - N 
38.9 
34.5 
30.0 
25.6 
21 .1 
16.7 
12.2 
7,8 
3.3 
»^YL 
'L 
W A L L 
WYL 
•L 
W A L L 
; • 
• 1 " 
1 
1 
S - N 
27, 1 
23,6 
20,7 
18,0 
15,3 
12,7 
10,2 
7,8 
5,1 
2.4 
2 
2 
S - N 
22.7 
19.8 
17.5 
14 .6 
12.2 
9.8 
7. 1 
4.9 
2.2 
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40. 
35. 
HREH OF SHEHR CELL = 1/140 M2 
vt 
z o »— X 
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z 
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NOnMRL FORCE - NEHTONS 
HHLL TIELD LOCI 
MHT'L SHIHLET PH03 TESTEO 3BTH RUG 77 
MOISTURE CONTENT 2.3X TEMP. RMB 
Fig. A6.7 Wall Yield Loci for Hopper Side Plates 
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TABLE A6-8 BULK DENSITY AND PERMEABILITY DATA FOR FIGS. 
(A6-8) and (A6-9) 
S18A6M«SHIRPH0SD(1).A0 
1 DATA FOR FI6 
2 
3 MAT"L TESTED 
4 SHIRLEY PHOS/2 
5 2/2/7R 
6 MOISTURE CONTFNT 
7 2.3% 
8 TEMPEPATURE 
9 AMB . 
10 
11 COMPRESSIPILITY ATA 
12 AR£A OF CELL : 1/140 M2 
13 NETT MASS = 72.80 6MS 
14 V H VI 6AMMA 
15 K5 MM N K5M-3 
16 .12 15.39 2.6 1492.3 
17 .6? 15.19 13.7 1512.3 
18 1.12 15.06 24.7 1525.0 
19 2.12 14.94 46.8 1538.0 
20 4.12 14.78 90.9 1553.9 
21 8.12 14.58 179.2 1575.5 
22 16.12 14.33 355.8 1603.5 
23 
24 RHOM r 1542.5 K6M-3 
25 VIO = 42.3 N 
26 B = .0145 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 PERMEABILITY DATA 
33 AREA OF CELL = 1/140 M2 
34 NETT MASS - 562.10 6MS 
35 H 0 PO 6AMMA C«E10 
36 MM CC/MIN MMH2 K5M-3 M4N-1SEC-1 
37 123.901 250.0 7.0 1431.4 936.40 
38 121.082 195.0 7.0 1464.8 713.77 
39 119.659 180.0 7.0 1482.2 651.13 
40 118.186 170.0 7.0 1500.7 607.3 8 
41 117.246 170.0 7.0 1512.7 602.55 
42 116.307 150.0 7.0 1524.9' 527.40 
43 115.773 140.0 7.0 1531.9 489.98 
44 114.452 150.0 7.0 1549.6 518.99 
45 
46 CO - 485.7E-10 M4N-1SEC-1 
47 VIO r 42.3 N 
48 A : -.1115 
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MOISTURE CONTENT 2.3/. TEMP. HHB. 
Fig. A6.8 Bulk Density Versus Major Consolidation Load 
1000. 
Vlo = 42.N po = 1 5 6 0 . 2 kgm"-', b = .0123 
HRER OF CELL - 1 / 1 4 0 ni2 
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T T 
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OD 
flC 
10 . 100 . 
MHJOn CONSOLIORTION LORD - N*wton« 
BULK DEN3ITT t PEnMEHBILITY VERSUS MRJOn CONSOUIDHTION LOHD 
MHT'L SHinLET PH03/1 TESTED 2/2/78 
MOISTUnE CONTENT 2.SX TEMP. RMB. 
Fig. A6.9 Bulk Density and Permeability Versus Major 
Consolidation Load 
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TABLE A6-9 BULK DENSITY AND PERMEABILITY DATA FOR FIGS. 
(A6-10) and (A6-1I) 
S18A6M«SHIRPH0SD(1).B0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
DATA FOR FI6 
MAT"L TESTED 
SHIRLFY 
2/2/78 
MOISTURE 
2. 3% 
PHOS/1 
CONTENT 
TEMPEPATUPE 
AMB . 
COMPRESSIBILITY DATA 
AREA OF CELL = 1/140 M2 
NETT MASS - 73.8C 
V 
K5 
.12 
.62 
1.12 
2.12 
4.12 
8. 12 
16.12 
RHOM 
VIO 
B 
H 
MM 
15.37 
15. 16 
15.06 
14.96 
14.8:^ 
14.66 
14.45 
- 1560.2 
= 42.3 
- .0123 
PFRMEABILITY DATA 
AREA OF 
1 6MS 
VI 
N 
2.6 
13.7 
24.7 
46.8 
90.9 
179.2 
355.8 
K6M-3 
N 
CELL - 1/140 M2 
NETT MASS - 557. 
H 
MM 
123.927 
12U.117 
117.780 
1 16.408 
114.706 
113.817 
1 13.284 
111.658 
CO 
VIO 
A 
0 
CC/MIN 
260.0 
205.0 
170.0 
140.0 
120.0 
115.0 
120. 
120.0 
•z 3 6 5 . 
= 42. 
40 6MS 
PO 
MMH2U 
7. 
7. 
7. 
7. 
7. 
7. 
7. 
7. 
5E-10 
3 N 
•z - . 1 2 9 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
M4N 
5AMMA 
K5M-3 
1515.3 
1535.6 
1546.0 
1556.5 
1569.8 
1588.9 
1611 .2 
6AMMA 
K5M-3 
1419.2 
1464.2 
1493.3 
1510.8 
1533.3 
1545.2 
1552.5 
1575.1 
-lSEC-1 
C*E10 
M4N-1SEC-1 
974.06 
744.40 
605.29 
492.67 
416.12 
395.69 
410.96 
405.06 
•20' 
2000. 
1940. 
1B80. 
in 1820. 
I 
• 
-? 1760. 
>- 1700. 
£ 1640. L. 
HnEH OF CELL = 1/140 mZ 
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BULK OENSITT VEHSUS MHJOn CONSOLIDRTlON LORD 
MHT'L SHIRLET PH03/2 TESTED 2/2/78 
MOlSTUnE COHTENT 2.97. TEMP. RMB. 
Fig. A6.10 Bulk Density Versus Major Consolidation Load 
VI = 42.3 N, p 1542.5 kgm 0.0145 
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OD 
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Fig. A6.11 Bulk Density and Permeability Versus Major 
Consolidation Load 
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TABLE A6-10 BULK DENSITY AND PERMEABILITY DATA FOR FIGS. 
(A6-12) and (A6-13) 
S18A5M«SHIRPH0SD(1).CP21020 
1 DATA FOR FI5 
2 
3 , MAT"L TFSTED 
4 SHIRLEY PHOS 
5 21ST FEB 78 
6 MOISTURE CONTENT 
7 2.3% 
8 TEMPERATURE 
9 AMB 
10 
11 COMPRESSIBILITY DATA 
12 AREA OF CELL = 1/140 M2 
13 NFTT MASS - 74.50 6MS 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 PERMEABILITY DATA 
32 AREA OF CELL - 1/140 M2 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
V 
K6 
.12 
.62 
1.12 
2.12 
4.12 
8.12 
RHOM 
VIO 
B 
H 
MM 
15.82 
15.62 
15.52 
15.42 
15.29 
15. 14 
- 1519 
= 29 
,8 
.7 
r .0104 
VI 
N 
2.6 
13.7 
24.7 
46.8 
90.9 
179.2 
K5M-3 
N 
5AMMA 
K6M-3 
1485.5 
1504.8 
1514.7 
1524.7 
1537.3 
1552.8 
NETT MASS 
H 
MM 
124.435 
121.615 
119.126 
1 18.288 
117.602 
1 16.865 
116.129 
114.935 
CO = 
VIO -
A -
- 565. 
0 
CC/MIN 
350.0 
260.0 
250.0 
250.0 
190.0 
180.0 
170.0 
120.0 
700. 
29. 
20 
8£ 
7 
-.1907 
5MS 
PO 
MMH2D 
7.0 
7.0 
7.0 
7.0 
7.0 
7.0 
7.0 
7.0 
-10 M4N 
N 
6AMMA 
K5M-3 
1433.2 
1466.4 
1497.0 
1507.6 
1516.4 
1526.0 
1535.7 
1551.6 
-lSEC-1 
C«E10 
M4N-1SEC-1 
1316.61 
955.89 
900.31 
8<53.98 
6 7 5.48 
635.92 
5<?6.81 
416.95 
2 0 5 
HREH OF CELL = 1/140 «2 
1 — ' — T 
0. 20. 40. 60. 80. 100. 120. 140. 160. 180. 200. 
MRJOn CONSOLIDRTION LOHD - Nauton* 
BULK DENSITT VEHSUS MHJOR CONSOLIDRTION LOHD 
MHT'L SHIRLET PHOS TESTED 21ST FEB 78 
MOISTUnE CONTENT 2.37. TEHP. RHB 
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Fig. A6.13 Bulk Density and Permeability Versus Major 
Consolidation Load 
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TABLE A6-11 BULK DENSITY AND PERMEABILITY DATA FOR FIGS. 
(A6-14) and (A6-15) 
S18A5M«SHIRPHOSD(1).CP210202 
1 DATA FOR FI5 
2 
3 MAT"L TESTED 
4 SHIRLEY PHOS 
5 21ST FEB 78 
6 MOISTURE CONTENT 
7 2.33: 
8 TEMPERATURE 
9 AMB 
10 
11 COMPRESSIBILITY DATA 
12 AREA OF CELL = 1/140 M2 
13 NETT MASS - 75.50 6MS 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 PERMEABILITY DATA 
33 APEA OF CELL = 1/140 M2 
34 NETT MASS - 570.90 6MS 
35 H 0 PO 5AMMA C«E10 
36 MM CC/MIN MMH20 K5M-3 M4N-1SEC-
37 125.679 370.0 7.0 1433.3 1405.76 
38 122.758 260.0 7.0 1467.4 964.87 
39 121.234 290.0 7.0 1485.8 1062.84 
40 119.659 260.0 7.0 1505.4 940.52 
41 118.77U 220.0 7.0 1516.7 789.91 
42 117.780 240.0 7.0 1529.4 854.53 
43 117.094 160.0 7.0 1538.4 566.37 
44 115.849 150.0 7.0 1554.9 525.33 
45 
46 CO r 858.0E-10 M4N-1SEC-1 
47 VIO : 42.3 N 
48 A r -.1570 
V 
K5 
.12 
.62 
1.12 
2. 12 
4.12 
6.12 
16.12 
PHOM 
VIO 
P 
H 
MM 
16.54 
16.10 
15.95 
15.80 
15.67 
15.49 
15.27 
: 1505. 
- 42. 
2 
3 
- .0158 
VI 
N 
2.6 
13.7 
24.7 
46.8 
90.9 
179.2 
355.8 
K6M-3 
N 
6AMMA 
. K6M-3 
1440.7 
14 79.3 
1493.5 
1507.9 
1520.1 
1537.5 
1560.5 
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Fig. A6.14 Bulk Density Versus Major Consolidation Load 
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TABLE A6-12 PARTICLE SIZE ANALYSIS DATA FOR FIGS. 
(A6-16) and (A6-17) 
S18A6M*SHIRPH0SD( 1 ) .SIEVEIO 
1 DATA FOP FI6 
2 
3 MAT"L TESTED 
4 SHIRLEY PHOSPHATE 
5 18/11/78 
6 MOISTURE CONTENT 
7 2.5% 
8 TEMPERATURE 
9 AMB 
10 NUMBER OF SIEVES USED = 
11 SIEVE APERTURE 
12 MICPONS 
13 TRAY 
14 53. 
15 75. 
16 150. 
17 212. 
18 425. 
19 850. 
TABLE A6-13 PARTICLE SIZE ANALYSIS DATA FOR FIGS. 
(A6-18) and (A6-19* 
ETAINED 
11 
9 
25 
19 
31 
3 
.80 
.00 
.00 
.00 
.00 
.60 
.60 
S18A6M*SHIRPH0SD(1).SIEVE20 
1 DATA FOR FI5 
2 
3 MAT"L TESTED 
4 SHIRLEY PHOSPHATE 
5 24/11/78 
6 MOISTURE CONTENT 
7 2.3% 
8 TEMPERATURE 
9 AMB 
10 NUMBER OF SIEVES USEO -
11 SIEVE APERTURE 
12 MICRÛNS 
13 TRAY 
14 45. 
15 53. 
16 75. 
17 150. 
18 212. 
19 4 2 5. 
RETA NED 
1 . 
10, 
8 
21 
19 
33 
5 
70 
,20 
,00 
.20 
.70 
.90 
.30 
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Append ix 
T a b l e 
Run No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
7 
A7 .1 Ob 
Nômina 
B-mm 
20 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
40 
II 
II 
II 
" 
II 
60 
II 
" 
II 
II 
II 
80 
II 
" 
II 
II 
" 
100 
II 
II 
s e r v e d 
Hopper 
1 
a° 
30 
II 
" 
II 
II 
" 
30 
" 
II 
II 
II 
II 
30 
II 
M 
II 
" 
II 
30 
" 
II 
II 
II 
II 
30 
II 
II 
Flow Rat .es 
Geometry 
Ac tua 
B-mm 
2 4 . 
" 
II 
II 
II 
II 
40. 
" 
II 
II 
M 
II 
62 
" 
II 
II 
II 
II 
82 
II 
II 
II 
II 
" 
99. 
II 
" 
5 
5 
5 
1 
a° 
30 
" 
" 
" 
II 
II 
30 
" 
II 
II 
M 
II 
30 
" 
" 
II 
" 
II 
30 
" 
II 
" 
" 
II 
30 
II 
II 
Observed Flow 
Rate 
k g / s 
1.78 
2.12 
1.88 
1.71 
2.08 
1.85 
2.84 
3.33 
3.25 
3.17 
3.17 
3.03 
4.56 
4.52 
4.84 
4.44 
5.13 
5.08 
6.98 
6.82 
6.67 
6.00 
7.23 
7.59 
9.68 
10.71 
10.53 
- 2 1 2 
Table 
Run No. 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
A7.1 
B 
N( 
-mm 
20 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
40 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
60 
I I 
I I 
M 
I I 
I I 
80 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
100 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
Cont inued 
Hopper 
Dminal 
a° 
25 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
" 
25 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
25 
I I 
M 
II 
M 
I I 
25 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
25 
M 
II 
I I 
11 
Geometry 
Actua 
B-mm 
24 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
" 
43 
I I 
M 
" 
I I 
I I 
63.5 
" 
II 
M 
M 
' II 
83 
I I 
I I 
I I 
M 
M 
104 
I I 
I I 
I I 
M 
1 
a° 
23 
M 
M 
I I 
M 
I I 
25 
M 
I I 
M 
II 
M 
25 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
25 
I I 
M 
M 
II 
M 
25 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
Observed Flow 
Rate 
k g / s 
2.10 
2.10 
2.20 
2.00 
2.10 
1.90 
2.80 
2.60 
2.50 
2.83 
2.80 
2.80 
4.70 
3.70 
3.90 
4.30 
4.50 
4.40 
5.80 
5.50 
5.10 
5.63 
6.00 
5.84 
8.30 
7.80 
7.70 
8.70 
10.26 
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Table A7.1 Cont inued 
No. 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
N 
B-mm 
20 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
40 
II 
II 
II 
M 
II 
60 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
80 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
100 
II 
" 
II 
Hopper 
omi nal 
a° 
20 
M 
II 
II 
II 
II 
20 
" 
II 
II 
II 
II 
20 
II 
M 
II 
M 
II 
20 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
20 
II 
" 
II 
Geometry 
Actual 
B-mm 
22 .5 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
45 
M 
II 
II 
II 
II 
62 .5 
II 
II 
II 
M 
II 
83 .0 
II 
II 
M 
II 
II 
103 
II 
II 
II 
a° 
20 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
20 
II 
II 
II 
" 
II 
20 
II 
II 
II 
II 
M 
20 
11 
II 
II 
II 
II 
20 
M 
" 
II 
Observed Flow 
Rate 
k g / s 
1.93 
1.67 
2.07 
1.63 
1.79 
1.79 
3.26 
2.76 
2.88 
2.86 
2.84 
3.03 
4 .65 
5.56 
4 .58 
5.22 
5.00 
5.56 
6.98 
7.89 
7.23 
7.69 
7.79 
8.00 
10.93 
12.82 
8.55 
10.87 
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Table A7.1 Continued 
Run No. 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
Hopper Geometry Observed Flow 
Nominal Actual Rate 
B-mm a° B-mm a° kg/s 
20 15 21.5 15 2.31 
40 
60 
80 
15 
15 
15 
II 
42.0 
60 
84 
15 
15 
15 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
3. 
2. 
2. 
2, 
2 
3 
2 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
6 
7 
8 
7 
8 
8 
89 
90 
89 
98 
63 
76 
66 
76 
77 
02 
93 
.46 
.46 
.31 
.50 
.68 
.17 
.71 
.04 
.47 
.69 
.47 
.00 
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T a b l e 
Run No . 
109 
110 
1 1 1 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
A 7 . 1 C o n t i n u e d 
Hoppe r 
N o m i n a l 
B-nuti 
20 
II 
II 
II 
II 
11 
II 
II 
40 
II 
II 
11 
II 
II 
60 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
80 
" 
II 
II 
II 
II 
a° 
10 
II 
II 
11 
II 
II 
II 
II 
10 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
10 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
10 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
Geome t ry 
A c t u a l 
B-mm 
1 9 . 5 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
4 0 . 0 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
6 2 . 5 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
8 2 . 0 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
a ° 
10 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
10 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
10 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
10 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
O b s e r v e d Flow 
R a t e 
k g / s 
1 .85 
1.89 
1 .82 
1.89 
2 . 0 2 
2 . 0 4 
2 . 5 3 
2 . 1 5 
3 . 6 0 
3 . 7 0 
3 . 7 7 
3 .67 
3 . 9 2 
4 . 0 4 
5 . 3 1 
5 .56 
5 . 5 6 
5 . 8 1 
5 . 7 8 
5 . 9 5 
8 . 9 3 
9 . 8 0 
1 7 . 5 4 
7 . 6 9 
1 0 . 5 3 
1 0 . 9 9 
Appendix 8 Publications While Ph.D Candidate 
1. ArnoLd,P.C.,Roberts,A . W .and McLean,A.G. 
"Analytical Flow Factors For Mass Flow Bins", 
Paper presented at the Symposium on "Solids Flow 
and Handling", 
American Institute Of Chemical Engineers, 
80th National Meeting , September 7-10,1975,Boston. 
2. Arnold,P.C. and McLean,A,6. 
"An AnaLyticaL SoLution for the Stress Function 
at the WalL of a Converging ChanneL", 
Powder TechnoLogy.VoL.13,No.2,l976,pp225-260. 
î  . Arnold,P.C. and McLean,A.G. 
"Improved AnaLyticaL FLow Factors", 
Powder TechnoLogy.VoL.15 , No.2,1976,pp 279-281 
A. M c L e a n , A . 6 . and ArnoLd,P.C. 
"Prediction of CyLinder WaLL Pressures in Mass FLow 
Bins Using Minimum Strain Energy", 
Journal of Engng. for Industry,Trans.ASME,Series B, 
,VoL. 98,No. A,1976,pp 1370-137A 
5. McLean,A.G. and ArnoLd,P.C. 
"An EvaLuation of the RadiaL Stress FieLd Non-DimensionaL 
Surcharge Factor for Mass FLow Hoppers", 
Powder TechnoLogy . VoL . 19 , No. 2,l978,pp 279-281 
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6. McLean,A.6. and Arnold,P.C. 
"Bin WalL Pressures", 
Paper presented during a Two-Day Working Seminar on 
Storage,FLow and Conveying of BuLk SoLids. 
The University of NewcastLe,Oecember 9-10,1976. 
7. Arnold,P.C. and McLean,A.G. 
"The Design of Storage Bins for Gravity Discharge", 
Paper presented at the Conference on MateriaLs HandLing, 
Institution of Engineers,AustraLia , The ILLawarra Group, 
13th Annual Engineering Conference,May 19,1978, 
The University of WoLLongong. 
8. Arnold,P.C.,McLean,A.6. and Roberts,A.W. 
"BuLk SoLids-Storage,FLow and HandLing" 
The University of NewcastLe Research Associates 
(TUNRA) Ltd.,May 1978 
9. ArnoLd,P.C. and McLean,A.6. 
"WaLL Loads in SteeL Bins", 
Journal of the Australian Institute Of SteeL Construction. 
VoL. 12,No. 3,1978,pp 2-23. 
10. Arnold,P.C. and McLean,A.G. 
"The FLow Rate of SimpLe BuLk SoLids from Mass FLow Bins", 
Paper presented at the 3rd AnnuaL InternationaL Conference 
on Bulk So l ids , Hand l ing and FLow. 
• LiverpooL,EngLand,November 7-9,1978. 
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11. McLean,A.G. and ArnoLd,P.C. 
"A SimpLified Method for EvaLuating Feeder Loads" 
Paper accepted for publication in the 
JournaL of Powder and Bulk SoLids TechnoLogy. 
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Appendix 9 
Flow chart of program (A9-1) which evaluates the flow rate and plots 
the gas pressure distribution for a particular bin geometry using 
the static consolidation stress field (Section 6.5). 
IsrwwTi 
REflD IN MflT'L PBOPERTIES 
BIN GEOMETRT 
lEVflLUfl E CONSTBNTSl 
INJTJRLIZE 
ITERflTION VBLUES 
EVflLUBTE CONDITIONS 
BT OUTLET 
EVBLUBTE TERNS IN 
EXPRESSION F R Vo 
|EVBLUflTE"v 1 
EVflLUflTE Oel 
YES SIGNIFICflNT CHflNGE IN 
OQ 
m 
lEVflLUBTE FLOH RBTEj 
IPRINT DUTP Tl 
EVflLUflTE 
GflS PRESSURE DISTRIBUTI N 
IPLOT OISTRTB TIONl 
rÊNDl 
F i g . A 9 - 1 FLOW CHART OF PROGRAM A 9 - 1 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
U 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
2A 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
3A 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
Program A9.1 Computer Code for Calculating the Flow Rate 
of a Fine Bulk Solid from a Particular Bin 
Geometry Using the Analysis of Section 6.5 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
C 
100 
PROGRAM TO 
COHESIVE BU 
AUGUST r9TH 
MODIFICATI 
SHOULD GIV 
LOWER FLOW 
USES STATI 
WRITE (6,10) 
FORMAT (IHO, 
1, PERMEABILI 
2' DIMENSIONS 
3' STRESSES I 
WRITE (6,20) 
FORMAT (IHO, 
READ (5,30) 
WRITE (6,30) 
FORMAT () 
WRITE (6,40) 
FORMAT (IHO, 
1 ,6AMMA0,BETA 
READ (5,30) 
WRITE (6,30) 
WRITE (6,50) 
FORMAT (IHO, 
1,C0,ALPHA,MC 
READ (5»30) 
WRITE (6,30) 
WRITE (6,60) 
FORMAT (IHO, 
READ (5,30) 
WRITE (6,30) 
PYE=A.0*ATAN 
RC=PYE/180. 
RD=DELTA*RC 
SD=SIN(RD) 
RP=PHI*RC 
SP=SIN(RP) 
WRITE (6,70) 
FORMAT (1H0, 
READ (5,30) 
WRITE (6,30) 
WRITE (6,80) 
FORMAT (IHO, 
READ (5,30) 
WRITE (6,30) 
RA=THETA*RC 
SA=SIN(RA) 
R0=B0*.5/SA 
RT=BT*.5/SA 
IF (AM.EQ.1) 
WRITE (6,90) 
FORMAT (1H0, 
READ (5,30) 
WRITE (6,30) 
GRAV=9.81 
GRAV=9.81 
CALCULATE FLOW RATES OF SIMPLE 
LK SOLIDS FROM C0NVERGIN6 CHANNELS 
1978 
ONS TO YY AND W INCLUDED 
E A FLOW RATE APPROX DOUBLE ACTUAL 
RATE OBTAINED USIN6 UNMODIFIED FFLOW.FRFBS 
C CONSOLIDATION STRESS FIELD 
'METRIC UNITS -*',/,' GAMMA IN GM/CC 
TY IN 1F-10*M**4/N/SEC',/, 
IN M, 6RAVITY IN M/SEC**2', 
N KN/M**^'') 
'MATERIAL PROPERTIES -DELTA,PHI') 
DELTA,PHI 
DELTA,PHI 
'B.S. COMPRESSIBILITY CONSTANTS 
,MCLC-N') 
GAMMAI,PBS,CMCL 
GAMMAI,BBS,CMCL 
'MATERIAL PERMEABILITY CONSTANTS 
LP-N') 
CI,AABS,PMCL 
CI,AABS,PMCL 
PARTICLE DENSITY LAMBDA -GM/CC') 
PD 
PD 
(1.0) 
'PLANE FLOW OR AXISYMMETRIC FLOW') 
AM 
AM 
'HOPPER GEOMETRY-THETA,B0,BAT') 
THETA,BO,BT 
THETA,BO,BT 
GO TO 100 
'PLANE FLOW HOPPER LENGTH') 
AL 
AL 
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57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
66 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
130 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
11 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
120 
WRIT 
FORM 
READ 
WRIT 
c = c/ 
CON 
CON 
TO 
DIV 
ASC 
ASC = 
SIGM 
SIGM 
ADJ 
SIGM 
SIGM 
CON 
GAMM 
CON 
CI = C 
CON 
PD = P 
CALL 
CALL 
6AMM 
V0 = 1 
SIGM 
OMB = 
ABMO 
XOMB 
E (6 
AT ( 
(5, 
E (6 
(1+C 
VERT 
VERT 
STRE 
IDE 
= 71. 
71 .2 
AC = C 
AP = P 
UST 
AC = S 
AP = S 
VERT 
AI=G 
VERT 
I*1E 
VERT 
D*10 
BET 
ENS 
0 = GA 
CONDITIONS -C,C1') 
, 1 1 0 ) 
1 H 0 , 'BOUNDARY 
3 0 ) C,C1 
, 3 0 ) C,C1 
1 * S D ) 
INPUT UNITS TO REQUIRED UNITS 
MAJOR CONSOLIDATION LOAD -N (MCLC&MCLP) 
SSES - N / M - 2 
DIA SHEAR CELL 
MEAN STRESS 
BY AREA OF 95.25MM 
26*10**-4 M+2 
6E-4 
MCL/ASC 
MCL/ASC 
SI6MAC 8 SIGMAP TO 
IGMAC/ (1+SD) 
I6MAP/(1+SD) 
GAMMA TO N/M**3 
RAV*GAMMAI*1000 
PERMEABILITY TO M**4/N/SFC 
-10 
PARTICLE DENSITY TO N/M**3 
00*6RAV 
A (RP,SP,SD,RB,SB) 
C (X,Y,RB,SB,SO,RA,SA,AM) 
MMAI 
A0=C*VO*VO*6AMM0*.5/GRAV 
1-BBS 
=AABS+BES-1 
=X*OMB 
SECTION TO 
EQUATION 
CALCULATE FLOW CONSTANTS IN VELOCITY 
EVALUATE A TERM 
W=1./(1-SD) 
IF (AM.EQ.1) W=W*(1+0MB) 
A=W/(BBS-2*AM*0MB-2.-X0MB)-C*.5 
EVALUATE B TERM 
YY=Y*SIN(RA+RB)*(Î-SD) 
IF (AM.EQ.O) YY=YY/(RA+RB) 
IF (AM.EQ.1) YY=YY*SIN(RA+RB)/(2.*(1-C0S(RA+RB))) 
AMMOMB=AABS-AM*OMB 
PT=AMMOMB/0MB 
GD=1-(R0/RT)**PT 
G0=YY*BBS/(AMM0MB*(1-SD)*6D) 
B=PT*AL06(RT/R0)+X0MB*6D/(AMM0MB-X0MB) 
BP=60*0MB*B/(AMM0MB-X0MB) 
EVALUATE ES TERM 
ES=Y*0MB/(XOMB-1) 
1 = 1 + 1 
IF (I.GT.200) 60 TO 130 
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115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
c 
c 
c 
130 
C 
c 
140 
150 
SI6M 
6AMM 
co=c 
6LR = 
B = GL 
DT = 6 
DNT = 
VO = S 
VO = V 
VNDO 
VO = V 
SI6M 
SIG 
IF ( 
CON 
CON 
6AMM 
EMCL 
SI6M 
CON 
CO = C 
Q = VO 
IF ( 
IF ( 
NON 
DNQ = 
IF ( 
IF ( 
WRIT 
FORM 
WRIT 
FORM 
1'NON 
2,1H0 
3,1H0 
4,1H0 
5,1H0 
6,T45 
7,1H0 
8,TA5 
9,1H0 
1 0,1 H 
A1=SI6MA0 
0=6AMMAI*( 
I*(SIGMAP/ 
6AMM0/PD 
R*BB 
AMMO*CO/(R 
DT*6AMM0*C 
QRT(B*B* .2 
0-B*.5/A 
= V0 
0/DT 
AO=C*VO*VO 
MA SHOULD 
(ABS(SI6MA 
VERT 6AMMA 
VERT SI6MA 
0=6AMM0/GR 
=SI6MA0*AS 
A0=SI6MA0* 
VERT CO TO 
0*1E+10 
*6AMM0*B0 
AM.EQ.O) Q 
AM.EQ.1 ) Q 
DIMENSIONA 
Q/(6AMM0*B 
AM.EQ.O) D 
AM.EQ.I) D 
E (6,140) 
AT (////) 
E (6,150) 
AT (1H0,'V 
-DIMENSION 
,'FLOW RAT 
, ' N O N O I M E 
,'6AMMA AT 
,'PERMEABI 
,610.4,/, 
,MEAN STRE 
,E10.4,/, 
,'EQUIVALE 
0,'62.5 MM 
SI6MA1/SIGMAC)**BPS 
SIGMAD^-^AABS 
0*6RAV) 
0 
5/(A*A)-ES*DNT/A) 
*6AMM0/(2*6RAV) 
NEVER BE NE6ATIVE OR 
0-SI6MAl)/SI6MA0).6E 
TO KN/M**3 
TO KN/M**2 
AV 
C*(1+SD) 
.001 
1E-10*M**4/N/SEC 
= Q*AL 
=Q*BO*PYE*.25 
L FLOW RATE 
0**1 .5*6RAV**.5) 
NQ=DNO/AL 
NQ=DNQ/(BO*PYE*.25) 
ZERO 
.01) 60 TO 120 
SS AT OUTLET - KN/M**2' 
NT MAJOR CONS. LOAD ON',/, 
DIA SHEAR CELL - N',T45,F10.4) 
END 
-2 2 3 
Flow chart of program (A9-2) which evaluates the flow rate and plots 
the gas pressure distribution for a particular bin geometry using the 
approximate flow stress field (Chapter 7). 
iSTflRTI 
HEflO IN MBT'L PROPERTIES 
BIN GEOHETRT 
FLOH EXP0NENT8 
jEVflLUflTE CONSTflNTSl 
I IN lT I f lL ZE ITERflTION FOR rN| 
-HCflLCULflTEN H rw 
l l N l t l f l L I Z E VflLUES FOR go I 
I 
EVflLUflTE CONDITIONS flT 
OUTLET 
EVflLUflTE CONSTflNTS IN 
CflS PRESSURE ISTRIBUTION 
EVflLUflTE TERMS IN 
EXPRESSION FOR Vo 
lEVflLUflTE V71 
I 
1 EVflLUflTE"g7] 
iSICNIFICflNT CHflNGEl 
\m 
REOUIREMENTS FDR r« 
SBTISFIE 
rTESl [ J
lEVBLUflTE FLOH RflTEj 
IPRIHT OUTPUTI 
EVflLUflTE 
GBS PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONj 
PLOT 
ISTRIBUTION 
F i g . A9-2 FLOW CHART OF PROGRAM A9-2 
Program A9.2 Computer Code for Calculating the Flow Rate 
of a Fine Bulk Solid from a Particular Bin 
Geometry Using the Analysis of Section 7.4 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
AND PLOT 
DISTANCE - ._ 
13/08/78 
DIMENSION DP(405),X(405), 
WRITE (6,10) 
FORMAT (1H0,'METRIC UNITS 
PERMEABILITY IN 1E-10*M 
DIMENSIONS IN M : 6 
K SOLID FLOW RATE 
ANO APPROXIMATE 
EXPONENT REAO IN 
S VARIEO UNTIL STRESS 
D I A L STRESS V/kLUE 
D FOR A 
DIMENSIONLESS 
XE(6),YE(6) 
-*',/,'6AMMA IN 6M/CC 
**4/N/SEC',/, 
RAVITY IN M/SEC 
Y IN M/S**2',/, 
IPERTIES -OELTA,PHI') 
FORMAT () 
WRITE (6,40) 
FORMAT (1H0,'B.S. COMPRESSIBIL I TY CONSTANTS ,  
1,6AMMA0,MCLC-N,BETA') 
READ (5,30) 6AMMAI,CMCL,B 
WRITE (6,30) 6AMMAI,CMCL, 
WRITE (6.50) 
 
,
FORMAT (IHO, 
BS 
BBS 
1 0 MATERIAL PERI 
1 ,CO,MCLP-N,ALPHA') 
READ (5,30) CI,PMCL,AABS 
WRITE (6,30) CI,PMCL,AABS 
UR TE (6.60) 
MATERIAL PERMEABILITY CONSTANTS, 
PARTICLE DENSITY LAMBDA -6M/CC') 
W I ,
FORMAT (IHO,' 
REAO (5,30) PO 
WRITE (6,30) PD 
PYE=4.0*ATAN(1.0) 
RC=PYE/180. 
RD=OELTA*RC 
SO=SIN(RD) 
RP=PHI*RC 
SP=SIN(RP) 
WRITE (6,70) 
FORMAT (1H0,'PLANE FLOW OR AXISYMMETRIC FLOW') 
READ (5,30) AM 
WRITE (6,30) AM 
WRITE (6,80) 
FORMAT (1H0,'H0PPER 6E0METRY-THETA,BO,BAT' ) E 
REAO (5,30) THETA,BO,BT 
WRITE (6,30) THETA,BO,BT 
RA=THETA*RC 
SA=SIN(RA) 
R0=B0*.5/SA 
RTC RAOIUS TO TRANSITI 
RT=BT*.5/SA 
IF (AM.EQ.1) 60 TO 100 
ON OF HOPPER 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
6? 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
7 5 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
S1 
82 
83 
84 
85 
fc6 
8 7 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
130 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
117 
90 
C 
100 
110 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
120 
130 
-225 
WRITt (6,90) 
FORMAT (1H0,'PLANE FLOW HOPPER LENGTH') 
RFAD (5,30) AL 
WRITfc (6,30) AL 
6RAV=9.81 
6RAV=9.E1 
WRITE (6,110) 
FORMAT (IHO,'BOUNDARY CONDITIONS -C,C1') 
READ (5,30) C,C1 
WPITE (6,30) C,C1 
C = C/ (1+C1*S0) 
CONVERT INPUT UNITS TO REQUIRED UNITS 
CONVERT MAJOR CONSOLI0ATION LOAO -N (MCLCSMCLP) 
TO STRESSES -N/M-2 
DIVIDE BY AREA OF 95.25MM DIA SHFAR CELL 
ASC=71.26*1Q**-4 M+2 
ASC = 71 .26E-4 
SI6MAC=CMCL/ASC 
SI6MAP=PMCL/ASC 
ADJUST SI6MAC S SIGMAP TO MEAN STRESS 
SI6MAC=SI6MAC/(1+SD) 
SI6MAP=SI6MAP/(1+SD) 
CONVERT 6AMMA TO N/M**3 
6AMMAI=GRAV*GAMMAI*1000 
CONVERT PERMEABILITY TO M**4/N/SEC 
CI=CI*1E-10 
CONVERT PARTICLE DENSITY TO N/M**3 
PD=PD*1000*GRAV 
CONVERT M WATER TO N/M*M 
CONVERSION FACTOR IINS W , G = .2487*1000 PA 
PR = PR*100*.2487*1000/2.54 
CALL BETA (RP,SP,SD,RB,SB) 
CALL ENSC (X,Y,RB,SP,SD,RA,SA,AM) 
CALCULATE YY 
YY=Y*SIN(RA+RB)*(1-SD) 
IF (AM.EQ.O) YY=YY/(RA+RB) 
IF (AM.FQ.1) 
0MB=1-BBS 
PTB=BBS/OMB 
PTA=AABS/OMB 
YY=YY*SIN(RA+RB)/(2.*(1-C0S(RA+RB))) 
GAMMO=GAMMAI 
V0 = 1 . 
CHANGE EXPONENTS TO CORRESPOND TO REQUIRED POWER 
DISTRIBUTION 
WRITE (6,120) 
FORMAT (1H0,'FL0W STRESS DISTRIBUTION EXPONENT') 
READ (5,30) SDE 
WRITE (6,130) SDE 
FORMAT (IHO, 
1' FLOW STRESS DISTRIBUTION EXPONENT = ',F10.4) 
PTB=SDE*PTB 
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114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
.120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
140 
C 
C 
C 
150 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
160 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
170 
180 
190 
PTA=SDE*PTA 
EVALUATE MEAN STATIC CONSOLIOATION STRESS AT 
TRANSITION 
RSC=Y*RT*OMB 
RSC=RSC/(X*0MB-1) 
IC = 0 
GAMRT=6AMMAI 
6AMRT1=6AMRT 
SMRT=GAMRT*RSC 
IC=IC+1 
6AMRT=6AMMAI*(SMRT/SI6MAC)**BBS 
TVRT=ABS((6AMRT-6AMRT1)/6AMRT) 
IF (TVRT.LT,.003) 60 TO 150 
6AMRT1=6AMRT 
IF (IC.6T.200) 60 TO 270 
60 TO 140 
EVALUATE RS/RO CRITCIAL 
RSR0C=1.-SDE*(C*(1.-SD)-2.*BBS)/ 
1((2.*(1 . + AM)+C*X*(1,-SD))*0MB) 
CHANGE 6AMRT TO K6M-3 
6AMRT=6AMRT/6RAV 
WRITE OUT VALUES 
WRITE (6,160) SMRT,GAMRT,RSROC 
FORMAT (1H0,'STRESS AT TRANSITION =',T30,F10.4, 
1,' NM-2',/,'BULK DENSITY AT TRANSITION =', 
2,T30,F10,4,'K6M-3',/, 
3,'R*/R0 CRITICAL ',T30,F10,4) 
START FROM RS/RO CRITICAL 
RMR0=RT/R0 
NH=100 
NHV=NH+1 
ANH=NH 
0X=(RT-RO)/(ANH*RO) 
INITIATIZE X 
00 170 IP=1,NHV 
X(IP) = 1 . + 0X*(IP-1) 
RSR0=RSR0C 
IM = 0 
RSS=RSR0*R0 
IM=IM+1 
IF (IM.GT.100) 60 TO 300 
RSS=RSRO*RO 
1 = 0 
1 = 1 + 1 
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171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
17P 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
164 
185 
186 
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198 
199 
200 
201 
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213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
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227 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
200 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
210 
c 
c 
c 
220 
IF (I .GT.20n) 60 TO 270 
EVALUATE NEW Y1,Y2,A1&A2 WITH NEW VALUE 
OF RSS 
EVALUATE 6 TERM 
6=GAMM0*PTB*YY/(PD*C0) 
EVALUATE A TERM 
A=(1+AM+PTB/(1-RSR0))/(1-SD) 
A=A-SDE*.5*C/(OMB*(1-RSRO))+.5*C*X 
A=A*6AMM0/(6RAV*R0) 
EVALUATE APPROXIMATE B TERM 
S6RAD1= . 
S6RAD2=0. 
DO 200 IP=2,NHV 
CALL GRADl 
CALL 6RAD2 
SGRAD1=S6RAD1+D6RAD1 
SGRAD2=S6RA02+D6RA02 
C3P=-SGRAD1/S6RAD2 
a=C3P*(R0-RSS)**PTA 
B=B/RO 
IF (AM.FQ.I.) B=B/RO 
B=AL06(R0-RSS)+B 
B=-B*6/(1.-SD) 
EVALUATE E TERM 
E=-6AMM0*Y 
EVALUATE BULK SOLID OUTLET VELOCITY 
THIS SHOULD 6IVE A NE5ATIVE VELOCITY 
TAKE ABSOLUTE VALUE LATER 
TV1=ABS(.5*B/A) 
TSV=TV1*TV1-E/A 
IF (RSRO.GE.RSROC) 6 0 TO 210 
V0=-TV1+SQRT(TSV) 
60 TO 260 
IF (RSR0.6T.RSROC) 60 TO 220 
VO=-E/B 
60 TO 260 
TEST IF TERM WITHIN SQRT IS NE6ATIVE 
IF (TSV.6E.0.0) 60 TO 250 
IF (I.6T.190) 60 TO 230 
RSR0=RSR0-.01 
60 TO 180 
228 
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237 
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271 
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240 
250 
C 
c 
c 
260 
270 
280 
:90 
300 
310 
WRITE (6,240) 
FORMAT (1H0,'TERM WITHIN SQUARE ROOT SI6N 
1 NE6ATIVE') 
STOP 
V0=-TV1+SQRT(TSV) 
EVALUATE CONOITIONS AT OUTLET 
S I G M A 0 = . 5 * C * V 0 * V 0 * 6 A M M 0 / G R A V 
6 A M M 0 = 6 A M M A r * ( S I 6 M A 0 / S I 6 M A C ) * * B B S 
C 0 = C I * ( S I 6 M A P / S I G M A 0 ) * * A A B S 
TVT=ABS((SI6MA0-SI5M00)/SI6MA0) 
IF (TVT.LT..005) 60 TO 290 
SI6M00=SI6MAO 
60 TO 190 
WRITE (6,280) I 
FORMAT (IHO,'ITERATION COUNTER EXCEEOED') 
EVALUATE STRESS AT TRANSITION 
S6RT=SI6MA0*((RT/R0-RSR0)/(1-RSR0))**(SDE/0MB) 
STORE OLD RSRO VALUE 
RSROS=RSRO 
EVALUATE NEW VALUE FOR RS/RO 
SSV=(SMRT/SI6MA0)**(0MB/SDE) 
RSRO=(RT/R0-SSV)/(1.-SSV) 
IF (RSR0.6E.1,0) RSRO=,95 
ASTV=ABS((RSRO-RSROS)/RSRO) 
IF (ASTV,LE, .003) 60 TO 300 
60 TO 180 
VO=ABS(V0) 
Q=V0*6AMM0*B0/6RAV 
IF (AM,EQ.O,0) Q=Q*AL 
IF (AM.EQ.1,0) Q=Q*BO*PYE*.25 
60UT=6AMM0/6RAV 
C0UT=C0*1E+10 
WRITE (6,310) V0,Q,G0UT,C0UT,SI6MA0 
FORMAT (1H0,' VO = ',F10.4,' MSEC-1',/, 
1' FLOW RATE = 'F10,4,' K6/S',/, 
2' OUTLET DENSITY = ' , F10,4,'K6M-3',/, 
3' OUTLET CO = ',F10,4,' *1 -10 M4N-1S-1',/, 
4' MEAN STRESS AT OUTLET = ',F10,4,' NM-2') 
EVALUATE 6 FINAL 
5=6AMM0*PTB*YY/(PD*C0) 
EVALUATE APPROXIMATE 6AS PRESSURES 
CALL FINAL PRESSURES 
00 3 2 0 I P = 2 , N H V 
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320 
C 
c 
c 
c 
330 
c 
340 
15C 
35 
CALL GRADI 
CALL GRAD2 
DP(IP)=(D6RAD1+DGPAD2*C3P)*0X+DP(IP-1) 
CONVERT DIMENSIONLESS PRESSURE TO MM H20 
lE MULPITPLY BY 6*VO*RO*1000/(1000*6RAV) 
00 330 IP=1,NHV 
DP(IP)=DP(IP)*6*V0*R0/6RAV 
WRITE(6,53) 
FORMAT (///, 1HO,T10,'R/R0',T22,'P - MM H20') 
DO 150 IP=1,NHV 
WRITE (6,9)X(IP),DP(IP) 
FORMAT (1H0,5X,F10.4,5X,E10.4) 
CALL PPB6N (15) 
('DISPLAY',200.,150.,850.,750.) 
('XO',0.0) 
('X1',XU) 
XU = 1 
CALL PPALL 
CALL PPRN6 
CALL PPRN6 - ... 
CALL PPMAPI ('Y',YE,6) 
AYL=-100 
SUBROUTINE 6RAD1 
VT=X(IP-1)-RSRO 
V1=(VT/(1.-RSRO))**PTA*AL06((X(IP-1)-RSRO)*RO) 
V1=V1/X(IP-1 ) 
IF (AM.EQ.1. ) V1=V1/X(IP-1) 
D6RAD1=V1 
RETURN 
SUBROUTINE 6RAD2 
VT=X(IP-1)-RSR0 
V2=(VT*PO)**PTA 
V2 = V2/(R0*X(IP-1) ) 
IF (AM.EQ.1.0) V2=V2/(X(IP-1)*RO) 
DGRAD2=V2 
RETURN 
ENO 
-2 3 0 
Flow chart of program (A9-3) which evaluates the flow rate versus 
bin outlet diameter using the static consolidation stress field 
(Section 6.5) 
ISTBRTj 
I REflO IN MflT'L PROPERTIES 
BIN GEOMETRT 
lEVflLUflTE CONSTflNTn 
-m-
I N I T I B L I Z E LOOP FOR 
B 
I 
INCREMENT Bj 
INITIBLIZE 
ITERBTION VflLUES 
I 
EVBLUBTE CONDITIONS 
RT UTLET 
I 
EVBLUflTE TERMS IN 
EXPRESSION FOR Vo 
lEVflLUflTE Vol 
I 
I EVflLUBTE ffol 
I 
ISICNIFICflNT CHBNCEI 
m  
EVBLUBTE FLOH RflTE 
STORE 
IB i B B H I 
[ p] 
PLDT 
VflR BTlON 
F i g . A 9 - 3 FLOW CHART OF PROGRAM A 9 - 3 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
2P 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
4 5 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
Program A9.3 Computer Code for Calculating and Plotting 
the Variation in Flow Rate Versus Outlet 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
Size Using the Analysis of Section 6.5 
PROGR 
WITH 
BULK 
WITHO 
JANUA 
OIMENS 
WRITE 
FORMAT 
1, PERM 
2 ' DIME 
3' STRE 
WRITE 
FORMAT 
READ ( 
WRITE 
FORMAT 
WRITE 
FORMAT 
1 ,6AMMA 
READ ( 
WRITE 
WRITE 
FORMAT 
1 ,CO,AL 
RFAO ( 
WRITE 
WRITE 
FORMAT 
REAO ( 
WRITE 
P Y E = 4 . 
RC=PYE 
RD=DEL 
SD=SIN 
RP=PHI 
SP=SIN 
WRITE 
FORMAT 
READ ( 
WRITE 
WRITE 
FORMAT 
AM T 
OUTLET 
SOLIDS 
UT AIR 
RY 31S 
lON 0( 
(6,10) 
(IHO, 
EABILI 
NSIONS 
SSES I 
(6,20) 
(IHO, 
5,30) 
(6,30) 
() 
(6,40) 
(1H0, 
0,BETA 
5,30) 
(6,30) 
(6,50) 
(IHO, 
PHA,MC 
5,30) 
(6,30) 
(6,60) 
(1H0, 
5,30) 
(6,30) 
0*ATAN 
/180. 
TA*RC 
(RO) 
*RC 
(RP) 
(6,70) 
(1H0, 
5,30) 
(6,30) 
(6,80) 
(1H0, 
CALCULATE ANOPLOT THE VARIATION OF FLOW RATE 
SIZE IN METRES OF SIMPLE 
FROM C0NVER6IN6 CHANNELS 
INJECTION 
T 1978 
50),QM(50) 
'METRIC UNITS -*',/,' 6AMMA IN 6M/CC 
TY IN 1E-10*M**4/N/SEC',/, 
IN M,6RAVITY IN M/S**2',/, 
N KN/M*2') 
'MATERIAL PROPERTIES -OELTA,PHI') 
DELTA,PHI 
DELTA,PHI 
'B.S. COMPRESSIBILITY CONSTANTS 
,MCLC-N') 
6AMMAI ,PBS,CMCL 
6AMMAI,BBS,CMCL 
'MATERIAL PERMEABILITY CONSTANTS 
LP-N') 
CI,AABS,PMCL 
CI,AABS,PMCL 
PARTICLE DENSITY LAMBDA -6M/CC') 
PD 
PD 
(1.0) 
'PLANE FLOW OR AXISYMMETRIC FLOW') 
AM 
AM 
'HOPPER 6E0METRY-THETA,B0,BAT') 
VALUE BO READ I6NORE0 CALCULATED LATER 
READ (5,30) 
WRITE (6,30) 
RA=THETA*RC 
SA=SIN(RA) 
RT=BT*.5/SA 
IF (AM.EQ.1 ) 
THETA,BO,BT 
THETA,BO,BT 
60 TO 90 
READ IN PLANE 
REAO(5,1)AL 
UNIT PLANE FLOW 
FLOW LEN6TH 
LEN6TH 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
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C 
90 
100 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
AL = 1 . 
6RAV=9.81 
6RAV=9.81 
WRITE (6,100) 
FORMAT (1H0,'B0UNDARY CONDITIONS -C,C1') 
READ (5,30) C,C1 
WRITE (6,30) C,C1 
C=C/(1+C1*SD) 
CONVERT INPUT UNITS TO REQUIREO UNITS 
CONVERT MAJOR CONSOLI0ATION LOAO -N (MCLC8MCLP) 
TO STRESSES -N/M-2 
DIVIDE BY.AREA OF 95.25MM DIA SHEAR CELL 
ASC=71.26*1 **-4 M+2 
ASC=71.26E-4 
SI6MAC=CMCL/ASC 
SI6MAP=PMCL/ASC 
AOJUST SI6MAC & SIGMAP TO MEAN STRESS 
SIGMAC-SI6MAC/(1+S0) 
SIGMAP=SI6MAP/(1+SD) 
CONVERT 6AMMA TO N/M**3 
6AMMAI=6RAV*6AMMAI*1000 
CONVERT PERMEABILITY TO M**4/N/SEC 
CI=CI*1E-10 
CONVERT PARTICLE DENSITY TO N/M**3 
PD=PD*1000*6RAV 
CALL BETA (RP,SP,S0,RB,SB) 
CALL ENSC (X ,Y,RB,SB,SD,RA,SA,AM) 
6AMM0=GAMMAI 
0MB=1-BBS 
ABM0=AABS+BBS-1 
X0MB=X*0MB 
SECTION TO 
EQUATION 
CALCULATE FLOW CONSTANTS IN VELOCITY 
10 
EVALUATE A TERM 
W=1./(1-SD) 
IF (AM.EQ.1) W=W*(1+0MB) 
A=W/(BBS-2*AM*OMB-2.-XOMB)-C*.5 
EVALUATE B TERM 
YY=Y*SIN(RA+RB)*(1-SD) 
IF (AM.EQ.O) YY=YY/(RA+RB) 
IF (AM.EQ.1) YY=YY*SIN(RA+RB)/(2.*(1-C0S(RA+RB))) 
AMMOMB=AABS-AM*OMB 
PT=AMMOMB/OMB 
EVALUATE ES TERM 
ES=Y*OMB/(XOMB-1) 
SET UP VARIABLES FOR OUTER LO OP 
OMAX IS IN METRERS 
WRITE (6,110) 
FORMAT (1H0,'MAXIMUM DIAMETER IN METRES') 
117 
11P 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
15P 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
120 
130 
14 
150 
C 
160 
170 
180 
190 
C 
DIAMETER IN METRES 
RFAD (5,30) DMAX 
WRITE (6,120) OMAX 
FORMAT (IHO,'MAXIMUM 
0I=0MAX/40. 
DO 170 11=1,41 
D(II)=(II-1)*DI 
BO = D (II ) 
R0=B0*.5/SA 
VO=.25 
SIGMA0=C*V0*V0*6AMM0*.5/6RAV 
CA-LCULATE B TERM NOTE DEPENDS ON RO/TRT 
IF (PT.6T.0.0) 60 TO 130 
APT=ABS(PT) 
6D=1-(RT/R0)**APT 
60 TO 140 
60=1-(R0/RT)**PT 
60=YY*BBS/(AMM0MB*(1-SD)*6D) 
B=PT*ALOG(RT/RO)+XOMB*GD/(AMMOMB-XOMB) 
BB=60*0MB*B/(AMM0MB-X0MB) 
1 = 0 
1 = 1 + 1 
IF (I.6T.200) 60 TO 160 
SIGMA1=SI6MA0 
6 A M M 0 = 6 A M M A I * ( S I 6 M A 1 / S I 6 M A C ) * * B B S 
C O ^ C I ^ ^ S I ^ M A P / S I ^ M A n ^ ^ A A B S 
6LR=6AMMO/P0 
B=GLR*BB 
DT=6AMM0*C0/(R0*6RAV) 
DNT=DT*6AMM0*C0 
VO=SQRT(B*B*.25/(A*A)-ES*DNT/A) 
V0=V0-B*.5/A 
VNDO=VO 
VO=VO/DT 
SI6MA0=C*V0*V0*6AMM0/(2*6RAV) 
SIGMA SHOULO NEVER BE NE6ATIVE OR ZERO 
IF ((A6S(SI6MAO-SI6MA1)/SI6MAO).6E..01) 
CONVERT 6AMMA TO K6/M**3 
6AMM0=6AMM0/6RAV 
û=VO*CAMMO*BO 
IF (AM.EQ.O) Q=Q*AL 
IF (Awi.Eû.l) Q=Q*BO*PYE*.25 
CONVERT GAMMO BACK TO N/M**3 
6AMM0=6AMM0*6RAV 
QM(II)=Q 
PPB6N (15) 
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,F10.4) 
60 TO 150 
CALL 
xo = o 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
PPALL ('DISPLAY', 200.,150.,850.,700.) 
PPRN6 ('XO',XO) 
PPRN6 ('X1',DMAX) 
IF (AM.EQ.1.0) 60 TO 180 
CALL PP6RPH (D,QM,41 ,'WIDTH OF OUTLET -
'FLOW RATE PER METRE OF OUTLET - K6/SEC' 
METRE 
,34) 
.23, 
60 TO 190 
CALL PP6RPH (D,QM,41 ,'OIAMETER 
1'FLOW RATE K6/SEC',16) 
CALL PPENO 
ENO 
OF OUTLET - METRE',27, 
- 2 3 U 
Flow chart of program (A9-4) which evaluates the flow rate versus 
bin out le t diameter using the approximate flow stress f i e l d 
(Chapter 7). 
ISTBRTj 
REflD IN MflT'L PROPERTIES 
BIN GEOMETRT 
FL H EXPONENTS 
lEVflLUBTE CONSTBNTS] 
INITIflLIZE LOOP FOR 
B 
I HINCREMENTB] 
I 
I IN IT I f lL IZE ITERflTIDN FOR r»<| 
HCflLCULBTE NEH rMJ 
INITIBLIZE ITERflTION F R ffol 
EVflLURTE CDNDITIONS flT 
OUTLET 
EVflLUBTE CONSTBNTS IN 
GBS PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
EVBLUflTE TERMS IN 
EXPRESSION FORVo 
HTÊST-
lEVflLUflTE Vol 
I , 
I EVflLUflTE ool 
-ISIGNIFICflNT CHBNCEI 
m 
REQUIREMENT FOR r* 
SflTISFIED 
RESI 
EVflLUBTE FLOH RBTE 
STDRE 
-m- I IB » B « n | 
PLOT 
VflWIBTION 
F i g . A9-4 FLOW CHART OF PROGRAM A9-4 
9 
10 
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Program A9-4 Computer Code for Calculating and Plotting 
the Variation in Flow Rate Versus Outlet 
Size Using the Analysis of Section 7.4. 
1 C PROGRAM TO CALCULATE BULK SOLIO FLOW RATE 
2 C FROM C0NVER6ING CHANNELS AND APPROXIMATE 
3 C VALUE OF STRESS EXPONENT READ IN 
4 C WHERE THE VALUE OF RSS IS VARIED UNTIL STRESS 
5 C AT RT IS GREATER THAN RADIAL STRESS VALUE THEN 
6 C FLOW RATE CALCULATED AT VARIOUS OUTLET SIZES 
7 C AND PLOTTED FOR A FINE BULK SOLID 
8 C 26TH AU6UST 1978 A.6.MCLEAN 
DIMÉNSION X D ( 4 0 5 ) , D(50),QM(50) 
WRITE (6,10) 
11 10 FORMAT (1H0,'METRIC UNITS -*',/,' 6AMMA IN GM/CC 
12 1, PERMEABILITY IN 1E-10*M**4/N/SEC',/, 
13 2 , ' DIMENSIONS IN M,GRAVITY IN M / S * * 2 ' , / , 
14 3,' STRESSES IN KN/M**2') 
15 WRITE (6,20) 
16 20 FORMAT (1HO ,'MATERIAL PROPERTIES -OELTA,PHI') 
17 READ (5,30) DELTA,PHI 
18 WRITE (6,30) DELTA,PHI 
19 30 FORMAT () 
20 WRITE (6,40) 
21 40 FORMAT (1H0,'B.S. COMPRESS I BILITY CONSTANTS 
22 1,6AMMA0,MCLC-N,BETA') 
23 READ (5,30) GAMMAI , CMCL , BBS 
24 WRITE (6,30) 6AMMAI,CMCL,BBS 
25 W R I T E ( 6 , 5 0 ) 
26 50 FORMAT (IHO,'MATERIAL PERMEABILITY CONSTANTS 
27 1,CO,MCLP-N,ALPHA') 
28 READ (5,30) CI,PMCL,AABS 
29 WRITE (6,30) CI,PMCL,AABS 
30 WRITE (6,60) 
31 6C FORMAT (IHO,' PARTICLE DENSITY LAMBDA -6M/CC') 
32 REAO (5,30) PD' 
33 WRITE (6,30) PD 
34 PYE=4.0*ATAN(1.0) 
35 RC=PYE/180. 
36 RD=OELTA*RC 
37 SD=SIN(RD) 
38 RP=PHI*RC 
39 SP=SIN(RP) 
40 WRITE (6,70) 
41 70 FORMAT (1H0,'PLANE FLOW OR AXISYMMETRIC FLOW') 
42 READ (5,30) AM 
43 WRITE (6,30) AM 
44 WRITE (6,80) 
45 80 FORMAT (1H0,'H0PPER 6EOMETRY-THETA,BO,BAT') 
46 READ (5,30) THETA,BO,BT 
47 WRITE (6,30) THETA,BO,BT 
48 RA=ThETA*RC 
49 SA=SIN(RA) 
50 R0=B0*.5/SA 
51 C RTC RAOIUS TO TRANSJTION OF HOPPER 
52 RT=BT*.5/SA 
53 IF (AM.EQ.1) 60 TO 100 
54 WRITE (6,90) 
55 90 FORMAT (1H0,'PLANE FLOW HOPPER LENGTH') 
56 READ (5,30) AL 
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57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
6 8 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
130 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
C 
100 
110 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
120 
130 
WPITE 
6RAV = 
6RAV=9 
WRITE 
FORMAT 
READ ( 
WRITE 
C=C/(1 
CONVE 
CONVE 
TO ST 
D I V I 0 
ASC=7 
ASC=71 
SI6MAC 
SI6MAP 
ADJUS 
SI6MAC 
SI6MAP 
CONVE 
6AMMAI 
CONVE 
CI=CI* 
CONVE 
PD=PD* 
CONVE 
CONVE 
PR=PR* 
CALL B 
CALL E 
(6,30) 
9.81 
.81 
(6,110 
(1H0, 
5,30) 
(6,30) 
+C1*SD 
RT INP 
RT MAJ 
RFSSES 
E BY A 
1.26*1 
.26E-4 
=CMCL/ 
=PMCL/ 
T SI6M 
=SI6MA 
=SI6MA 
RT GAM 
=6RAV* 
R T P E R 
1E-10 
RT PAR 
1000*6 
RT M W 
RSION 
100*.2 
ETA (R 
NSC (X 
AL 
) 
'BOUNOARY CONDITIONS -C,C1') 
C,C1 
C,C1 
) 
UT UNITS TO REÛUIRED UNITS 
OR CONSOLIDATION LOAO -N (MCLC&MCLP) 
-N/M-2 
REA OF 95.25MM OIA SHEAR CELL 
0**-4 +2 
ASC 
ASC 
AC & SI6MAP TO MEAN STRESS 
C/(1+SD) 
P/ (1+SD) 
MA TO N/M**3 
6AMMAI*1000 
MEABILITY TO M**4/N/SEC 
TICLE DENSITY TO N/M**3 
RAV 
ATER TO N/M*M 
FACTOR 1INS W.6=.2487*1000 PA 
487*1000/2.54 
P,SP,SO,RB,SB) 
,Y ,RB,SB,SO,RA,SA,AM) 
C 
C 
CALCULATE YY 
YY=Y*SIN(RA+RB)*(1-SD) 
IF (AM.EQ.O) YY=YY/(RA+RB) 
IF (AM.EQ.1) YY=YY*SIN(RA+RB)/(2.*(1-C0S(RA+RB))) 
0MB=1-BBS 
PTB=BBS/OMB 
PTA=AABS/OMB 
6AMM0=6AMMAI 
V0 = 1 . 
CHAN6E EXPONENTS TO CORRESPOND TO REQUIREO POWER 
DISTRIBUTION 
WRITE (6,120) 
FORMAT (1H0,'FL0W STRESS DISTRIBUTION EXPONENT') 
READ (5,30) SDE 
WRITE (6,130) SDE 
FORMAT (1H0,'FL0W STRESS DISTRIBUTION EXPONENT = 
1,F10.4) 
PTB=SDE*PTB 
PTA=SDE*PTA 
EVALUATE MEAN STATIC CONSOLI0ATlON STRESS AT 
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114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
140 
C 
c 
c 
150 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
160 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
170 
180 
TRA 
RTC = 
kSC = 
RSC = 
IC = 0 
6AMR 
6AMR 
SMRT 
IC = I 
6AMR 
TVRT 
IF ( 
6AMR 
IF ( 
60 T 
NSITION 
(BT-BO)* .5/SA 
Y* RTC*OMb 
RSC/(X*0MB-1) 
T=6AMMAI 
T1=GAMRT 
=6AMRT*RSC 
C + 1 
T=GAMMAI*(SMRT/SIGMAC)**BBS 
=ABS((6AMRT-6AMRT1)/6AMRT) 
TVRT.LT. .003) 60 TO 150 
T1=6AMRT 
IC.6T.200) 60 TO 320 
0 140 
EVALUATE RS/RO CRITCIAL 
RSR0C=1.-SDE*(C*(1.-SD)-2.*BBS)/ 
1((2.*(1.+AM)+C*X*(1.-SD))*0MB) 
CHANGE 6AMRT TO K6M-3 
GAMRT=GAMRT/6RAV 
WRITE OUT VALUES 
WRITE (6,160) SMRT,6AMRT,RSR0C 
FORMAT (1H0,'STRESS AT TRANSITION =',T30,F10.4 
1,' NM-2',/,'BULK OENSITY AT TRANSITION =',T30,F10.4 
?,'KGM-3',/,'R*RO CRITICAL ',F10.4) 
START FROM RS/RO CRITICAL 
RMRO=RT/RO 
PTBM0 = PTB-1 . 
NH=100 
NHV=NH+1 
ANH=NH 
0X=(RT-RO)/(ANH*RO) 
SET UP VARIABLES FOR OUTER LOOP 
OMAX IS IN METRES 
WRITE (6,170) 
FORMAT (1HO,'MAXIMUM 
REAO (5,30) DMAX 
WRITE (6,180) OMAX 
FORMAT (1H0,'MAXIMUM 
DI=DMAX/40. 
00 310 11=1,40 
D(II)=(II)*DI 
BO = D (II) 
R0=B0*.5/SA 
DIAMETER IN METRES') 
DIAMETER IN METRES - F10.4) 
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171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
160 
181 
182 
163 
184 
185 
166 
187 
168 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
225 
226 
227 
C 
C 
C 
190 
200 
210 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
220 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
RMRO=RT/RO 
DX=(RT-RO) /(ANH*RO) 
INITIATIZE XD 
DO 190 IP=1,NHV 
XD(IP)=1 . + 0X*(IP-1) 
RSRO=RSROC 
IM = 0 
RSS=RSRO*RO 
IM=IM+1 
IF (IM.6T.100) 60 TO 320 
RSS=RSRO*RO 
1 = 0 
1 = 1 + 1 
IF (I.6T.200) 60 TO 320 
EVALUATE NEW Y 1 , Y 2 , A 1 S A 2 W I T H N E W V A L U E 
OF RSS 
EVALUATE 6 TERM 
6=6AMM0*PTB*YY/(PD*C0) 
EVALUATE A TERM 
A=(1+AM+PTB/(1-RSR0))/(1-SD) 
A = A-ST)E*.5*C/(OMB*(1-RSRO)) + .5*C*X 
A=A*6AMM0/(6RAV*R0) 
EVALUATE APPROXIMATE B TERM 
S6RAD1=0. 
S6RAD2=0. 
00 220 I P = 2 , N H V 
CALL 6RA01 
CALL 6RAD2 
S6RAD1=S6RAD1+D6RAD1 
S6RAD2=S6RAD2+06RAD2 
C3P=-S6RAD1/S6RA02 
B=C3P*(R0-RSS)**PTA 
B=B/RO 
IF (AM.EQ.1.) B=B/RO 
B=AL06(R0-RSS)+B 
B=-B*G/(1.-SD) 
EVALUATE E TERM 
E=-6AMM0*Y 
EVALUATE BULK SOLIO OUTLET VELOCITY 
THIS SHOULD 6IVE A NEGATIVE VELOCITY 
TAKE ABSOLUTE VALUE LATER 
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228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 
240 
241 
242 
243 
244 
245 
246 
247 
248 
249 
250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
256 
257 
258 
259 
260 
261 
262 
263 
264 
265 
266 
267 
268 
269 
270 
271 
272 
273 
274 
275 
276 
277 
27P 
279 
280 
281 
282 
283 
284 
230 
C 
c 
c 
240 
250 
260 
270 
C 
C 
C 
280 
C 
c 
c 
290 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
300 
310 
320 
330 
340 
TV1=APS(.5*B/A) 
TSV=TV1*TV1-E/A 
IF (RSR0.6E.RSR0C) 60 TO 230 
V0=-TV1+SQRT(TSV) 
60 TO 280 
IF (RSR0.6T.RSR0C) 60 TO 240 
VO=-E/B 
60 TO 280 
TEST IF TERM WITHIN SQRT IS NEGATIVE 
IF (TSV.6E.0.0) 60 TO 270 
IF (I.6T.190) 60 TO 250 
RSRO=RSRO-.01 
60 TO 200 
WRITE (6,260) 
FORMAT (1H0,'TERM WITHIN SQUARE ROOT SI6N 
1 NE6ATIVE') 
STOP 
V0=-TV1+SQRT(TSV) 
EVALUATE CONDITIONS AT OUTLET 
S I 6 M A 0 = . 5 * C * V 0 * V 0 * 6 A M M O / 6 R A V 
6 A M M 0 = 6 A M M A I * ( S I 6 M A 0 / S I 6 M A C ) * * B B S 
C 0 = C I * ( S I 6 M A P / S I 6 M A 0 ) * * A A B S 
TVT=ABS((S16MA0-SI6M00)/SI6MA0) 
IF (TVT.LT..005) 60 TO 290 
SI6M00=SI6MA0 
60 TO 210 
EVALUATE STRESS AT TRANSITION 
S6RT=SI6MA0*((RT/R0-RSR0)/(1-RSR0))**(SDE/0MB) 
STORE OLD RSRO V A L U E 
RSROS=RSRO 
EVALUATE NEW VALUE FOR RS/RO 
SSV=(SMRT/SI6MA0)**(0MB/SDE) 
RSR0=(RT/R0-SSV)/(1.-SSV) 
IF (RSR0.6E.1.0) RSRO=.95 
ASTV=ABS((RSRO-RSROS)/RSRO) 
IF (ASTV.LE..003) 60 TO 300 
60 TO 200 
VO=ABS(VO) 
Q=V0*6AMM0*B0/6RAV 
IF (AM.EQ.0.0) 0=Q*AL 
IF (AM.EQ.1.0) Q=Q*BO*PYE*.25 
ÛM(I I )=Q 
60 TO 340 
WRITE (6,330) I,IM,IC 
FORMAT (IHO,'ITERATION COUNTER EXCEEOED',3(3X,I5)) 
STOP 
CALL PPB6N (15) 
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285 
286 
287 
288 
289 
290 
291 
292 
293 
294 
295 
296 
297 
298 
299 
300 
301 
302 
303 
304 
305 
306 
307 
308 
309 
310 
311 
312 
313 
314 
315 
PPSIZE (2) 
350 
360 
CALL 
xo = o. 
CALL PPALL 
CALL PPRN6 
CALL PPRN6 
I F ( A « . E Q . 1 
CALL PP6RPH 
1,'FLOW RATE 
60 TO 360 
CALL PP6RPH 
1,27,'FLOW RATE 
CALL PPEND 
STOP 
150. ,850.,700.) ('OISPLAY',200 
('XO',XO) 
('X1',0MAX) 
.0) 60 TO 350 
(D,QM,40,'WIDTH OF OUTLET - METRE', 
PER METRE OF OUTLET - K6/SEC',34) 
23 
(D,QM,40,'0IAMETER 
K6/SEC',16) 
OF OUTLET - METRE 
SUBROUTINE 6RAD1 
VT=XD(IP-1)-RSRO 
V1=(VT/(1.-RSRO))**PTA*AL06((XO(IP-1)-RSRO)*RO) 
V1=V1/XD(IP-I) 
IF (AM.EQ.1.0) V1=V1/XD(IP-1) 
D6RAD1=V1 
RETURN 
SUBROUTINE 6RAD2 
VT=XD(IP-1)-RSRO 
V2= (VT*RO)**PTA 
V2 = V2/ (RO*XD(IP-1)) 
IF (AM.EQ.1.0) V2=V2/(XO(IP-1)*RO) 
D6RAD2=V2 
RETURN 
END 
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Program A9-5 Coding Sheet to Evaluate Using a Programmable 
Electronic Calculator the Flow Rate of a Fine 
Bulk Solid From a Particular Bin Geometry 
Using the Analysis of Section 6,5. 
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